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The paper is written to pay a tribute to Prof. Alexander Leonidovich Ivanovskii, Head of the Quantum
Chemistry and Spectroscopy Laboratory at the Institute of Solid State Chemistry, Ural Branch of the
Russian Academy of Sciences (RAS), and is devoted to recalling the most significant landmarks in his
scientific career. A broad-minded man of great erudition, A. L. Ivanovskii made invaluable contributions
in the field of computational materials science — a new field of research covering computational modeling
for properties of existing substances and for compounds yet to be synthesized, including nanostructured
materials. Under his leadership, a group of young, talented researchers have grown to become specialists
in the electronic structure simulation and computational modeling to predict the properties of solids, which
formed a unique school of thought in the field of quantum chemistry and spectroscopy research in the Urals.
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A well-bred intellectual, a man of noble principles and genuine culture, always pursuing an initiative, living positively with venture and verve — these are the attributes by
which a leading scientist Alexander Leonidovich Ivanovskii will always be commemorated by
his colleagues and friends.
A. L. Ivanovskii passed away on February 28, 2014, in his 62nd year of life, thus
ending a remarkable career filled with scientific accomplishments: Doctor of Chemistry, Professor, Honored Scientist of the Russian Federation, National Prize Winner in Science and
Engineering, and a remarkably creative leader of the Laboratory of Quantum Chemistry and
Spectroscopy at the Institute of Solid State Chemistry, Ural Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences. The scientific activity after Alexander Ivanovskii and his school of thought
cover a broad spectrum of issues [1-20]: advanced solid solutions, alloys and intermetallic
compounds, superconductors and superconducting magnets, antiperovskite-structured compounds, MAX phases, refractory interstitial phases, nanomaterials, just to mention a few.
A. L. Ivanovskii has authored and co-authored more than 860 papers published in national
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Fig. 1. Alexander Leonidovich Ivanovskii
and international science journals; he is the author of 14 monographs and more than 20 reviews on the scientific issues related to computational materials research in inorganic chemistry. The scientific accomplishments earned him wide respect in the scientific community,
of which over six thousands of citations to his works is a convincing proof.
Over fifteen years, Alexander Ivanovskii gave lectures on the structure of matter to
students at the Ural Federal University. Many of the students trained by Alexander can now
be found in laboratories actively involved in quantum chemical modeling research.
Alexander Leonidovich Ivanovskii was born in Sverdlovsk on February 2, 1953. In
1976, he graduated from the Physical Engineering Department of the Ural Polytechnical Institute (currently, Ural Federal University named after B.N. Yeltsyn), and early upon graduation, he joined a group of researchers headed by Prof. V. A. Gubanov and by Academicianto-be, Prof. G. P. Shveikin at the Lab of Physical Methods of Investigations of Solids at
the Chemistry Institute, Ural Branch of RAS. Starting from those days and over his entire career to the end of his days, one of the most significant directions of his research was
devoted to refractory compounds and interstitial phases. In 1980, Alexander Ivanovskii received his Candidate of Science degree; and in 1988, at the age of 35, he earned his Doctor of
Science degree, having defended his thesis titled “Electronic Structure and Chemical Bond
in Refractory Compounds of d−Elements of IVA, VA Subgroups”. In 1994, he was elected
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a corresponding-member of the Natural Science Academy and was appointed Head of the
Quantum Chemistry and Spectroscopy Laboratory at the Institute of Solid State Chemistry,
Russian Academy of Sciences. In 1995, Alexander Ivanovskii received the Russian Federation State Prize for a series of works “Quantum-Chemical and Radio-Frequency Spectroscopy
Methods for Solid Chemistry Applications”.
Contemporary solid state research is striking in its variety, bringing to the forefront
such systems and objects as micro and nano-porous solids, low-dimensional crystals, nanosized and nano-structured objects. Nanomaterials came to be one of the topics most favored
by Prof. Ivanovskii: a giant leap was made by him and his team in understanding the field
of nanostructure design for both existing materials as well as newly synthesized substances,
in studying their stability and investigating their physical and chemical properties, using a
great diversity of computational techniques. The breadth of his research interests encompassed a great number of nanostructures: diversified forms of carbon allotropy (diamondlike modifications, nanotubes, fullerenes, graphene and its analogs) and various inorganic
nanomaterials, such as nanofibers, nanotubes and fullerene-like particles of boron nitrides,
carbides, borides, silicides, oxides, halogenides and chalcogenides. Prof. Ivanovskii had an
in-depth and critical view of these science developments in the world, which was reflected in
the number of his reviews published in international journals and monographs, with some
of the publications having pioneered in this field of materials research on the national scale.
The following results deserve special notice.
A. L. Ivanovskii became interested in nano-objects in the 1990’s, when a surge of
interest was generated by the experimental evidence for a new class of nanostructured titanium carbides, observed in gaseous phase as ultrasmall cubic 27-atom clusters. Nanosized
titanium carbide clusters were found to transform into nonstoichiometric dodecahedral clusters, referred to as metalocarbohedrenes Ti8 C12 (or metcars for short). Combining his many
years’ experience of studying the chemical bonding of binary carbide systems with the thenavailable software and hardware capabilities made these nanoclusters an apt research endeavor. Along with his research group, he issued several fundamental publications related to
the stability and reactivity of nano-systems. Furthermore, this direction of research evolved
towards the computational design and study of structures, both theoretical and experimentally observed, and towards studying compounds plotted on a metal-carbon phase diagram:
endohedral complexes of carbon and boron-nitrogen nanotubes with metcars, endofullerenes
with d- and f -element atoms, and nanopeapods based thereon [1,2,3].
While studying metalocarbohedrenes, which, in fact, were regarded as heteroatomic
analogs to ultra-small carbon fullerenes, Alexander Ivanovskii could not but get involved in
studying other, then-new low-dimensional nanostructures, such as fullerenes and carbon nanotubes. He wrote a review and was the first Russian author to have written a monograph on
the state-of-the-art production, characterization and modeling of carbon nanostructures [4].
Alexander Ivanovskii’s enthusiasm and research interest was stimulating his team in pursuing the modeling of these low-dimensional objects and structurally related nanotubes based
on hexagonal boron nitride and magnesium boride. Later, that triggered explosive growth
of inventive research projects looking for new compounds as candidates for making hollow
nanostructures. Under Ivanovskii’s leadership, atomistic models were proposed and, for the
first time in Russia and even in the world, quantum chemical computations were performed
for the properties of inorganic nanotubes based on the oxides of titanium, vanadium, magnesium, on poly(titanic) acids, aluminum hydroxides, sulfides and selenides of molybdenum,
niobium and zirconium. These computational results, along with the analysis of experimental data worldwide, were summarized by his team in a series of unique reviews and books,
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which were the first publications on this kind of research in the national scientific literature [5,6,7]. Along with inorganic nanotubular systems, hollow polyhedral nanoparticles —
layered chalcogenides and halogenides-based inorganic fullerenes — were also of special interest to A. L. Ivanovskii. Their structure must have differed significantly from the carbon
fullerene structure. Under Ivanovskii’s leadership, the laboratory researchers were the first
in the world to have performed quantum chemical computations of electronic and magnetic
properties for some of these structures [8].

Fig. 2. Young scientists in the group of quantum chemistry in 1980: in the
first row from left to right (sitting): Andrei Postnikov (now – Professor, Université de Lorraine Laboratoire de Chimie et Physique-Approche Multi-Echelles
des Milieux Complexes, Metz, France;) and Alexander Ivanovskii (from 1994
to 2014 – Head of Laboratory of Quantum Chemistry and Spectroscopy, Institute of Solid State Chemistry, Ekaterinburg); in the second row from left
to right: Alexander Lichtenstein (now – Professor, Institute of Theoretical
Physics University of Hamburg; Germany, Max-Born-Preis, 2014), Sergei Freidman (now – Head of Software Department, Vidisco Ltd, Israel) and Michail
Ryzhkov (now – Leading researcher, Institute of Solid State Chemistry, Ekaterinburg)
It is worth noting that early into this research, the experience gained by Ivanovskii
and his laboratory had already drawn great attention from scientists abroad, involving both
theoretical and applied aspects of materials science. That opened up an opportunity to establish fruitful and enduring collaboration between the Quantum Chemistry and Spectroscopy
Laboratory and the Theoretical Chemistry Group headed by Prof. G. Seifert at TU Dresden,
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Germany, and the Materials Synthesis Group headed by Prof. R. Tenne, Weizmann Institute
of Science, Israel. Numerous collaborative projects performed by Ivanovskii’s lab jointly with
these two research groups resulted not only in atomistic models being developed for carbon
fibers, nano-diamonds, nanotubes and nanoparticles of layered chalcogenides, exo- and endohedral molecular complexes of carbon nanotubes, but also in the mechanisms underlying
their formation having been verifiably established, in the correlation to have been proposed
between their structure and thermodynamic stability, strength characteristics, electronic and
magnetic properties.
As early as the beginning of 2000’s, being completely immersed in his studies on
carbon nanotubes and fullerenes, Alexander Ivanovskii was also making research efforts
towards the design of new allotropes of carbon and boron nitride. He was very keen on
sp2 - and sp-hybridized atom-based nanostructures, which could form layers. He was also
eager to study the structures designed from sp3 -hybridized atoms, which tended to form
“monolithic” diamond-like modifications. The former nanostructures, in his opinion, could
demonstrate a set of nontrivial electronic properties that could be modified using chemi- or
physisorption [9]. The latter family of compounds, however, showed promise as superhard
refractory materials that could compete with transition metal carbides and nitrides [10].
Long before the graphene boom, following the world trends in the field of computational
design, Alexander Ivanovskii and his colleagues had studied a great number of potential
allotropic modifications of carbon and boron nitrides and carbonitrides, including layered
graphene-like materials: graphynes, graphdiynes, nanotubes and fullerenes based thereon,
icosahedral nanodiamonds and diamond nanofibers, having pioneered in the design of socalled interpenetrated fullerite structures.
Even with the strong competition in the field of computational materials science
relating to carbon materials, Alexander Ivanovskii maintained warm relations with several
researchers, which was, for example, reflected in collaborative projects with Prof. E.A. Belenkov from Chelyabinsk State University and with Prof. V.V. Porkropivny from the Institute for Problems in Materials Science, National Academy of Sciences, Ukraine [11, 12].
Ironically, despite being performed at a world class level of research excellence in this field,
Alexander Ivanovskii’s series of early papers had met some skepticism from his scientific opponents, who had labeled this kind of basic studies as “nano-centaurs research”. However,
the discovery of grapheme, and the technology boom that followed, gave an extra impetus
to the research by Prof. Ivanovskii and his group in the field of modeling layered carbon
and inorganic analogs of grapheme, graphene-based and graphene-like materials. [13,14]. In
a wondrous fashion, the topic of his most recent review overlaps with the research objects
of his earlier thesis for Candidate’s degree and covers the problems of materials science and
prospects of the intensely shaping research direction: the so-called MAX phases – a family
of transition metal layered carbides [15].
It is noteworthy that A. L. Ivanovskii was one of the leading authorities in the world
for studying the electronic structure, chemical bonding, stability and mechanical properties
of binary and ternary refractory phases. This research allowed the prediction of homogeneity
regions, which were caused by the presence of vacancies and 2, 3d- element impurities in a
wide spectrum of refractory compounds. These results were published in a large number
of scientific papers and monographs [16-18]. Scientific achievements gained by the group
were welcomed in the scientific community and were held in great esteem by the Russian
Government, which awarded A. L. Ivanovskii the State Prize in Science and Engineering in
1995, and with the title of Honored Scientist of the Russian Federation in 2007.
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The obtained knowledge about binary transition metal carbides and nitrides had
formed the basis for research into an advanced novel family of ternary layered MAX phases
which exhibited a unique combination of properties, intrinsic to both ceramic and metal
materials. Such nanolaminates of Mn+1 AXn (n=1,2,3...) are composed of layers of transition
d-element carbides or nitrides, Mn+1 , sandwiched by layers of p-elements designated as : (Si,
Ge, Al, S, Sn, etc.); and carbon or nitrogen (Xn ). The phases exhibit totally reversible
plasticity, excellent shockwave resistance, high thermal and electrical conductivity, corrosion
resistance, and show promise for industrial application as refractory materials that call for
further investigation into their properties. Theoretical studies of the electronic structure and
properties of Mn+1 AXn phases using ab initio techniques were initiated by A. L. Ivanovskii
in the mid 1990’s, and are still intensely ongoing. In particular, specifics for the electronic
properties and chemical bonding in Ti3 SiC2 were established for the first time, and nonstoichiometry and doping effects were studied in different sub-lattices [19,20]. A significant
experimental contribution was made by A. L. Ivanovskii into the studies of MAX phases,
predicting new nanolaminates and modeling the properties using the state-of-the-art ab initio
quantum chemistry methods. The superconducting transition, experimentally detected in a
number of MAX phases, set forth a series of theoretical studies exploring the fundamentals
of this phenomenon in nanolaminates.
In 2011, an original method was proposed for the synthesis of a new family of
MAX phase-based graphene-like (quasi-two-dimensional) nanocarbides and nanonitrides of
d-metals, which were named MXenes. These materials possessed a nontrivial combination
of properties, and showed promise for various technology applications. Under the leadership of A. L. Ivanovskii, modeling new 2D nanostructures was carried out, their stability
factors were determined, and directional modifications were proposed for their electronic,
cohesion, mechanical and magnetic properties [21,22]. Models were developed and systematic studies were performed for structural and electronic properties and for relative stability
of 2D graphene-like carbide structures of Tin+1 Al0.5 Cn and Tin+1 Cn (n = 1 and 2), which
could be obtained from the corresponding MAX phases. The possibility of obtaining new
2D graphene-like carbides and nitrides, which had electronic and magnetic properties, such
as semiconductors, nonmagnetic and magnetic materials controllable by altering the type
and degree of atomic coverage of the 2D carbides and nitrides with various ad-atoms and
molecules was shown. Structural, cohesion and electronic characteristics for graphene-like
carbide nanotubes were predicted.
One of the most significant directions of A. L. Ivanovskii’s research was the theoretical
modeling of properties for tungsten carbides and nitrides and for multicomponent phases
based upon those materials. His interest in this was piqued by the unique physical and
chemical properties of tungsten carbide (WC), which is characterized with a small thermal
expansion coefficient and improved hardness over a wide temperature range and which is now
widely used as a basic component for making wear-resistant, hard alloys and high-strength
coatings. Besides, from the theoretical point of view, tungsten carbides and nitrides could be
considered as “transitional” phases between the series of new crystalline carbides and nitrides
of platinum-group elements (Ru, Rh, Pd, Os, Ir, Pt) and the “classical” carbides and nitrides
of d-metals of IV and V groups [23]. Alexander Ivanovskii was the first in Russia to have
published a review on computational materials science exploring these materials [18]. Under
his direct guidance, a series of studies were carried out to predict the electronic structure,
chemical bonding, phase stability and mechanical properties of binary carbides and nitrides
of tungsten (WC, W2 C, WN, W2 N) and ternary solid solutions and individual phases.
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In particular, the energy stability and a number of physical and chemical characteristics were established for all known polymorphous modifications of tungsten sub-carbide
W2 C (α, β, γ, ε), which differ one from another in the type of carbon atom distribution over
octahedral interstices of the crystal lattice and which, when added as doping elements, cause
an effect on the performances of carbide-metal WC/M composites and coatings. Structural
and electronic properties were determined, and the role played by carbon vacancies was established for the synthesized solid solutions — tungsten aluminocarbides W1−x Alx Cz , which
were formed by nonstandard substitution, when d-element (W) is replaced by a p-element
(Al) in the nodes of the metallic sublattice of the hexagonal tungsten carbide WC. As a
result, introducing aluminum into tungsten carbide reduced the carbide density considerably, while maintaining its strength properties. Other remarkable results of his research include the prediction of electronic and magnetic properties of the so-called η-phases (M3 W3 C,
M6 W6 C), which appear in composite materials in the region between the WC grains and
transition metals or their alloys, and which cause a significant impact on the functional (e.g.,
mechanical) properties of tungsten-containing materials [24,25].
Predicting new doped and non-stoichiometric semiconducting phase-based magnetic
materials was another direction of his research that Alexander Ivanovskii eagerly pursued,
thus developing quantum chemical materials science for spintronics applications. Along
with the traditional approach, which comprised doping nonmagnetic semiconductors with
atoms of magnetic 3d- and 4f -metals, Alexander Ivanovskii was engaged in developing a new
research direction, which is referred to as d0 -magnetism and involves inducing the magnetic
state of a system by doping the system with the atoms of sp-elements (B, C, N) in the
anion sub-lattice or by vacancy-induced spin polarization of the states near the Fermi level.
Alexander Ivanovskii was the first Russian author to have published such an in-depth review
of science literature on this issue [26]. Under his direct guidance, a number of research
projects were performed devoted to the theoretical prediction of d0 -magnetism for a wide
range of crystalline systems and nano-objects. In particular, a vacancy-induced mechanism
was predicted for non-stoichiometric oxide of BeO1−x ,; it was demonstrated that doping
wide-band oxides (such as MgO, La2 O3 , SrTiO3 and related perovskites) with sp-elements
allows a magnetic semimetal state to be realized in some cases, resulting in a material with
100% spin polarization of current carriers – which, without a doubt, is of great practical
significance for various applications. Modeling the magnetic properties of nanotubes was
also carried out for carbon-, BN-, AlN- and MgO- nanotubes doped with nonmagnetic spimpurities.
In the same context, another intriguing direction of modeling new magnetic materials
is remarkable, which was initiated and supervised by Alexander Ivanovskii in the Quantum
Chemistry and Spectroscopy Laboratory at the Institute of Solid State Chemistry, UB RAS.
This research direction is called “fine tuning” the electronic and magnetic properties of layered semiconducting phases, for instance, having the structure of ZrCuSiAs or ThCr2 Si2 ,
and involves co-doping of the phases in various structural domains, when varying the type
and content of each dopant is instrumental in making flexible adjustment in the electronic
and magnetic properties of such compounds. His efforts in this direction resulted in the prediction of the first realization of a bipolar magnetic semiconductor (a material with external
electric field “switchable” spin polarization carriers). This bipolar magnetic semiconductor
was realized among crystalline systems and comprised a manganese and iron-doped layered
semiconductor YZnAsO [27]. Further, experimental data on the magnetic properties of LaZnAsO and LaCuSeO phases, co-doped with the atoms of 3d− and alkali-earth metals, were
also clarified [28]. There is hardly a common opinion on whether a theorist should avoid
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abstracting far off from the experimentally observed reality or if it is better to be daring
enough to go ahead. However, to do justice to the Alexander Ivanovskii’s nontrivial intuition, which was amplified by his phenomenal ability to find his bearing among the colossal
volumes of science literature, he was surely well balanced in resolving this dilemma.
A. L. Ivanovskii made a significant contribution in the quantum chemistry research of
new superconducting materials. Hence, of the vast variety of the research projects, two stand
out — the pioneering research endeavors directed and contributed by Alexander Ivanovskii
most appreciably. Firstly, a series of works was devoted to studying the properties of superconducting compound MgB2 and its structural analogs [29-33]. Ivanovskii’s laboratory
has taken a leading position in the field of diboride research. Note that the article [30]
on MgB2 had once been the only non-empirical study available at the moment of discovery that had investigated the electronic structure and chemical bonding parameters of the
compound. Under Ivanovskii’s leadership, a large series of modeling works was performed
dealing with the analysis of the effect caused by band occupation and crystalline parameters
on the band structure, Fermi surface; and major criteria were established for superconductivity in diborides. Secondly, the basic research works on a large family of compounds related
to the so-called Fe-As superconductors were devoted to studying their electronic, magnetic,
spectroscopic and mechanical properties [34-38].
Analyzing the scientific activity of Alexander Ivanovskii, one cannot overestimate his
outstanding qualities as a scientific manager. Throughout his carrier, he pursued collaborations with scientists from Ekaterinburg, Novosibirsk, Saint Petersburg, Moscow, and his
contacts were sustaining and fruitful. To honor Ivanovskii’s outstanding scientific accomplishments, the State Prize was awarded to him for the research work, which was performed
in cooperation with scientists from the Institute of Solid State Chemistry and with a research
group headed by Prof. S.P. Gabuda from the Institute of Inorganic Chemistry, Novosibirsk.
Most appreciably, his remarkable organizing skills and managerial competence were manifested in his role as Scientific Secretary, Head of Laboratory and Deputy Director at the
Institute of Solid State Chemistry. His graciousness to those around him, his democratic
approach and most considerate attitude to people, when combined with his ardent zeal and
excellence in understanding science mechanisms and research functionality, contributed to a
great extent to the efficient work of the Institute and the laboratory that he was leading. His
laboratory was a regular winner of scientific grants from the Russian Foundation for Basic
Research and other science-oriented foundations (INTAS, CRDF). Alexander Ivanovskii’s
scientific and managerial competence was a significant contribution that had helped to establish strong links with scientific organizations in Germany, France, USA, and Spain.
In the memory of so many people, Alexander Ivanovskii made a long-lasting impression as a prominent scientist and decent man, truly dedicated to science, education and
culture. Being genuinely talented, his creativity extended far beyond his occupational interests: he loved and understood music deeply, relished the beauties of art and literature.
In 1982, he received a university degree in art history (from Ural State University after
A.M. Gorky). A genuine Russian intellectual, a man of great culture and wisdom, living on
drive and determination, with creative excitement and verve — these are his qualities by
which he will always be remembered. He was a fascinating researcher, a valuable colleague
and a good friend. It is so hard to think of him gone, and words, once written by a Russian poet Nikolay Nekrasov in his ‘In Memory of Dobrolyubov’ verse, are drumming in our
memory as a refrain: “What a torch of reason ceased to burn, What heart has ceased to
beat!”
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Alexander Leonidovich Ivanovskii (1953–2014), Professor, Doctor of Chemistry, was
known in the scientific community as a leading specialist in the application of quantumchemical computational methods for the modeling of physicochemical properties of novel
compounds and materials. For almost forty years of his scientific career (1976–2014), he,
personally and with co-authors, published more than 860 scientific works in domestic and
foreign journals, 14 monographs and more than 20 reviews devoted to computational studies
of materials science and inorganic systems. The research findings obtained by A. L. Ivanovskii
are highly valued in the scientific community. His papers have high citation indices in
international scientific and technical information resources.
The investigation of personal bibliographies of scientists is of theoretical and applied
importance because it allows one to obtain individual and comparative quantitative characteristics of publication activity and efficiency of scientific work of a scientist. This also
allows one to determine the place of the scientists’ effort in the developed domains of science
as well as to study the processes of formation and change in research trends in one or several
scientific fields [1].
In this work, we analyze the dynamics of bibliometric indices of the scientific heritage of A. L. Ivanovskii from 1978 to 2013. In 2014, several articles by A. L. Ivanovskii
have been already published and perhaps other works will appear later; that is why the
quantitative indicators of the scientific heritage of A. L. Ivanovskii will change slightly in the
future. The electronic database search was carried out in May 2014 with consideration of
different spelling variants of the surname (Table 1). Figure 1 presents the general dynamics
of publication activity of .L. Ivanovskii in the considered period. The global scientific and
technical information resources — Web of Science (WoS) [2], Scopus [3], Chemical Abstracts
Plus (CAPlus) [4] and the Russian Science Citation Index (RSCI) [5] have been used. The
experience in the bibliometric analysis of chemists’ works earned after I.V. Zibareva et al.
reveals that, the application of different electronic databases provides more complete volume
of examined material since each database has its own peculiarities (different time periods,
primary sources, functional capabilities, thematic scope) [6, 7, 8].
Analysis of the data in Fig. 1 allows one to distinguish three stages in the scientific
work of A. L. Ivanovskii depending on his publication activity. In turn, each stage can be
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Table 1. The main bibliometric indices of scientific activities of A. L. Ivanovskii
Index
RSCI WoS Scopus
Total number of publications
828
541
531
Total number of citations
5830 4022
3646
Average number of citations per 1 publication
5.6
7.4
6.8
Hirsch index
28
27
27

Fig. 1. The general dynamics of publication activity of A. L. Ivanovskii. The
number of published items on the year is depicted concerning to different
electronic databases
subdivided into separate phases. The first stage, from 1979 to 1987, reflects his formation as
a scientist. The activity of young researcher is related to the investigations of the electronic
structure, chemical bonding and interatomic interactions in transition metal compounds.
This period can be characterized by low publication activity: about 30 papers are published
in total. The activity peaks in 1986, when two monographs of A. L. Ivanovskii (in coauthorship with V. A. Gubanov, M. V. Ryzhkov, G. P. Shveikin) devoted to the evaluation
of quantum chemical research methods have been published. As a result of this stage, the
main approaches in the quantum chemical simulation of the properties of complex multicomponent compounds and in the search of their optimal compositions have been formulated.
The second stage of the scientific activity begins in 1988, after the defense of his
doctoral thesis. At that time, A. L. Ivanovskii is 36 years old, and everything promises the
beginning of the most fruitful creative period. However, judging by the number of published
articles, a decline begins, which continues from 1991 to 1993. This slowdown is typical for
the majority of Russian scientists and is related to the general situation in the country. The
Soviet system was disorganized, the support for research and development was drastically
reduced, and science teetered on the brink of extinction.
In 1994, the third stage in the academic career of A. L. Ivanovskii begins, which can
be characterized as a research and organization period. He got elected among other candidates to the position of the Head of Laboratory of Solid State Chemistry and Spectroscopy
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at ISSC UB RAS. At that time, new forms of financing of the Russian science emerge: the
support of scientists from the Russian Foundation of Basic Research was actively undertaken, the International Soros Science Education Program was created. Thanks to these
and other foundations, Russian scientists were once again actively involved in R&D work.
Besides, A. L. Ivanovskii directs the theoretical group and these reasons can explain the fact
that more than fivefold increase in the publication activities of A. L. Ivanovskii takes place in
the next 7 years. Under his leadership, investigations of chemical bonding, electronic structure and physicochemical properties of carbides, nitrides, silicides, hydrides, oxides, multicomponent solid solutions and alloys were carried out in the laboratory. Together with his
team, A. L. Ivanovskii elaborated original methods, performed research work and developed
general theoretical models for the targeted control over the functional properties of inorganic
compounds by modified structural defects. The organized teamwork provided a purposeful
search for novel materials with pre-assigned characteristics (cermets, heat-resisting coatings,
superconductors, nano-systems).
The phase of the highest creative productivity of the scientist falls on the first decade
of the 21st century. The research team of A. L. Ivanovskii was reinvigorated by young
scientists. About 80% of his publications are written in the last 13 years. On average,
A. L. Ivanovskii published about 30 papers per year (or about 60 papers according to RSCI,
which is probably due to the peculiarities of the Russian database, which takes into account
both the original works in Russian and their English versions [8]). Obviously, such high
productivity is due to the active participation in the rise of a new research area – computational materials science for inorganic nanostructures (nanotubes and fullerene-like clusters)
and nanomaterials based thereon.

Fig. 2. The object domains of research in the publications of A. L. Ivanovskii
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Table 2. Key words from the publications of A. L. Ivanovskii (Scopus)
Key word
Quantity
Electronic properties
89
Electronic structure / Band structure
67 / 19
Chemical structure
39
Calculations/ Ab initio calculations/ First-principles calculation/ 39 / 37 / 31 /
First-principles
24
Chemical bond / Chemical bonds
28 / 24
Superconductivity / Superconducting materials
28 / 19
Structure / Structure analysis
26 / 19
Elastic properties / Elasticity / Elastic moduli
25 /19 /18
Density functional theory
24
Nanotubes / Fullerene
22 / 13
Magnetic properties
21
Carbon
19
Stoichiometry
18
Inter-atomic bonding / Molecular interaction
16 / 16
Unclassified drug
16

The works of A. L. Ivanovskii are at the intersection of three distinct domains, among
which the major areas are Chemistry and Physics (Physics and Astronomy in Scopus) (see
Fig. 2). Materials science is a separate research field in Scopus and WoS and also constitutes
a significant part of his research. This is indicative of clearly defined scientific interest at the
junction of three scientific disciplines. The use of keywords determined by Scopus show that
the works of A. L. Ivanovskii deal mainly with electronic properties, electronic structure,
chemical structure, first-principles calculations, chemical bond and stoichiometry (Table 2).
These keywords allow one to single out from general articles the works where the properties of
a substance (superconductivity, elasticity, magnetic properties) and the forms of a substance
(nanotubes, fullerenes) play decisive roles.
The types of publication items are analyzed in Table 3. The main body of the creative
heritage of A. L. Ivanovskii consists of the journal articles. In the foreign databases, review
articles are classified in a separate category (review). According to CAPlus, data this type
of publication possesses more than 10% of the total number of articles; in other databases,
this index is smaller. It is worth noting that, among the 10 most frequently cited papers
of A. L. Ivanovskii, three are reviews. Although A. L. Ivanovskii is known primarily as a
theoretician, he is listed as an inventor on several patents (e.g. a device for ultrasound
transmission, a method for producing ceramics etc.).
The list of journals, in which A. L. Ivanovskii publishes his works, includes more than
one hundred titles, which confirms the multidisciplinary character of his research. At the
same time, there are several journals, to which he contributes on a regular basis, in particular,
Zhurnal strukturnoy khimii, Zhurnal neorganicheskoy khimii and Fizika tvyordogo tela among
the Russian periodicals and Physica Status Solidi B Basic Research (Germany) occupying
the leading place among foreign journals (Table 4).
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Table 3. The distribution of the works of A. L. Ivanovskii by the types of publications
APlus* RSCI WoS
Scopus
Article in journal / review
271/27
661 474/32
471/17
Article in conference proceedings
1
7
8
5
Patent
1
6
Report
4
Book or collection of articles
3
1
∗
In CAPlus, the authors considered the data for a period from 2006 to 2013.
Table 4. The distribution of the publications of A. L. Ivanovskii by the journals
Journal
Zhurnal strukturnoy khimii
Journal of Structural Chemistry
Zhurnal neorganicheskoy khimii
Russian Journal of Inorganic Chemistry
Fizika tvyordogo tela
Physics of the Solid State
DOKLADY AKADEMII NAUK
Doklady Chemistry
Doklady Earth Sciences
Doklady Physical Chemistry
Uspekhi khimii
Russian Chemical Reviews
Pisma v Zhurnal eksperimentalnoy i teoreticheskoy fiziki
Journal of Experimental and Theoretical Physics Letters
(JETP Letters)
Physica Status Solidi B Basic Research
Inorganic Materials
Mendeleev Communications

RSCI WoS Scopus
51
20
54
54
40
27
34
38
39
17
30
18
36
3
3
2
21
22
30
9
6
28
17
24
19

17

13
30
10

21
20

The greatest number of works, reflected in the scientific and technical information
resources, is published in English, the difference in the indices being small (see Fig. 3). The
RSCI data are different: 82% of the articles are published in the Russian journals and 40% —
in the Russian journals in translation.
The scientific activity of Prof. A. L. Ivanovskii is connected to a single institution —
the Institute of Solid State Chemistry of the Ural Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences (before 1991, the Institute of Chemistry UB USSR AS). The most of his articles is
represented by this institute. In the foreign automatic search systems, the name of the Institute goes as the Institute of Solid State Chemistry, but more general names should be
also taken into consideration during the search: Russian Academy of Sciences, Ural Branch
Russian Academy of Sciences. For a long period of time, A. L. Ivanovskii cooperated with
the Ural Federal University named after the First President of Russia B. N. Yeltsin (Ural
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Table 5. The scientific cooperation of A. L. Ivanovskii
Co-author
Years of cooperation RSCI WoS Scopus
Shein I.R.
2001 – 2013*
288
193
179
Enyashin A.N.
2003 – 2013
137
87
89
Medvedeva N.I.
1994 – 2013
121
66
68
Makurin Yu.N.
1999 – 2010
109
53
62
Ivanovskaya V.V.
2001 – 2011
80
38
42
Sofronov A.A.
1999 – 2006
69
33
46
Shveikin G.P.
1979 – 2006
62
34
28
Bannikov V.V.
2007 – 2013
49
40
39
Gubanov V.A.
1979 – 1992
38
41
22
Suetin D.V.
2008 – 2013
33
26
25
Okatov S.V.
1999 – 2005
32
18
21
Bamburov V.G.
1998 – 2012
30
13
15
Kiyko V.S.
2001 – 2011
30
20
21
Gorbunova V.M.
2006 – 2010
25
13
12
Kuznetsov M.V.
1995 – 2012
25
11
15
Anisimov V.I.
1979 – 2013
19
11
7
Novikov D.L.
1986 – 2002
19
13
7
Kozhevnikov V.L.
2005 – 2008
18
11
9
Moiseyev G.K.
2005 – 2008
18
8
8
Ryzhkov M.V.
1999 – 2013
18
12
Shein K.I.
2004 – 2007
17
13
Yuryeva E.I.
2000 – 2006
16
7
7
Medvedeva Yu.E.
1998 – 2005
13
5
4
Kurmayev E.Z.
1979 – 2004
12
16
12
Cherkashenko V.M.
1984 – 2001
12
5
5
Votyakov S.L.
2002 – 2013
11
6
5
Shchapova Yu.V.
2002 – 2013
11
6
5
Shalaeva E.V.
1995 – 2012
11
3
Gusev A.I.
2001 – 2008
10
3
5
∗
The first three papers co-authored by A.L. Ivanovskii and I.R. Shein
were published as early as in 1990; however then there was a 10-year
interval in this creative tandem.
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Fig. 3. The ratio of the articles of A. L. Ivanovskii published in Russian and English
Federal University), giving lectures on quantum and general chemistry at the Department
of Chemistry and about 10% of his publications are affiliated with this University.
A characteristic feature of the research work of A. L. Ivanovskii is productive scientific
co-authorship. The number of all co-authors of A. L. Ivanovskii exceeds one hundred. Table 5
lists the names of scientists who are the co-authors of more than 10 papers. According to this
data several groups of co-authors can be distinguished. The first group can be tentatively
called tutors. They are characterized by long-term and fruitful cooperation limited in time
(G. P. Shveikin, V. A. Gubanov). The second group — colleagues — is represented by longstanding co-authorship of different intensity (N. I. Medvedeva, V. I. Anisimov). The third
group — pupils — is characterized by temporary fruitful cooperation (V. V. Ivanovskaya,
A. A. Sofronov, S. V. Okatov). It is noteworthy that some pupils later become the most
productive co-authors (I. R. Shein, A. N. Enyashin).
In view of the aforementioned, the geography of cooperation of A. L. Ivanovskii covers
primarily the Russian Federation. Among foreign countries, the most intensive cooperation
took place with German scientific groups and to a lesser degree — with scientists from
Switzerland, France and the US (Table 6).
Table 6. The geography of co-authors of A. L. Ivanovskii
Country
WoS Scopus
Russian Federation 507
446
Germany
19
18
Switzerland
4
5
France
3
3
USA
6
3
Three of the ten most cited papers are reviews written by A. L. Ivanovskii as the sole
author (Table 7). This is indicative of his tremendous working capacity and a wide scientific
range of investigations. The current decade is marked by the most fruitful collaboration with
the scientists of the Institute. A strong research team has been formed, which is regularly
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Table 7. The most frequently cited articles (times cited)

Article
RSCI WoS Scopus
Ivanovskii A.L.
121
60
41
Non-carbon nanotubes: synthesis and simulation. Russ.Chem.Rev.,
71, 3, P. 175–194 (2002)
Medvedeva N.I., Ivanovskii A.L., Medvedeva J.E., Freeman A.J.
119
92
119
Electronic structure of superconducting MgB2 and related binary
and ternary borides. Phys. Rev. B, 64, 2, P. 205021–205024 (2001)
Medvedeva N.I., Novikov D.L., Ivanovskii A.L., Kuznetsov M.V.,
99
89
98
Freeman A.J.
Electronic properties of Ti3 SiC2 -based solid solutions. Phys. Rev. B,
58, 24, P. 16042–16050 (1998)
Ivanovskii A.L.
115
87
90
New high-temperature superconductors based on rare-earth and
transition metal oxyarsenides and related phases: synthesis, properties and simulations. Phys.Uspekhi, 51, 12, P. 1229–1260 (2008).
Shein I.R., Ivanovskii A.L.
81
90
74
Elastic properties of mono-and polycrystalline hexagonal AlB2 -like
diborides of s, p and d metals from first-principles calculations.
J. Phys. Condens. Matter. 20, 41, 415218 (2008).
Enyashin A.N., Ivanovskii A.L.
39
53
55
Graphene allotropes. Phys. Status Solidi (B), 248, 8, P. 1879–1883
(2011).
Makurin Yu.N., Sofronov A.A., Gusev A.I., Ivanovskii A.L.
53
−
51
Electronic structure and chemical stabilization of C28 fullerene.
Chem. Phys., 270, 2, P. 293–308 (2001).
Shein I.R., Medvedeva N.I., Ivanovskii A.L. Electronic and structural
48
49
50
properties of cementite-type M3 X (M=Fe, Co, Ni; X=C or B) by first
principles calculations. Physica B: Cond.Matter, 371, 1, P. 126–132
(2006).
Ivanovskii A.L.
63
51
47
Band Structure and Properties of Superconducting MgB2 and
Related Compounds (a Review). PlaceNameplacePhys. PlaceNameSolid PlaceTypeState, 45, 10, P. 1829–1859 (2003).
Zakharova G.S., Volkov V.L., Ivanovskaya V.V., Ivanovskii A.L.
74
33
45
Nanotubes and related nanostructures of d-metal oxides: Synthesis
and computer design. Uspekhi Khimii, 74, 7, P. 651–685 (2005).
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Fig. 4. The number of articles and review papers published in the world
during one year on various topics (Scopus). The first works of A. L. Ivanovskii
devoted to these topics are marked by arrows with vertical lines
reinforced with post-graduates. This period is a peak of publication activity with maxima of
37 and 39 publications in 2006 and 2008 according to WoS, 37 and 38 publications according
to Scopus and 83 publications according to RSCI. The main drawings up of scientific work
are considered by A. L. Ivanovskii as a paper published in a scientific journal. It should be
noted again that most of his articles are written by two or three co-authors. The review
papers hold a special place, and here, A. L. Ivanovskii often acts as the sole author. Although
the majority of his papers are published in the Russian journals, the works of A. L. Ivanovskii
are recognized and known worldwide in the scientific community.
It is significant that A. L. Ivanovskii often anticipated the growth of interest in new
hot topics. Figure 4 demonstrates the number of the world publications (Scopus) in the
main areas, where A. L. Ivanovskii investigated. As is seen, his papers represent avant-garde
studies. This is most visually illustrated both by the abrupt boom in the investigations
of magnesium diboride (MgB2 curve) and by the growing interest in MAX phases (MAXphase). The works of A. L. Ivanovskii devoted to nano-dimensional boron nitride (nano BN)
and special endo- and exohedral forms of fullerenes (endo/exo-fullerene) are at the very
beginning of the uprising trend. Naturally, the preliminaary searches do not always end
successfully. So, a growth in the interest to the oxypnictides (LaOFeX) as new promising
superconducting materials is almost gone today. On the one hand, such analysis reveals a
large insight of the scientist and his ability to foresee, if the interest in a topic in the world
scientific community grows. On the other hand, with the erosion of interest in the topic,
it illustrates the relevance of search and high complexity of potential topicality assessment.
However, such work requires supreme organization since all resources in this direction should
be mobilized over a short period of time. Besides, personal volitional powers of scientist are
of much importance, since the already explored research areas have to be sacrificed for the
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development of a new topic. In the judgment of his colleagues, it is exactly these qualities
that were exemplified by A. L. Ivanovskii.
The presented bibliometric indices analysis of A. L. Ivanovskii’s research activities
is preliminary and is based only on the examination of statistical data from the global
scientific and technical information resources. Undoubtedly, comprehensive evaluation of
activities of a scientist calls for a more thorough and profound examination, compilation of
a detailed bibliographic index of works, as well as analysis of scientific and organizational
activities, involvement in grants (projects) and teaching experience. On the whole, the
performed analysis reveals the pronounced characteristic features of Prof. A. L. Ivanovskii
as a scientist – the ability to generate new ideas, to arrange team work and to organize
effective cooperation. The publication activity of A. L. Ivanovskii shows that he was at the
peak of possible work capacity and reached the maximum efficiency of his work as a scientist
and an organizer. Unfortunately, many other problems of computational materials science
will not be addressed by the researcher: his sudden and untimely death ended this important
scientific activity.
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The presence in graphyne sheets of a variable amount of sp 2 and sp 1 carbon atoms suggests a high ability
of these nanostructures for saturation. E.g., covalent binding of chlorine atoms would lead to sp 3 - and new
sp 2 hybridized carbon atoms, and the emergence of chlorgraphynes (chlorinated graphynes) with variable
Cl/C stoichiometry may be expected. Here, employing DFT band structure calculations, a series of new
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1.

Introduction

Graphene, a two-dimensional (2D) mono-atomic-thick sheet of sp 2 hybridized carbon,
exhibits a unique combination of structural, mechanical, electronic and thermal properties
[1,2]. It is viewed today as an advanced material for use in a vast range of nanotechnology
applications [3-5]. However, “graphene is not the end of the road”; and numerous efforts
have been focused recently on the search for graphene-based materials with novel functionalities [6], particularly, through adsorption of various atoms or molecules onto the surface
of graphene [7,8]. For example such atoms as fluorine, oxygen, or hydrogen adsorbed on
graphene can form covalent bonds with the carbon atoms, which lead to a change in the
hybridization state of C atoms from sp 2 to sp 3 and may provoke the opening of a band gap.
In this manner, fluorination of graphene gives rise to the wide-band-gap 2D crystals, which
were termed fluorographenes [9]. A set of outstanding chemical and physical properties for
single-layered fluorographenes has been already found experimentally and predicted theoretically [8-17]. These materials, with a variable F/C content (up to the stoichiometry CF),
may be considered as a promising platform for further applications.
At the same time, the versatile flexibility of carbon to form a few competing hybridization states allows one to design numerous types of flat single-atom-thick carbon networks:
so-called graphene allotropes [18]. One of interesting families of these allotropes is represented by so-called graphynes, which can be described as graphene lattices, where some or all
aromatic =C=C= bonds are modified by the insertion of acetylenic linkages (–C≡C–) [19].
These carbon (sp 2 +sp 1 ) sheets with a high level of π-conjunction, with uniformly distributed
pores, and with density much less than that of graphene, possess unusual electronic properties, nonlinear optical susceptibility, thermal resistance, conductivity, and through-sheet
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transport of ions [20-23]. Currently, they are considered as promising materials for nanoelectronics, for hydrogen storage, as membranes (for example, for hydrogen separation from
syngas — as an alternative of the graphene nanomesh), for energy storage applications or
as candidates for the anode materials in batteries [24-26]. Tuning of these materials’ properties should be critical for their further application. Analogously to graphene, it might be
achieved using surface chemisorption of hydrogen or fluorine atoms [13,14,16,17]. Quantumchemical calculations demonstrate that the electronic and transport properties of modified
carbon layers should be very sensitive to the surface arrangement of adsorbed atoms. Yet,
both experimental and theoretical work show that the formation of a desired configuration of
ad-atoms on the layers cannot be released in the large scales and has mainly casual character.
While the hydrogen, fluorine and oxygen derivatives of graphene and graphyne layers
are profoundly studied, the information about other possible types of derivatives is lacking.
In contrast to H or F atoms, Cl atoms have larger atomic radii. The latter magnifies the
role of steric factors and may lead to a more selective chemisorption of ad-atoms, i.e. to
a narrower family of possible types of modified layers. Herein, we theoretically explore the
structural, electronic properties and stability for the consequence of hypothetical chlorinated
graphynes (chlorgraphynes), which could be fabricated by chlorination of a graphyne layer
and could become likely candidates for the engineering of novel electronics materials.

2.

Computational details

All calculations were performed by means of the density functional theory (DFT)
[27] using the SIESTA 2.0 code [28,29] within the local-density approximation (LDA) with
the exchange–correlation potential in the Perdew-Zunger form [30]. The core electrons were
treated within the frozen core approximation using norm-conserving Troullier–Martins pseudopotentials [31]. The valence electrons were taken to be 2s2 2p2 for C and 3s2 3p5 for Cl.
The pseudopotential core radii were chosen as suggested by Martins and equal to 1.50 and
1.54 bohr for s- and p-states of C, and 1.75 bohr for both s− and p-states of Cl. In all
calculations, only single-ζ basis set was used for all atoms. For k-point sampling, a cutoff
of 10 Å was used [32]. The k-point mesh was generated by the method of Monkhorst and
Pack [33]. A cutoff of 350 Ry for the real-space grid integration was utilized. All calculations
were performed using variable-cell and atomic position relaxation, with convergence criteria
set to correspond to the maximum residual stress of 0.1 GPa for each component of the stress
tensor, and the maximum residual force component of 0.01 eV/Å. Initial interlayer spacing
along c-direction of a hexagonal or an oblique lattice was set to 50 Å.
As a representative of graphyne layers, the layer of α-graphyne (so-called supergraphene) was selected (Fig. 1). This hexagonal carbon network consists of sp 2 -hybridized
C atoms interlinked via dimers of sp-hybridized C atoms and contains 8 atoms per unit cell.
A possible reaction path for the full chlorination of α-graphyne was established as a set of
consecutive free-radical additions of single Cl atoms. At every step of the reaction path all
possible variants of Cl atom anchoring to the carbon atoms were analyzed. Afterwards, the
most stable isomer found served as the ancestor for the next step. In total, the chlorgraphynes with stoichiometric compositions C8 Cln (n = 1 – 14) and different ordering of Cl
atoms were taken into consideration, which required calculations for 78 compounds.
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Fig. 1. Optimized atomic structures for the layers of pure α-graphyne (n=0)
and the most stable isomers of chlorgraphynes C8 Cln with low Cl content (top
and side views are depicted)
3.
3.1.

Results and Discussion
Electronic structure of pure α-Graphyne

The first clue about the reactivity of α-graphyne can be found from the analysis
of the band structure. In terms of electronic structure, lattice symmetry and chemical
bonding, pure α-graphyne is the closest relative of graphene. Hexagonal network of αgraphyne possesses the picture of band structure with characteristic crossing of the bands
at the Fermi level in K-point (Dirac cones) (Fig. 2). The near-Fermi bands are composed
of states from the broadly conjugated π-system of 2pz C-orbitals from both sp 2 - and sphybridized C atoms. Both features should provide semimetallic type of conductivity and
superior mobility of electrons in α-graphyne similar to those in the graphene [18].
However, in contrast to the graphene, the band structure of α-graphyne is characterized by bands with clearly low dispersion at 2.5 eV below the Fermi level. These bands are
associated exclusively with 2py C-orbitals from the dimers of sp-hybridized C atoms and are
responsible for the formation of second π-bond network within the carbyne groups. 2py Corbitals are united in couples and are fairly localized in the plane of layer, barely overlapping
with orthogonal 2pz C-orbitals.
The presence of two types of π-bonding suggests the different reactivity of sp 2 - and
sp-hybridized C atoms in α-graphyne. The formation of chemical bonding between an adatom and carbon layer by means of a 2pz C-orbital should imply an essential interference
into the aromatic-like π-system due to the appearance of sp 3 -hybridized C atom and cannot
be favorable in framework of this classical concept. In turn, the chemical bonding to the
orthogonal π-bond consisting of 2py C-orbitals between two sp-hybridized C atoms does not
perturb the conjugation of this π-system and is accompanied only by the rupture of one
π-bond. The preliminary comparison of the total energies for α-graphyne with single Cl
atom bounded covalently either to sp 2 - or to sp-hybridized C atoms (C8 Cl chlorgraphyne)
confirms this conjecture: the second type of chemisorbate is more stable on 0.545 eV per
Cl-atom.
3.2.

Electronic structure and stability of lower Chlorgraphynes (C8 Cl and
C8 Cl2 )

In order to elucidate the stability of different chlorgraphynes in more detail, the theoretical energies of formation ∆En were estimated assuming formal reactions: C8 (graphyne)
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Fig. 2. Band structures of pure α-graphyne (n = 0) and the most stable
isomers of chlorgraphynes C8 Cln
+ (n/2)Cl2 = C8 Cln , and the values of Ef orm were calculated as: ∆En (C8 Cln ) = [Etot (C8 Cln )
– (n/2)Etot (Cl2 ) – Etot (C8 (graphyne))]/n, where Etot are the total energies of the corresponding substances as obtained in our calculations. Within this definition, a negative value of
∆En indicates that it is energetically favorable for given reagents to form stable phases,
and vice versa. The calculations of ∆En performed for more than 70 structures of different
composition depending on their constitutional and conformational isomerism reveal a quite
strong influence of both electronic and steric factors on the stability of chlorgraphynes’ series.
All the stablest chlographynes of different stoichiometry are characterized by the
negative values of the formation energy ∆En , i.e. the saturation of graphyne network with
the formation of covalent C–Cl bonds is an exothermic process favored by electronic factors
(Fig. 3). E.g., the value ∆En for the stablest isomer of aforementioned C8 Cl chlorgraphyne
with anchoring of Cl atom to sp-hybridized C atom is about –0.35 eV/Cl-atom, while anchoring to sp 2 -hybridized C atom is endothermic and requires at least +0.20 eV/Cl-atom.
The chemisorption of additional Cl atoms with the formation of C8 Cl2 chlorgraphyne
may be highly favorable, when it is released in the structure shown in Fig. 1 (n = 2). This
isomer of C8 Cl2 chlorgraphyne possesses a unique structural motif. Like graphene or αgraphyne layers it is a single-atom thick layer. All Cl atoms of this structure are lodged in
the trans-position at ethylidene bridges and within the plane of C atoms. In this manner,
the structure preserves as much as possible the system of conjugated π-bonds formed by
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2pz C-orbitals, as in the parent graphyne and consists of planar 18-membered rings, yet,
in an oblique conformation. Despite the hexagonal nature of α-graphyne, the electronic
structure of C8 Cl2 chlorgraphyne is characterized by a band gap opening of about 0.78 eV
and a greater dispersion of the bands (Fig. 2, n = 2). Meanwhile, the new peak of 3pCl
states arises at 3.5 eV below the Fermi level, while the top of valence band and the bottom
of conduction band are still composed of 2pC states (Fig. 4).

Fig. 3. Formation energies ∆En for the most stable isomers of chlorgraphynes
C8 Cln and their relative difference depending on the stoichiometry
3.3.

Electronic structure and stability of higher Chlorgraphynes (C8 Cl3-14 )

In fact, further saturation of graphyne network follows the same trends as for the
formation of lower chlorgraphynes. Any next addition of Cl atoms with the formation of
covalent C-Cl bond proceeds with the least possible violation of the conjugation between
2pz C-orbitals (Fig. 5). In the first steps, the consecutive anchoring of Cl atoms to the
sp-hybridized C atoms should be obtained by means of bonding with 2py C-orbitals in transposition, which releases chlorgraphynes with the compositions up to C8 Cl6 . It is noteworthy
that at this stage, the chlorination process is already considerably affected by steric factors.
A major part of added Cl atoms cannot be placed into the hole of the 18-membered ring.
Rotational displacement of planar bridging groups of C=C bonds can be observed, when
the Cl atoms come out of the plane of graphyne. Yet, the π-conjugation of 2pz C-orbitals
still remains. Even-numbered chlorgraphynes are semiconductors with relatively narrow
band gaps (0.34 eV for C8 Cl4 and 0.37 eV for C8 Cl6 , Fig. 2). The near Fermi states are
represented by 2pz C states like in the parent phases. The relative intensity of the 3pCl states
on the DOS profile increases in strength (Fig. 4, n = 4 and 6). They demonstrate splitting
and have higher energies, than those in planar C8 Cl2 , which is evidence for a weaker overlap
between the 3pCl states and the conjugated system of π-bonds.
Subsequently, calculations have proven that the anchoring of Cl atoms would likely
proceed by means of 2pz C-orbitals of initially sp 2 -hybridized C atoms with emergence of
sp 3 -hybridized C atoms, which breaks π-conjugation in the network of double C=C bonds
(formerly, carbyne dimers) (Fig. 5, n = 8). Obviously, this process is driven mainly by steric
factors and Cl atoms settle on the C atoms with a larger available space. A comparison of
relative formation energies between the conformers of the C8 Cl7 and C8 Cl8 chlorgraphynes
corroborates, that the steric effects should play also a major role in the conformer stability
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of these molecular networks. The most stable conformers should possess minimal strain
energy of the layers due to symmetric structure and the ratio of Cl atoms chemisorbed from
different sides as close as to 1:1. The occurrence of new type of sp 3 -hybridized C atoms in
the chlorgraphyne layer and complete destruction of the π-conjugation are accompanied by
the emerging of new band of 3pCl states near the top of valence band and a considerable
increase of the band gap to 2.2 eV (Fig. 4, n = 6).

Fig. 4. Total and partial spC densities of states for a few of the most stable
isomers of chlorgraphynes C8 Cln depending on the Cl content
The formation of higher chlorgraphynes C8 Cln with n up to 14 is possible only by the
anchoring of Cl atoms to the rest of C=C bonds of former carbyne bridges (Fig. 5). The
arrangement of Cl atoms within these structures can be characterized as strongly staggered
at all carbon atoms fragments and as always anti -conformic at forming –CCl2 –CCl2 – bridges,
which provides the minimal energy of the steric stress. Despite the negative formation energy
values, these chlorgraphynes demonstrate an essential stretch of the carbon network with an
essential increases in the C–C bond lengths, which cannot be attributed to kinetically stable
systems. The C–C bond lengths increase gradually from α-graphyne to C8 C8 chlorgraphyne,
but do not exceed the values for classical C–C bonds of different order in hydrocarbon
compounds. For example, the bond lengths between atoms of different hybridization in
α-graphyne are equal to 1.44 and 1.27 Å for sp 2 C–spC and spC–spC bonds, respectively.
After chlorination and change of hybridization, these bond lengths become 1.46 and 1.45 Å
in C8 Cl2 , 1.50 and 1.42 Å in C8 Cl6 and 1.56 and 1.40 Å in C8 Cl8 , respectively. In the
fully chlorinated α-graphyne, C8 Cl14 chlorgraphyne, these bond lengths are 1.72 and 1.66 Å,
which is much greater than the 1.55 Å for sp 3 C– sp 3 C in alkanes. Indeed, the geometry
optimization of C8 Cl14 chlorgraphyne never was finished with a pure covalently bounded
structure and a part of Cl atoms always can be found as physisorbed at the C8 Cl12 layer
(Fig. 5, n = 14). The latter can be proven by the picture of DOS distribution: the Fermi
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Fig. 5. Optimized atomic structures for the layers of the most stable isomers
of chlorgraphynes C8 Cln with different Cl content (top and side views are
depicted)
level is hosted at the band of Cl states, i.e. the system contains the free Cl radicals (Fig. 4,
n = 14).
In addition, the low kinetic stability of the highly numbered C8 Cln chlorgraphynes
may be traced using the relative difference in the formation energies between parent and
daughter structures ∆En − ∆En−1 (Fig. 3). As it might be expected, the formation of compounds with open-shell electronic structure (the case of odd-numbered chlorgraphynes) is
hindered and the difference in ∆En is always positive. Though, even-numbered chlorgraphynes with closed-shell electronic structure have negative values only up to the stoichiometry C/Cl = 8/6, the formation of chlorgraphynes with a higher Cl may be prohibited despite
negative values for the calculated formation energies.
4.

Summary

In summary, we have investigated the trends in stability, structural, and electronic
properties of the proposed chlorinated graphynes (chlorgraphynes) with variable C/Cl stoichiometry up to composition C8 Cl14 , which is much higher than C/F ratio for “classical”
fluorographene (C/F = 1) and could give an opportunity for the larger modulation of the
properties and the engineering of a rich family of novel 2D materials.
Our DFT calculations have revealed the phenomena, which could occur during saturation of graphyne sheets by Cl atoms. We have considered a limited number of stoichiometries, isomers and conformers among the family of chlorinated α-graphynes and established
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a possible path for the formation of these compounds. The joint analysis of the structure,
stability and electronic properties for a given stoichiometry uncovers the competition between electronic and steric factors. In contrast to the fluorine and hydrogen derivatives of
graphene or graphynes [14,34], the maximal chemical saturation of graphyne layers by chlorine atoms should be prohibited due to the larger atomic radius of Cl. The maximal degree
of chlorination would be likely possible only up to the composition C8 Cl8 instead of nominal
C8 Cl14 .
The most stable chlorgraphynes were found to be semiconductors, irrespective of their
stoichiometry. The near Fermi level bands in C8 Cln monolayers are composed mainly of the
2pz C states, which can be assembled into a π-conjugated system in different manner. The
found significance of steric factor in the formation of chlorgraphynes suggests also that the
variety of the possible ad-atom arrangements would be much impoverished, than for their
F- and H-substituted counterparts, and a more precise regulation of the structure may be
achieved. Thus, the chlorination could be a more attractive route for the fabrication of
graphyne layers with specific arrangement of ad-atoms and, consequently, tuned electronic
and transport properties, than fluorination or hydrogenation.
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Modern nickel-based superalloys contain high concentrations of rhenium that allows the improvement of their
creep strength. The high levels of rhenium, however, results in the formation of topologically close-packed
phases (TCP) which have a negative influence on its properties. The addition of ruthenium was found to
reduce the precipitation of nano-sized TCP phases, but the reasons have not been established. In this paper,
by using an ab-initio approach, we studied the effect of rhenium and ruthenium on the structural properties
of Ni matrix as well as the TCP phases. We demonstrate that Cr, Mo and W are the most effective additions
to provoke the formation of TCP phases, whereas ruthenium has a destabilizing effect.
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1.

Introduction

The high-temperature strength of Ni-based superalloys is achieved by adding refractory elements, such as molybdenum, tungsten, tantalum and rhenium [1-3]. Rhenium is the
most effective solid solution strengthener and superalloys normally contain 3-6% of rhenium
[1-4]. The addition of 6 %Re increases the creep and thermomechanical fatigue strength to
46% and 59% at 950◦ C. The third-generation of heat-resistant nickel alloys contain a high
concentration of rhenium up to 9-12 % [5-7]. However, the higher level of rhenium results
in the formation of topologically close-packed phases (TCP), which have a negative influence on the mechanical properties, since these particles serve as sites for crack initiation
and cause embrittlement. The effects of solid-solution and precipitation strengthening are
reduced due to the lower concentration of rhenium and other useful impurities in the γ and
γ’ matrices. The 4th - and 5th - generation superalloys contain lower Re concentrations up
to 6% and addition of 3-6 % Ru which hinders formation of the undesirable TCP phases
[7-12]. The mechanism by which ruthenium improves the microstructural stability is still
under discussion [10-12] and thus, understanding the stability of TCP phases is crucial for
the further development of superalloys.
The close-packed nanoparticles of different structural types (σ, µ, χ and A15 with
space groups P42/mnm, R3m, Pnma and Pm3n, respectively) were observed in the rheniumcontaining alloys [1-3]. It should be noted that the A15 structure is competitive with bcc and
σ phases, and considered as a prototype of TCP phases [13-17]. The particles or thin films of
A15 structure, known as β-W (Cr3 Si-type), were observed in the Cr, Mo and W alloys, as well
as in the Fe–Cr, Ni–Cr and Co–Cr alloys. Nickel does not form ordered phases with rhenium
or ruthenium, and the appearance of TCP particles is facilitated by the alloying elements,
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which can change phase stability, diffusion of atoms and misfit of lattice parameters of γ and
γ’ phases. Group VI (W, Cr, Mo) impurities were observed to favor TCP formation and thus,
the reduction of TCP phases may be achieved by their controlled concentration. Metastable
particles of A15-type were predicted in the Cr–Re alloys from first-principles calculations
[18,19]. Furthermore, ab-initio calculations [20] for Mo–Re and Mo–Ru demonstrated that
the A15 phase has the greatest stability among other TCP binary phases (χ, σ, µ, C14, C36)
within a small volume difference ∆V/V with bcc Mo.
The effect of impurities depends on their partitioning as well as their influence on the
lattice parameters and elastic moduli of these phases (size and elastic misfit). The complexity
of the eutectic (γ + γ’) system makes it difficult to experimentally determine these changes
under alloying. Empirical approaches [5] could not predict the mechanism of rhenium’s effect
on structural parameters and elastic moduli as well as the effect of interaction with other
additives.
In this work, we present ab-initio study of the effects which rhenium and ruthenium
have on the electronic structure, lattice parameters and elastic moduli of fcc Ni, as ascertained that rhenium and ruthenium is mainly distributed in the γ phase (the concentration
of these impurities in the γ’ phase is known to be more than an order of magnitude less).
We also investigate the electronic structure and stability for the A15 elemental phases (Ni,
Re, Ru, Cr, Mo, W) as well as binary M3 Re and M3 Ru phases (M=Ni, Cr, Mo, W). To elucidate the simultaneous presence of Ru and Re, we performed calculations for M3 Re0.5 Ru0.5
(M=Ni, Cr, Mo, W). These simulations provide the reasons for the influence of d-impurities
on the stability of topologically close-packed phases in Ni alloys.
2.

Computational details

The calculations were performed by using the projector-augmented wave (PAW)
method, as implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) [21,22]. The
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) in the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) form [23]
was employed for the exchange-correlation functional. Energy cutoff for plane-wave expansion of 400 eV and the k sampling with 8×8×8 k-points in the Brillouin zone were used for
A15 structure, while elemental metals were calculated with 16×16×16 k-points. To study
the effect of rhenium and ruthenium on the electronic structure and elastic properties of fcc
Ni, we used 32-atom supercell, where one impurity atom (Re or Ru) was substituted for Ni
atom that corresponds to the impurity concentration of 3 at.%. The A15 structure of M3 X
consists of six equivalent M atoms in c site (0.25,0.25,0) which compose the pairs on each
cube face and two X atoms in bcc positions with coordinates (0, 0, 0). To model A15 M3 X
(X= Re,Ru) we followed to experimental findings [24] which established that transition metal
atoms such as Cr occupy the twinned c positions and X atoms are in bcc a sites. The structural optimization was performed for the lattice parameters and atomic coordinates which
were relaxed to their ground state by minimizing their Hellman–Feynman forces, using the
conjugate gradient algorithm, until all interatomic forces were less than 0.1 eV/A◦ .
3.
3.1.

Results and discussion
Rhenium and ruthenium in fcc Ni

The calculated lattice parameters and elastic moduli for pure fcc Ni and Ni-3at.%
Re (Ru) are listed in Table 1. First, the comparison of our results with experimental and
theoretical data available for fcc Ni showed that these calculations provide reliable results.
Furthermore, our calculations are in better agreement with the experimental data, especially
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for elastic constants. Rhenium and ruthenium at 3at.% concentration increase the lattice
parameter of fcc Ni by 0.34% and 0.30%, respectively, and the distances between the nearest
Ni and Re (Ru) atoms increases to 2.50 Å in accordance with a smaller atomic size of Ni.
Re and Ru substitutions decrease both C11 and C12 , and as a result, the bulk modulus B=(C11 + 2C12 )/3 is significantly reduced. However, the tetragonal shear modulus
G’=(C11 − C12 )/2 increases slightly with these impurities. Comparison of changes in volume
(increases of 10% and 9% for Re and Ru, respectively) and in bulk modulus B (decreases
of 13% and 18% for Re and Ru, respectively) shows that not only lattice expansion is responsible for the reduction of B. As can be seen from the calculated charge density maps,
ruthenium leads to a weakening of chemical bonds in the first coordination sphere (Fig. 1).
The calculated densities of states (DOS) for fcc Ni, Ni-3at.% Re, Ni-3at.% Ru (Fig. 2)
demonstrate the changes in electronic structure are due to impurities. The Fermi level EF in
fcc Ni is located on the slope almost of the completely filled Ni3d band. The large density of
states at the Fermi level N(EF ) favors a metallic conductivity and a high specific heat in fcc
Ni. For Ni-3at.% Re, the Fermi level EF falls into a pseudogap between the filled bonding
and empty antibonding 5d-states of rhenium. The contribution of Re5d states near EF is
small and rhenium impurity leads to a decrease in N(EF ), (Table 1, Figure 2).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Charge density plot for Ni-3at.%Re (a) and Ni-3at.%Ru (b)

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2. Density of d-states for fcc Ni (a), Ni-3at.%Re (b) and Ni-3at.%Ru (c)
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Table 1. Lattice parameters and elastic parameters for fcc Ni and Ni-3%(Re,Ru)
Ni
Ni-3at.%Re Ni-3at.%Ru
a, Å
3.518
3.5299
3.5286
3.520 [14]
3.540 [25]
C 11 , GPa
239
218
213
248 [14]
323 [25]
C 12 , GPa
152
126
117
155 [14]
162 [25]
C 44 , GPa
127
131
126
124 [14]
39 [25]
B, GPa
181
157
149
186 [14]
207 [25]
G, GPa
44
46
48
54 [14]
83 [25]
For Ni-3at.% Ru, the increase in the number of valence electrons due to ruthenium
leads to a shift of EF to a high peak of Ru4d antibonding states (Fig. 2). Contributions
from Ru4d and Ni3d states are equal near EF , and the value of N(EF ) changes little with Ru
concentration. It should be noted that the Fermi level is within the range of abrupt changes
in DOS (sharp increase in the density of Ru4d states), which may indicate the presence of
anelectronic topological transition near 3at.% Ru.
To compare the solubility of these impurities, we calculated the mixing energies Emix
as a difference between total energy of alloy and its constituent elements. We obtained Emix
to be -0.016 eV and +0.005 eV for 3at.% concentration of Re and Ru additions, respectively.
Thus, the solubility of rhenium in fcc Ni should be higher than that of ruthenium.
3.2.

Stability of 15 phases in Ni-Re-Ru, Cr-Re-Ru, Mo-Re-Ru and W-Re-Ru
systems

First, we optimized the lattice parameters (Table 2) and found the small differences
in volumes of the A15 and ground state (fcc, bcc, hcp, hcp, bcc, bcc, respectively) phases of
Ni, Cr, Re, Ru, Mo and W. For example, the calculated lattice constant of A15 Cr is equal
to 4.545 Å (experiment provides 4.576 Å [26]) and the volume of A15 Cr is 11.736 Å3 /atom
that is close to volume of 11.661 Å3 /atom for antiferromagnetic bcc Cr. Lattice parameter
of A15 M3 X, where the metal atoms with coordinates (0, 0, 0) are replaced by X = Re or Ru,
increases in accordance with the larger atomic size of the X atom. Ruthenium and rhenium
increase the lattice parameter of the A15 phase based on 3d metals by 2% and almost do no
influence on the lattice parameter is exerted by molybdenum-and tungsten-containing A15
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phases. Comparison with fcc Ni shows that a lattice misfit between fcc Ni and A15 Cr is
small (2.4%) and increases up to 14% for the A15 W and A15 Mo.
Table 2. Lattice parameter a, density of states at the Fermi level N(EF ) and
enthalpy formation ∆H for A15 phases in Ni–Re–Ru, Cr–Re–Ru, Mo–Re–Ru
and W–Re–Ru systems
Phase

a, Å

Ni
Cr
Re
Ru
Mo
W
Ni3 Re
Ni3 Ru
Ni3 Re0.5 Ru0.5

4.461
4.545
4.945
4.923
5.023
5.057
4.574
4.572
4.633

N(EF ),
∆H
Phase
state/eV (eV/atom)
3.81
+0.084
Cr3 Re
0.61
+0.071
Cr3 Ru
1.41
+0.160
Cr3 Re0.5 Ru0.5
0.94
+0.422
Mo3 Re
0.54
+0.090
Mo3 Ru
0.51
+0.122
Mo3 Re0.5 Ru0.5
1.62
+0.106
W3 Re
3.24
+0.204
W3 Ru
1.32
+0.127
W3 Re0.5 Ru0.5

a, Å
4.648
4.613
4.633
4.993
4.964
4.979
5.017
4.988
5.004

N(EF )
∆H
state/eV (eV/atom)
1.27
+0.048
2.15
+0.080
1.32
+0.060
1.02
+0.005
1.21
+0.027
1.19
+0.018
3.24
+0.034
1.03
+0.091
1.87
+0.064

The enthalpy of formation, ∆H, calculated relative to the total energies of elemental
metals is positive for all A15 phases (Table 2). As one can see (Table 2), group VI metals
(Cr,Mo) and Ni form A15 phases with enthalpies of formation less than 0.1 eV/atom. For
elemental A15 phases, stability increases in the series: Cr > Ni > Mo > W > Re > Ru
and the most stable A15 phases correspond to Cr, Ni and Mo, while A15 Ru is the most
unstable. For binary A15 phases, stability increases as Mo3 Re > W3 Re > Cr3 Re > Ni3 Re
and Mo3 Ru > Cr3 Ru > W3 Ru > Ni3 Ru (Table 2). Among the A15 M3 Re phases, very
small positive values of ∆H were obtained for Cr3 Re (+0.048 eV/atom), Mo3 Re (+0.005
eV/atom) and W3 Re (+0.034 eV/atom), which are lower than those for the unalloyed A15
phases without Re. Thus, we conclude that formation of the metastable A15 phases should
be more favorable in binary alloys with Re addition. However, ∆H is higher for Ni3 Re than
for A15 Ni and the addition of Re in Ni matrix should not lead to the appearance of Ni-Re
particles. The simultaneous presence of Re and the group VI metals in a Ni matrix favors
the formation of close-packed A15 particles, which explains the experimental finding on the
effect of Cr, Mo and W additions on the appearance of TCP phases.
The formation enthalpy of A15 phases with ruthenium is higher by 2-3 times than
with rhenium and A15 M3 Ru is less stable for all considered metals M. There is a correlation
between stability and density of states at the Fermi level, where the value N (EF ) is less for
the more stable phase. As shown in Fig. 3, the Fermi level EF lies within the antibonding
states for both Cr3 Re and Cr3 Ru. The larger number of valence Ru d-electrons in Cr3 Ru
results in a shift of the Fermi level at a peak of antibonding states that weaken the bonding
compared to Cr3 Re (Fig. 3). The ternary Mo3 Re0.5 Ru0.5 and W3 Re0.5 Ru0.5 are even more
stable than the corresponding A15 metal phases, however, ruthenium destabilizes the all
A15 M3 Re phases and ∆H increases as Mo3 Re0.5 Ru0.5 >Cr3 Re0.5 Ru0.5 >W3 Re0.5 Ru0.5 >
Ni3 Re0.5 Ru0.5 .
To predict the elastic properties and mechanical stability of A15 phase, we calculated
the elastic parameters for Mo3 Re, Mo3 Re0.5 Ru0.5 and Mo3 Ru which are the most stable
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(b)

Fig. 3. Density of d -states for 15 Cr3 Re (a) and Cr3 Ru (b). The Fermi level
is at zero
among the considered A15 phases (Table 3). We found that ruthenium reduces the elastic
constants C11 , C12 and C44 in accord with the weaker bonding in the Ru systems. The
mechanical stability of cubic crystal requires C11 −C12 > 0, C11 > 0, C44 > 0, C11 −2C12 > 0.
As shown in Table 3, the elastic constants obey these stability criteria for all A15 Mo–Re
and Mo–Ru phases.
Table 3. Elastic constants and moduli, anisotropy A and G/B for Mo3 Re,
Mo3 Re0.5 Ru0.5 , Mo3 Ru

Mo3 Re
Mo3 Re0.5 Ru0.5
Mo3 Ru

C 11
499
486
465

C 12 C 44 B
G
A
190 98 293 154 0.64
176 94 279 155 0.61
175 87 272 145 0.60

G/B
0.52
0.55
0.53

Bulk and tetragonal shear moduli were calculated as B = (C11 + 2C12 )/3 and G =
(C11 − C12 )/2. It is seen (Table 3) that both bulk modulus B and shear modulus G decrease
with ruthenium. The anisotropy factor, calculated as A = 2C44 /(C11 − C12 ), shows that all
phases are anisotropic (A 6= 1), and the presence of ruthenium does not affect the anisotropy
of elastic deformations. The ratio of G/B represents the Pugh’s criterion [27]: a material
behaves in a ductile manner if G/B < 0.57 and demonstrates brittleness when G/B > 0.57.
For all the considered A15 phases, G/B is close to 0.57 and these phases should not have a
plastic behavior, but rather demonstrate a tendency to be brittle and fracture.
4.

Conclusions

Ab-initio calculations were performed to elucidate the effect of rhenium and ruthenium on the electronic structure and elastic properties of fcc Ni as well as on the stability
of TCP phases. Both rhenium and ruthenium additions increase the lattice parameter and
reduce the bulk modulus of fcc Ni, whereas the tetragonal shear only varies slightly. We
found that the solubility of rhenium in fcc Ni should be higher than that of ruthenium. We
established that the presence of chromium, molybdenum and tungsten favors to the formation of closely packed particles in rhenium containing nickel matrix and the concentration of
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these additions should be restricted in an alloy. The TCP particles are mechanically stable
and their formation enthalpy is close to zero. Molybdenum has the greatest tendency to
form TCP phases with A15 structure. The mechanism by which ruthenium exerts a positive
effect on TCP particle formation is related to its decrease of their stability.
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The geometry optimization of the neutral molecules An@C60 (An = Th – Md) was carried out using the DFT
based Dmol3 method. In order to perform calculations for these complexes’ electronic structures, the fully
relativistic discrete variational method (RDV) was used. Two types of stable position of metal atom inside
the C60 cage were obtained. The most stable non-central positions are favored over the position of actinide in
the fullerene center for all An@C60 complexes. Systems containing light actinides have considerable energetic
stability, which is noticeably greater than that of corresponding exohedral and “networked” complexes. The
5f-orbitals’ contribution to chemical bonding was found to be noticeably less than that of the 6d-states,
even for the complexes at the beginning of An@C60 row. The effective charges on the actinide atoms were
calculated using integral scheme incorporated in RDV and Hirshfeld procedure of DMol3 code.
Keywords: fullerenes, actinides, ab initio methods, relativistic calculations, molecular structure, stability.

1.

Introduction

The earlier investigations of charged and neutral endohedral fullerenes An@C28 (An
= Th – Md) [1,2] as well as An@C40 (An = Th – Md) [3] showed that some of these
clusters can be very stable and therefore, may be useful for nuclear applications such as
medicine or nuclear waste disposal. Since the discovery of C60 [4], these fullerenes have
been widely studied both experimentally and theoretically. To date, we know only one
actinide endohedral system U@C60 , which has been obtained experimentally, Diener et al.
[5] reported that U@C60 was produced by subliming fullerenes from arc-produced soot onto
a mass spectrometry target. Chang et al. [6] theoretically predicted its properties, according
to these Restricted Hartree-Fock calculations the U@C60 and U+ @C60 complexes should be
less stable than separated C60 and U. However, in Ref. [6] only one central position of
various atoms inside the icosahedral carbon cage was considered. On the other hand, the
radius of this fullerene (nearly 3.6 Å) is evidently too large for one actinide atom or ion, so
the An@C60 structure with metal site just in the center of the cage could be less favorable
than those where actinide atom is shifted to the cage wall and interacts with only few carbon
neighbors.
Interest in C60 fullerene-encapsulated actinide atoms is also due to the possibility of
5f – states participation in bonding. It is evident that theoretical study of the electronic
structure and chemical bonding of any systems containing actinides requires the inclusion
of all relativistic effects in the computational method. The fully relativistic calculations
of An@C28 clusters (An = Th – Md) [2] showed that 5f orbitals participate in chemical
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bonding of the first half of this series from Th@C28 to Cm@C28 . Conversely, in the fully
relativistic calculations of An@C40 complexes (An = Th – Md) [3], we determined that
An5f contributions to bonding are nearly three times less than that of the main An6d–C2p
interaction even in the clusters at the beginning of this row (Th@C40 and Pa@C40 ). These
results are in agreement with the known sensitivity of 5f bonding features to the variation
of bond-lengths, because an average radius of fullerene cage increases from 2.5 Å (C28 ) to
3 Å (C40 ). Since the radius of C60 molecule is close to 3.6 Å, one can expect that in a case
of central position of metal atom the role of 5f states in bonding will be noticeably less than
in An@C40 . On the other hand, some shift of actinide atom from the center to the cage
wall can reduce the An–C bond lengths to the values, which are more typical for the An–C
interactions in the molecules and solids.
The aim of the present paper was the search for most stable positions of actinide atom
inside a C60 cage, the evaluation of geometrical parameters of the neutral An@C60 complexes
for almost all actinides from Th to Md, the investigations of the chemical bonding and the role
played by 5f states in the interaction between metal atom and the carbon shell. Another aim
of the work presented here was the comparison of binding energies of the three competitive
types of structures: (1) endohedral An@C60 ; (2) exohedral AnC60 , where the actinide atom
is bound to C60 from the outside of the cage; (3) “networked” C59 An, where the actinide
atom is incorporated into the C60 cage, at least in the cases of most stable complexes. The
results of present calculations also allow us to evaluate the electron density redistribution
for various positions of metal atom and across this series.
2.

Objects and methods of calculations

Geometry optimization of “empty” C60 molecule with Ih symmetry and C60 interacting with actinide atoms was performed using the DMol3 method [7] in the scalar relativistic
approach [8] and with the largest double numerical atomic basis set (“dnp”). The Coulombic
potential was computed with the use of model density obtained as decomposition of charge
density into multipolar components including those with l = 3. The generalized gradient
approximation (GGA) in “BLYP” [10,11] and “PBE” [9] forms was used in all calculations.
In a previous paper [2], we used “PBE” as well as “BLYP” [10,11] functionals, as was shown,
the energetic and geometrical parameters obtained using both approaches were similar. Optimization of the molecular structures was done until the change in the maximum energy
gradient values was less than 0.001 atomic unit, the global orbital cutoff was 8.0 Å. To
confirm that the stationary points correspond to minima, the vibrational frequencies were
computed for all clusters. To test the reliability of parameters used in the calculations,
we performed geometry optimization for Th@C60 , Am@C60 and Md@C60 systems using the
multipolar components with l = 4 and 10 Å for orbital cutoff. Though the computer time
increased considerably, the changes in energy were less than 0.05 eV and the shifts in atomic
coordinates were less than 10−3 Å.
For the investigation of the nature of chemical bonding and the role played by 5f electrons in An@C60 complexes, we also used the fully relativistic discrete variational method
(RDV) [12,13]. For the most stable geometrical structures obtained by DMol3 , RDV calculations were performed. The RDV method is based on the solution of the Dirac-Slater
equation for four-component wave functions, transforming according to irreducible representations of the double point group (C∗S and C∗2V in the present calculations). For calculation of
the symmetry coefficients, we used the original code which realizes the projection-operators
technique [12] and includes the matrices of irreducible representations of double point groups
obtained in Ref. [14] and the transformation matrices presented in Ref. [15]. The extended
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bases of four-component numerical atomic orbitals (AO) obtained as the solution of the
Dirac-Slater equation for isolated neutral atoms also included An7p1/2 and 7p3/2 functions
in addition to occupied AOs. Numerical Diophantine integration in matrix elements calculations was done for 126000 sample points, which provided the convergence of valence MO
energies within 0.1 eV. The effective charges on atoms (Qef f ) were computed as integrals of
electron density inside the domains bounded by the points of its minimum [16].
3.
3.1.

Results and Discussion
Results of geometry optimization

It is well known that optimized structure of C60 (Ih ) consists of 12 regular pentagons
and 20 hexagons (Fig. 1). In our DMol calculations, we obtained that the radius for the
empty fullerene is close to 3.55 Å. This value for the cage radius corresponds to the C–C
bond lengths in pentagons and hexagons in the range 1.46 – 1.40 Å. In the calculations of
Chang et al. [6] the interval of C–C bond lengths in C60 (Ih ) was slightly wider: 1.45 – 1.37 Å.
For the evaluation of the relative stability of various An@C60 complexes, it is reasonable to
consider the binding energy Eb (which is sometimes called the “total bond energy” or the
“atomization energy”). The binding energy of a cluster is usually defined as Eb = Etot –
Esum , where Etot is the total energy of a cluster and Esum is the sum of total energies of
all isolated atoms in the cluster. The binding energies for all investigated fullerenes are
summarized in Table 1.

Fig. 1. The geometrical structure of fullerene C60
We started by modeling the most symmetrical central position of actinide atom inside
the C60 cage, the values of Eb (Ih ) obtained in these calculations are shown in the second column of Table 1. Comparison of the Eb values for C60 and An@C60 allows one to evaluate the
stability of An@C60 clusters with respect to the dissociation limit An + C60 for all actinides.
According to our results, the symmetrical complexes of Pa, U and Np are stable systems and
the most stable one is Np@C60 with Np + C60 dissociation energy near 3.1 eV. In the cases of
smaller endohedral fullerenes An@C28 [2] and An@C40 [3], the Pa@Cn were the most stable
complexes with corresponding dissociation energies near 8.1 and 6.4 eV respectively. Although the stability of An@C60 (Ih ) obtained in the present calculations is considerably less
than that of the corresponding An@C28 and An@C40 , the uranium encapsulation reaction
U + C60 → U@C60 (Table 1) is still exothermic (2.6 eV), whereas according to the results of
Chang et al. [6] the U@C60 complex should be noticeably less stable than separated C60 and
U (by ∼ 3.5 eV). The analysis of geometrical parameters obtained for An@C60 (Ih ) shows
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Table 1. Binding and dissociation energies (eV), distances (Å) between the
actinide atom and the nearest C atoms and effective charges (e) on actinide
atoms in the investigated complexes

Complex

Eb (Ih ) Eb (Cs , C2v ) Ed (Cs , C2v )

C60
Th@C60
Pa@C60
U@C60
Np@C60
Pu@C60
Am@C60
Cm@C60
Bk@C60
Cf@C60
Es@C60
Fm@C60
Md@C60
PaC60
C59 Pa

-452.7
-454.3
-455.0
-455.3
-455.8
-453.5
-453.3
-453.4
-453.4
-453.4
-453.4
-453.4
-453.4
-

-458.5(Cs )
-459.3(Cs )
-458.9(Cs )
-458.4(Cs )
-455.2(C2v )
-454.3(C2v )
-454.5(C2v )
-454.4(Cs )
-454.4(Cs )
-454.2(Cs )
-453.6(Cs )
-453.5(Cs )
-455.7
-448.8

5.8
6.6
6.2
5.7
2.5
1.6
1.8
1.7
1.7
1.5
0.9
0.8
3.0
-3.9

RAn−C (Cs , C2v )
2.50
2.44
2.41
2.42
2.36
2.36
2.46
2.60
2.64
2.65
2.65
2.78

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

2.17 /

2.50
2.44
2.43
2.43
2.51
2.52
2.61
2.61
2.65
2.67
2.67
2.79
2.34
2.25

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

2.50
2.44
2.44
2.44
2.51
2.52
2.61
2.63
2.66
2.69
2.70
2.79

/ 2.25

QAn (Cs , C2v )
Hirshfeld Integral
0.68
2.17
0.71
1.93
0.63
1.83
0.57
1.74
0.66
1.41
0.62
1.34
0.60
1.35
0.75
1.22
0.73
1.23
0.72
1.15
0.62
1.14
0.64
1.06
0.58
1.73
0.78
2.44

that the deformation of the cage due to addition of any actinide atom is small: the radial
expansion of the cage is less than 0.01 Å in all clusters.
The search for less symmetrical An@C60 structures was undertaken in a few ways: the
various shifts of metal atom from the center in different directions were considered. These
initial configurations were subjected to geometry optimization, leading to new stable, but less
symmetrical An@C60 structures. The values of initial shift of actinide atom varied from 0.1
to 0.6 Å. However, small shifts (0.1 – 0.3 Å) led to a relaxation of the system into structures
with An atom located near the center of C60 shell. Conversely, a shift of metal atom by
0.4 Å or greater led to rearrangement of the complex into a structure with an actinide atom
located near the cage wall. This result means that the potential barrier for transformation
of the geometry with central actinide position is quite small. The optimized structures with
various symmetries were obtained (C2v , Cs , C1 ). According to results of DMol calculations,
we can predict that there are two types of most stable geometry for “distorted” endohedral
fullerenes, corresponding to Cs and C2v symmetries. The structures of these complexes are
illustrated in Figure 2. Though the difference in binding energy for these two isomers for
each An@C60 cluster is within 0.1 eV, we can conclude that for complexes of Th, Pa, U and
Np, the former type (Cs ) is slightly more stable and should be considered as the ground
structure. For the three clusters in the middle of the row (Pu, Am, Cm) the C2v – isomer
appeared to be slightly more stable. For the “end part” of the row from Bk to Md the Eb
for Cs structures is slightly lower than that for C2v isomers. The binding and dissociation
energy values obtained for these structures are shown in the third and the fourth columns of
Table 1 respectively. As can be seen from Fig. 2, in both “distorted” isomers, the actinide
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atom has six nearest carbon neighbors, which belong to one hexagon in Cs – structure and
to the two adjacent hexagons (“X” – shape of carbon vicinity) in the C2v structure.

Fig. 2. The geometrical structures of endohedral complexes An@C60 corresponding to Cs (left) and C2v (right) symmetry
According to our results, complexes of Th, Pa, U and Np are more stable systems
with An + C60 dissociation energy near 6 eV. The most stable cluster is Pa@C60 with a
dissociation energy close to 6.6 eV. As mentioned above, in the cases of smaller endohedral
fullerenes the most stable complexes were also formed by encapsulation of protactinium
atom [2,3]. It is interesting that stable systems were also obtained in the second half of the
An@C60 row: the complexes of Cm, Bk Cf and Es are noticeably more stable than separated
C60 and An. Note that stable clusters for heavier actinides were also predicted for An@C40
systems [3], moreover, for An@C60 clusters the similar non-monotonic trend is obtained,
particularly, in the case of Am@C60 the absolute value of Eb is less than that for Cm@C60 .
As can be seen, the values of Eb for all isomers of Fm@C60 and Md@C60 (near –453.5 eV)
are lower than that of empty C60 (–452.7 eV).
The values of An–C bond lengths for the nearest carbon neighbors in the Cs and C2v
structures are shown in the fifth column of Table 1. Though the shapes of hexagons and
pentagons in Cs and C2v structures are very close to regular geometry of an empty C60 , the
six nearest neighbors of actinide atom belong to the three and two nonequivalent types in
Cs and C2v isomers respectively. These atoms are labeled later as C1, C2 and C3 (Cs ), while
in C2v clusters the two pairs of carbon atoms of C2 and C3 types are equivalent. In each
complex of the Cs – type containing Th, Pa, U, Np and from Bk to Md, the distances between
metal atom and C1, C2 and C3 are close to each other (Table 1). These results mean that
the actinide atom is located just under the center of one hexagon. For the molecules of C2v
type (Pu@C60 , Am@C60 , Cm@C60 ) we obtained noticeable variation of these bond lengths
(by 0.15 – 0.16 Å). As can be seen, there is no complete correlation between the variation
of average values of An–C bond lengths in An@C60 row and the main trend of Eb variation,
however, the increase of stability from Th@C60 to Pa@C60 and its decrease from Pa@C60 to
Am@C60 and from Cm@C60 to Md@C60 are accompanied by the decrease and increase of
corresponding An–C distances, as could be expected from general consideration. There is
one noticeable exception to this rule: the An–C bond lengths in the less stable Am@C60 are
less than those in the more stable Cm@C60 , Bk@C60 and Cf@C60 complexes.
In Table 1 we also show the results obtained for the most stable example of exohedral
fullerene (PaC60 ) and “networked” complex (C59 Pa). The exohedral structures were generated from empty C60 particle by the addition of Pa atom from several spatial directions.
These initial configurations were subjected to geometry optimization, leading to a few stable
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structures. The lowest-energy C2v isomer is a distorted C60 fullerene, with the metal atom
bonded to a pair of carbon atoms, another isomer, in which the actinide atom interacts
with carbon hexagon appeared to be slightly less stable. The structure of this complex is
illustrated in Figure 3. We obtained that in these complexes Pa–C distances are near 2.34 Å.
The absolute value of binding energy of this most stable exohedral complex was found to be
455.7 eV, this value is noticeably less than that for the non-central endohedral position of
Pa inside C60 cage (459.3 eV). However, the value of |Eb | for exohedral cluster was greater
than that for endohedral position in the center of fullerene (455.0 eV). Thus, the dissociation
energy of PaC60 complex with respect to the PaC60 →Pa + C60 reaction is more than two
times less than that obtained for the non-central endohedral position of protactinium atom.
The distortion of fullerene cage in the PaC60 (C2v ) molecule due to interaction with metal
atom led to increase of the number of non-equivalent carbon sites. However, the average
value of r(C) in PaC60 system is close to the corresponding parameter of endohedral complex.
The “networked” C59 Pa structure was generated from an empty C60 particle by the
substitution of an actinide atom for a carbon site. Then, this initial structure was subjected
to geometry optimization, leading to the new equilibrium positions for the metal and carbon
atoms (Fig. 3). The parameters of this cluster were shown in Table 1. In contrast to
endohedral and exohedral systems, the “networked” complex is less stable than an empty C60
cage (Table 1). This result is quite expected because the C–C bonds are certainly stronger
than C–An bonds in such systems. We also obtained that during geometry optimization of
C59 An structure the initial distances between metal atom and the cage center increased from
3.55 Å to 4.96 Å. This considerable increase in the distances between metal atom and the
center of the cage is accompanied by a corresponding increase in the bond lengths between
actinide atom and its three nearest neighbors: these distances were found to be 2.17 Å,
2.25 Å and 2.25 Å. Nevertheless, the interatomic Pa–C distances in C59 Pa as well as in
PaC60 are noticeably less than those in more stable endohedral complex (2.44 Å).

Fig. 3. The geometrical structures of exohedral PaC60 (left) and “networked”
C59 Pa (right) complexes
As mentioned above, the present DMol results were obtained in the scalar relativistic
approach, however, the authors [1] evaluated the role of spin-orbit coupling in the Pu4+ @C28
cluster and showed that the addition of these effects caused a maximum expansion of the
Pu–C distance of 0.027 Å with respect to the scalar relativistic results. They also reported
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that the scalar relativistic bonding energy of the Pu4+ @C28 increased by less than 8% when
the spin-orbit coupling effects were included in the calculations.
3.2.

RDV calculations

In Figure 4 we show the partial densities of states (DOS) obtained in the fully relativistic RDV calculations for the ground state isomers of Th@C60 and Pa@C60 clusters. In
the cases of C2s and C2p DOS we show only the contributions from C1, C2 and C3 atoms,
which are the nearest neighbors of metal ion. As can be seen from Fig. 4, the spin-orbital
interaction is small for the “outer” bands, particularly the 0.9 eV splitting was obtained
for An5f5/2 and An5f7/2 main peaks. The relativistic effects become considerable for deeper
orbitals, that is, the main peak of An6p1/2 band is shifted to the lower energies by ∼ 9 eV
(Th) and ∼ 10 eV (Pa) from the highest intensity peak of An6p3/2 DOS. In both complexes
the most intensive part of occupied valence C2p band in the energy region from 0 to –10 eV
(Fermi level is used as a zero of energy scale) contains some contributions from An6d AOs
(near -6 – -4 eV) and An5f AOs (near -5 – 0 eV). The vacant MOs are formed by C2p, An5f,
6d, 7s and 7p orbitals in the energy region from 0 to 19 eV.

Fig. 4. Partial densities of states for the ground isomers of Th@C60 (left) and
Pa@C60 (right) clusters. The broken lines correspond to p1/2 , d3/2 , and f5/2
DOS, the solid lines correspond to p3/2 , d5/2 and f7/2 DOS (vertical line is the
border between occupied and vacant states)
The energy gap between occupied and vacant molecular states, defined as the difference of energy of the highest occupied (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied (LUMO)
molecular orbitals, obtained in our relativistic calculations for Th@C60 , is near 0.4 eV. In
similar calculations for Th@C28 [2] and Th@C40 [3], we obtained considerably greater HOMO
– LUMO gaps (2.3 and 1.4 eV respectively). The latter gap values were noticeably greater
than those for the empty C40 and C28 cages (near 0.05 and 0.6 eV respectively), on the
other hand, the energy gap in empty C60 cage (1.6 eV) is considerably greater than that in
any An@C60 cluster studied in the present work. In Th@C60 and Pa@C60 complexes both
the HOMO and LUMO are of predominantly C2p character with small contributions from
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An5f states. According to our results, the Fermi level in Pa@C60 is located at the small
C2p subband consisting of two MOs corresponding to Γ3 and Γ4 irreducible representations
of Cs double point group, in this cluster one orbital is occupied and one is vacant. The
energy splitting between this C2p band (the admixtures of Pa5f AOs are near 10%) and the
next unoccupied levels, corresponding to the states with main contribution from 5f5/2 AOs
(∼ 80%), is nearly 0.8 eV (Fig. 4). Although the Th5f, 6d and Pa5f, 6d molecular levels
are vacant, the covalent mixing between 5f5/2 , 5f7/2 , 6d3/2 , 6d5/2 and C2p orbitals in the
occupied valence band leads to noticeable Mulliken population of 5f and 6d AOs, which were
0.43
0.54
0.64
1.24
0.92
0.52
0.59
obtained as 5f0.43
5/2 , 5f7/2 , 6d3/2 , 6d5/2 (Th@C60 ) and 5f5/2 , 5f7/2 , 6d3/2 , 6d5/2 (Pa@C60 ).
In the next molecule of this row, U@C60 , the HOMO is still of C2p character, but
the admixtures of U5f AOs increase up to 20%, while the LUMO in this cluster is of 5f5/2
character (82%). The energy gap between occupied and vacant levels is near 0.4 eV. Though
the molecular orbitals containing main contributions from 5f AOs are still vacant in U@C60
cluster, the hybridization of 5f5/2 , 5f7/2 and C2p AOs in the occupied molecular orbitals are
1.25
responsible for the essential Mulliken populations of U5f AOs (5f1.98
5/2 and 5f7/2 ), which are
0.57
greater than those in Pa@C60 . In contrast, the populations of U6d orbitals (6d0.51
3/2 6d5/2 )
are nearly the same as in protactinium complex. In the neptunium cluster, both HOMO
and LUMO contain main contributions from Np5f5/2 AOs (80%), i.e. the Fermi level is
located in the 5f5/2 band. In addition, the admixtures of Np5f states in the occupied MOs of
C2p character considerably increase (up to 35–40%). The filling of 5f5/2 states and increasing
hybridization of 5f5/2 , 5f7/2 and C2p AOs in the valence band are responsible for the essential
1.55
Mulliken population of Np5f AOs: 5f2.76
5/2 5f7/2 , on the other hand, the populations of Np6d
0.54
orbitals decrease (6d0.48
3/2 6d5/2 ) as compared to the uranium cluster.
The ground structures of the next three molecules of this row Pu@C60 , Am@C60 and
Cm@C60 correspond to C2v –type. In Figure 5, we show the partial DOS obtained in RDV
calculations of Pu@C60 and Cm@C60 clusters. In the cases of C2s and C2p DOS we show
only the contributions from two C1 and four C2 atoms, which are the nearest neighbors
of metal ion. As can be seen from Fig. 5, the peaks corresponding to An6p1/2 bands are
shifted to lower energies by ∼ 11 eV (Pu) and ∼ 12 eV (Cm) from the highest intensity peak
of An6p3/2 DOS. In both complexes, the An5f5/2 bands are completely occupied, however,
between 5f5/2 and 5f7/2 states the small band of C2p character is located. This C2p band
contains six MOs, two of which are occupied in Pu@C60 and three and four orbitals are
occupied in Am@C60 and Cm@C60 clusters respectively. As a result, the An5f7/2 MOs are
vacant in all these systems, however, the admixtures of An5f7/2 AOs in the highest occupied
molecular states increase from 17% in Pu@C60 to 35% in Am@C60 and to 39% in Cm@C60 .
Thus, the HOMO and LUMO in these three complexes are the mixture of C2p and An5f5/2 ,
5f7/2 AOs. The strong hybridization of both 5f5/2 and 5f7/2 AOs with C2p orbitals in occupied
MOs is responsible for the non-integer Mulliken population of 5f AOs, which increases from
2.14
4.35 2.55
4.95 3.02
5f3.71
5/2 5f7/2 in Pu@C60 to 5f5/2 5f7/2 in Am@C60 and to 5f5/2 5f7/2 in Cm@C60 . As mentioned
above, the populations of An6d orbitals decreases for heavier actinides, the same trend
0.33
0.32
0.29
0.25
0.21
was obtained for Pu@C60 (6d0.35
3/2 6d5/2 ), Am@C60 (6d3/2 6d5/2 ) and Cm@C60 (6d3/2 6d5/2 )
complexes.
The occupied molecular orbitals of 5f7/2 character (51%, 57% and 73%) are firstly
achieved in Bk@C60 (Fig. 6), as a result, the Mulliken populations of Bk5f states are
3.62
5f5.43
5/2 5f7/2 , i.e. the total number of 5f electrons in Bk@C60 (∼9.05) is greater than that
in Cm@C60 (∼7.97) by 1.08. The LUMO in Bk@C60 is also a mixture of Bk5f7/2 (75%)
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Fig. 5. Partial densities of states for the ground isomers of Pu@C60 (left) and
Cm@C60 (right) clusters

and C2p AOs. On the other hand, the hybridization of Bk6d and C2p orbitals in the occupied C2p band is less than that in Cm@C60 , and a noticeable decrease of the Mulliken
0.12
populations of Bk6d AOs was obtained (6d0.18
3/2 6d5/2 ). Further filling of 5f shell and consider4.40
0.11
0.04
able depopulation of 6d shell were obtained for Cf@C60 (5f5.71
5/2 5f7/2 6d3/2 6d5/2 ) and Es@C60
0.02
0.10
5.28
(5f5.86
5/2 5f7/2 6d3/2 6d5/2 ). The complete occupation of both 5f5/2 and 5f7/2 molecular orbital
types was achieved in the Fm@C60 complex. The partial DOS obtained in RDV calculations
of Fm@C60 are shown in Fig. 6. The LUMO in Fm@C60 are of almost purely C2p character
(95%), the contributions from Fm5f AOs are nearly 3%. However, as a result of covalent
mixing between the Fm atomic orbitals and the C60 cage orbitals the Mulliken populations
6.20
of 5f AOs are 5f5.93
5/2 5f7/2 , i.e. the total number of 5f electrons in the Fm@C60 cluster (12.1)
is close to that of the isolated Fm atom. The energy gap between the occupied and vacant
levels in Fm@C60 is near 0.9 eV, which is the greatest value obtained in our calculations
for endohedral fullerenes An@C60 . In the “last” investigated Md@C60 complex, one more
molecular orbital of C2p subband is occupied, thus both HOMO and LUMO are of almost
purely C2p character and lie above the completely occupied Md5f7/2 band by 0.4 eV. As
expected, the admixtures of C2p AOs in the molecular orbitals of Md5f7/2 type decrease and
7.16
the Mulliken populations of Md5f shell are 5f5.98
5/2 5f7/2 . As in the case of the fermium cluster,
the total number of 5f electrons in the Md@C60 molecule (13.1) is close to that of isolated
Md atom.
To compare the effects of spin-orbit coupling for the valence orbitals of the systems
at the beginning and at the end of An@C60 series, one can use the splitting of the main
peaks corresponding to 5f5/2 and 5f7/2 states. According to RDV calculations, the 5f5/2 –
5f7/2 peaks separation for Th@C60 , Pa@C60 , U@C60 and Np@C60 is close to 0.9 – 1.1 eV. For
the Pu and Am complexes we obtained ∼1.2 eV, for Cm and Bk these values are close to 1.3
– 1.5 eV. In Cf@C60 and Es@C60 this spin-orbit splitting can be evaluated approximately as
1.6 – 1.7 eV. The noticeable increase of this value was obtained for the end of the row, i.e.
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Fig. 6. Partial densities of states for the ground isomers of Bk@C60 (left) and
Fm@C60 (right) clusters
for Fm@C60 and Md@C60 the splitting between 5f5/2 and 5f7/2 peaks is near 2.2 and 2.3 eV
respectively (Fig. 6).
The molecular orbital structure of the most stable exohedral complex PaC60 noticeably differs from that of the corresponding endohedral system. In Figure 7, we show the
partial DOS obtained in RDV calculation of PaC60 cluster. In the cases of C2s and C2p DOS
we show only the contributions from two C1 atoms, which are the nearest neighbors of metal
ion. As can be seen from Fig. 7, the hybridized C2s – Pa6p3/2 subband in the energy region
from -23 to -20 eV is absent in PaC60 , resulting in a more narrow distribution of 6p3/2 DOS.
The positions of Pa6d, 5f and 7s levels become closer to the Fermi level (Fig. 7). These shifts
of the 6d, 5f and 7s states lead to noticeable increases in their contributions to molecular
orbitals in this energy region, particularly the admixtures of Pa5f and 6d AOs in HOMO and
LUMO achieve 19% and 10% respectively. Although the Pa5f and 6d orbitals are also vacant
in the PaC60 cluster, the hybridization of these states with occupied C2p orbitals leads to
some Mulliken population of these AOs. According to our calculations, the occupations of
0.74
0.65
0.58
these orbitals can be defined as 5f1.37
5/2 5f7/2 6d3/2 6d5/2 . As seen, the populations of 5f AOs in
PaC60 are slightly less than those in Pa@C60 , while the populations of 6d AOs in PaC60 are
greater than those in Pa@C60 by 0.13. Surprisingly, in the case of a “networked” complex
C59 Pa, we did not obtain the principal transformation of electronic structure (Fig. 7). The
C2s – Pa6p3/2 subband in the energy region from -23 to -20 eV is also absent in the C59 Pa
cluster. The Pa6d, 5f and 7s DOS also shift to lower energies, however, their contributions
in the valence band in the energy region from 0 to -4 eV become more important than those
in endohedral and exohedral clusters. We can also note, that “networked” position of metal
atom in the fullerene cage leads to some broadening of Pa6d, 7s and 7p bands in the energy
region from 1 to 11 eV (Fig. 7).
The considerable hybridization between An5f and C2p AOs was obtained in all investigated fullerenes. However, the coefficients corresponding to An5f contribution in the
molecular orbitals are not directly connected with the degree of 5f states delocalization. The
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Fig. 7. Partial densities of states for the PaC60 (left) and C59 Pa (right) clusters
latter effect could be evaluated qualitatively by an analysis of the shapes of corresponding
molecular orbitals or more quantitatively by the values of overlap populations of various
pairs of the metal and carbon AOs (nij ). The values of nij can also give the bond orders of
these states [17]. The values of overlap populations for C2p and 5f, 6d, 7s AOs of actinides
obtained in our RDV calculations of endohedral clusters are listed in Table 2. As expected,
the role of An7p-C2p interaction (not shown in Table 2) is anti-bonding in all investigated
complexes.
Table 2. Overlap populations of An5f, 6d, 7s and C2p orbitals (10−3 e, per
one pair of interacting atoms) in An@C60 complexes
Orbitals
An5f - C1 2p
C2 2p
C3 2p
An6d - C1 2p
C2 2p
C3 2p
An7s - C1 2p
C2 2p
C3 2p

Th
36
35
35
98
97
96
15
15
14

Pa
41
42
39
84
83
83
16
16
16

U
37
39
36
83
85
84
16
16
16

Np
32
34
31
84
84
84
16
16
16

Pu
22
18
64
50
9
18
-

Am
18
15
62
49
9
19
-

Cm
12
11
60
49
10
18
-

Bk
8
8
7
50
46
47
12
13
13

Cf
3
4
3
40
41
40
9
7
8

Es
2
2
1
38
37
37
9
9
7

Fm
1
1
1
35
35
34
10
8
9

Md
0
0
0
29
27
28
3
2
2

Examination of Table 2 reveals that An6d orbitals play the main role in the chemical
bonding of a metal atom and C60 cage in all of An@C60 clusters. This result is quite
expected, because in our earlier relativistic calculations of actinide oxides, fluorides [18,19]
and An@C40 clusters [3], the main contributions to bonding was also provided by An6d AOs
and the next An5f contributions to bonding were considerably less. However, the earlier
calculations of small endohedral fullerenes An@C28 [2] showed that An6d and 5f orbitals
play comparable roles in the chemical bonding of a metal atom and C28 cage in the first
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half of the An@C28 row. This difference in the bonding behavior of An5f states in An@C40 ,
An@C60 and An@C28 can be explained by the well known fact that An5f AOs participation
in bonding is sensitive to the distances between actinide atom and its neighbors [19]. As
mentioned above, the shortest An–C bond lengths in An@C40 and non-symmetrical An@C60
clusters are greater than the longest An–C bond lengths in An@C28 systems. As shown in
Table 2, the overlap populations of An5f–C2p states increase when going from Th@C60 to
Pa@C60 clusters and then monotonously decrease to zero at the end of this row. However,
noteworthy is the considerable decrease of An5f contributions to bonding on going from
Np@C60 to Pu@C60 . On the other hand, the slightly non-monotonous bonding behavior at
the beginning of An@C60 row is detected for An6d orbitals. As can be seen from Table 2,
a small increase of overlap populations for An6d–C2p states takes place for the U@C60 and
Np@C60 molecules in comparison to the Pa@C60 cluster.
Comparison of the stability of endohedral complexes (Table 1) and corresponding
bond orders (Table 2) shows that there is good correlation between DMol and RDV results.
The increase of the dissociation energy (An@C60 → An + C60 ) when going from Th@C60 to
Pa@C60 is in agreement with the increase of contribution to bonding from Pa5f states, note
that this contribution is the greatest in An@C60 row (Table 2). Further decrease of stability
from Pa to Am correlates with a decrease of the overlap populations for An5f–C2p as well as
for An6d–C2p AOs. The small increase of |Eb | for Cm@C60 and Bk@C60 clusters (Table 1)
can be explained by the role of spin-polarization, which is included in the scalar-relativistic
DMol calculations, but is not treated in the standard Dirac theory. Note, that similar results
were also obtained for An@C40 complexes [3].
The values of overlap populations for C2p and 5f, 6d, 7s AOs of protactinium obtained
in our RDV calculations for the exohedral and “networked” complexes are listed in Table 3.
The corresponding parameters for endohedral cluster are also shown in Table 3 for comparison. Note, that nij values presented in Tables 2 and 3 correspond to one pair of interacting
atoms, hence, the sum of these values for the six nearest neighbors in endohedral cluster
will be considerably greater than total overlap populations in exohedral system. However,
as can be seen from Table 3, the interactions between actinide and a specific carbon atom
in the C59 Pa and PaC60 are stronger than that in Pa@C60 complex. Examination of Table
3 reveals that Pa6d orbitals also play the main role in chemical bonding of metal atom and
carbon cage in these clusters. The variation of nij for the Pa5f–C2p and Pa6d–C2p bonds
also correlates with Pa–C bond lengths (Table 1). As shown in Table 3, the interaction
between protactinium atom and each of three nearest neighbors in “networked” complex is
considerably stronger than that in more stable endohedral cluster. However, as mentioned
above, the actinide – carbon substitution in C60 cage is energetically disfavored process and
the formation of C59 Pa complex does not provide a better way for the extraction of the
actinides from some species.
The effective charges on actinide atoms (QAn ) obtained in our scalar relativistic
(DMol) and fully relativistic calculations (RDV) are listed in Table 1. As shown, the effective charges obtained in DMol calculations using Hirshfeld scheme correlate with neither
the variation of binding energy nor with the variation of An–C bond lengths. It is quite
evident that the increase in charge transfer for the Pu@C60 and Am@C60 in comparison
with Np@C60 as well as for the second half of the series (from Bk to Md) in comparison with
Cm@C60 and the weaker interaction between cage and actinide atom are contradictory. On
the other hand, the integral charges obtained in RDV calculations (Table 1) agree with the
variation in the binding energy. Although the QAn obtained in relativistic calculations are
considerably greater than the DMol values, the effective charges on actinide atoms are less
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Table 3. Overlap populations of An5f, 6d, 7s and C2p orbitals (10−3 e, per
one pair of interacting atoms) in exohedral PaC60 , “networked” C59 Pa and
endohedral Pa@C60 complexes
Orbitals
PaC60 (C2v ) C59 Pa (Cs ) Pa@C60 (Cs )
Pa5f - C1 2p
46
67
41
C2 2p
51
42
C3 2p
39
Pa6d - C1 2p
90
148
84
C2 2p
112
83
C3 2p
83
Pa7s - C1 2p
24
36
16
C2 2p
34
16
C3 2p
16

than their formal valencies in solid compounds. The comparison of Tables 1 and 2 shows
that the variation of the integral charges on going from Th@C60 to Md@C60 is mainly due
to the decrease of An6d–C2p covalent mixing and overlap of these orbitals.
Although the chemical bonding between actinide atom and the carbon cage is weak
for the clusters at the end of An@C60 row, both the DMol and RDV calculations exhibit
essential charge transfers of more than 0.6 electron from the actinide orbitals to the cage.
Similar results were obtained in our calculations of An@C40 row [3]. From our point of view,
there is no contradiction between binding energy and charge transfer because a change in
binding energy on going from superposition of isolated C60 (or C40 ) cage and actinide atom
to endohedral complex is due to contributions from: (1) interaction between actinide and the
carbon atoms and (2) deformation of the initial fullerene structure. The latter contribution
is certainly unfavorable and even in the case of Md@C60 complex the interaction between
metal and carbon atoms has the bonding character. On the other hand, the strong C–C
bonds in the C60 (or C40 and C28 ) cage are not accompanied by noticeable charge transfer,
whereas in the C59 Pa complex the considerable charge transfer (more than 2 electrons) was
obtained for the weaker Pa–C bonds.
According to our calculations of endohedral complexes, the additional charge on the
cage orbitals is distributed over all carbon atoms, i.e. the deformation of electron density
takes place even for the carbon atoms, which are the most distant from actinide site. However, as expected, variation of the charge density on the nearest actinide neighbors is slightly
greater than that for other atoms of the cage. Nevertheless, the effective charges on C1, C2
and C3 atoms are within -0.1 in endohedral fullerenes of the first half of the row and within
-0.05 for the complexes of heavy actinides. In contrast, the main part of charge transfer
from the metal atom in the exohedral and especially in the “networked” clusters is localized
on the nearest carbon neighbors. For instance, in the C59 Pa complex, the integral charges
on one C1 and two C2 atoms are -0.76 and -0.67 respectively, i.e. the total electron density,
which is accepted by these carbon atoms is close to 2.1.
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Conclusions

Our investigations of the new class of organometallic nanoparticles An@C60 confirm
earlier results [1-3] that endohedral fullerenes can be very stable. Moreover, the stable character of such species for the light actinides obtained for the An@C28 and for the major part
of An@C40 clusters (from Th to Fm) is also predicted for the neutral endohedral fullerenes
An@C60 from Th@C60 to Md@C60 . The dissociation energy for the most stable complex
Pa@C60 (Pa@C60 → Pa + C60 ) was found to be 6.6 eV, which is noticeably greater than
that for the exohedral position of Pa atom on the outer surface of C60 cage. Comparison
of the electronic structure of endohedral complexes based on Cs and Ih isomers showed that
the former type is more favorable for the encapsulation of an actinide atom.
Analysis of the molecular orbital structure showed that strong hybridization takes
place between C2p and An5f states for all An@C60 complexes. However, the calculated
values of overlap populations of C2p–An5f AOs showed that the An5f contribution to bonding was more than two times less than that of the main An6d–C2p interaction, even in
the neutral clusters at the beginning of An@C60 row. The analysis of chemical bonding
of endohedral, exohedral and “networked” fullerenes showed that the strongest interaction
between actinide atom and specific carbon atom in the C60 cage takes place for “networked”
complex. However, the stability of the latter cluster is less than that of the corresponding
endohedral systems, because: (1) in C59 Pa molecule the three Pa–C bonds substitute for the
three stronger C–C bonds; (2) in An@C60 complexes the An–C interactions are additional to
the C–C bonds in the cage. Two schemes for atomic effective charge calculations give quite
different results for An@C60 , however, more realistic values were obtained using the spatial
numerical integration procedure incorporated into the RDV method [16].
In this paper, we discussed the stability of endohedral fullerenes An@C60 with respect
to the An + C60 fragmentation only. However, for the understanding of stability of these
systems, it is important to consider the other competitive processes which can happen when
An@C60 systems will ionize. It is interesting to calculate the ionization energy and the
dissociation energy of An@Cn+
60 systems, this work is in progress now and will be published
in the separate paper.
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boron-doped T iO2 with anatase structure have been performed. The locations of boron atoms in the interstitial and oxygen position have been studied. We have found two interstitial positions: a stable one with
three neighboring oxygen atoms, and a metastable one in the center of the flattened tetrahedron of oxygen
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1.

Introduction

The subject of this work was initialized in course of discussions on the physicochemical properties of photocatalytic compounds where the contribution of Prof. A.L. Ivanovskii
was invaluable.
The most promising compound for photocatalytic applications is probably anatasestructured titanium dioxide, a good reagent for the removal of pathogenic bacteria or chemical contaminants from the environment. This compound also has potential for employment
in new photoelectric cells and hydrogen producing cells by means of water photolysis. Pure
T iO2 possesses a high photocatalytic activity (PCA) in the UV part of the electromagnetic
spectrum, so in many works attempts have been carried out to extend its activity to the
visible part of the solar spectrum, see [1]. The main aim of such studies was to obtain the T iO2 -based compounds that effectively absorb visible sunlight. Here, one of the
most promising techniques is the doping of anatase with simple or transition elements, in
particular, with boron, carbon or nitrogen [2, 3].
However, such researches encounter a number of problems. Probably the most
serious is that the obtained photocatalysts usually have a complex phase composition that
is often difficult to elucidate. There are, for example, arguments in favor of the opinion
that microscopic aggregates or fine-grained phases can be constituent parts of the obtained
specimens. So, the data on the properties of the photocatalysts, in particular on the optical
absorption, are often very contradictory and are associated with differences in the structure.
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Consequently, the microscopic structure of the defects in the T iO2 -based photocatalysts and the effect of doping on the optical properties and PCA are difficult to understand.
This is especially valid for the boron-doped anatase, which demonstrates high activity in
many photoreactions [4–9]. It has been shown in previous studies [4–6] that the B-doping
helps to shift the absorption threshold into the visible range compatibly with its high PCA.
However, the authors of the papers [7, 8] observed shifts of the absorption threshold into
the UV range, which contradicts the visible range PCA. Also, the data on the locations of
the boron atoms inside the anatase structure are contradictory. Some of the data obtained,
mainly by means of the X-ray emission spectroscopy, confirm the replacement of oxygen
atoms with the boron atoms [5]; hereafter we mark this kind of defects as BO . But there
are also data in favor of the boron atoms located in interstitial positions [6, 10], we name
this a BI -defect, or these both kinds of defects can emerge [11].
A better understanding of the optical properties and photocatalytic activity can
be achieved based on the first-principle calculations of the electronic band structure. In
prior works [7, 8, 12, 13], such calculations have been done for the cases of boron atoms
inserted into the oxygen, interstitial and titanium atom positions. Besides, in [7, 12],
the calculations of the boron insertion energy have been performed. The authors of the
work [12] affirmed that the energy of boron insertion into interstitial position is almost
equal to that of insertion into oxygen position, so both kinds of defects can exist. On
the other hand, they affirmed that the energy of titanium with boron atoms replacement
is higher by about 5 eV, hence such kind of insertion is practically impossible. These
calculations [7, 8, 12, 13] have demonstrated that the boron insertion into oxygen positions
induces the emergence of boron impurity states above the band gap that correlates with
the shift of the light absorption threshold into the visible range [4–6]. Conversely, the
insertion into interstitial positions induces the boron impurity states inside the band gap,
which correlates with the data of the work [7, 8].
However, the performed calculations are far from perfect. It is well known that
the boron atoms inside anatase have a magnetic configuration, so the boron-doped samples
demonstrate ESR spectra [11], but the calculations performed were spin-restricted. Additionally, the calculated band gap was much lower than its experimental value, 3.2 eV.
Therefore the conclusions of the authors on the energy of the boron atoms states with
respect to band gap are doubtful, which also makes their conclusions on the optical absorption of boron-doped anatase doubtful. The performed calculations do not help to recognize
the location of boron atoms inside the anatase structure.
Therefore, we have performed new first-principle calculations for the electronic
structure of the boron-doped anatase. Our calculations are free from the above mentioned
drawbacks, which helps to obtain more reliable conclusions on the effect of the boron doping on the optical and photocatalytic properties of the doped anatase. Besides, we have
performed first-principle calculations for the energy of the boron insertion into anatase.
Comparing our data with experimental results, we draw conclusions about the most probable positions of the dopant boron atoms.
2.

Method of research

Typically, high-activity photocatalysts have the forms of nano-structured aggregates
because the nano-structurization brings about an increase in the surface area. The evaluated
optimal size of the anatase nano-particles for photocatalytic applications is 5–6 nm [14,15].
In principle, the optical absorption of the nano-particles and the locations of the doping
atoms are influenced by quantum-size effects that become essential when the size of the
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FIG. 1. The conventional unit cell of anatase. The presumed positions of
boron atoms are shown. Here Bi and Bi3 are the initial interstitial positions,
BO is the initial oxygen replacement position - see text.

nano-particles is less than or equal to the de Broglie’s wavelength. Evaluations of this
wavelength leads to ∼ 0.7 nm for anatase and ∼ 0.2 nm for rutile [16]. Since these are
much smaller than the optimal nano-particle size, we can neglect the quantum-size effects
and employ the first-principle calculation methods utilized for the bulk crystals.
Our approach is based on considering the cell of anatase that is obtained by duplicating the primitive unit cell T i2 O4 along all the three crystallographic axes. By doing so,
we arrive at the 48-atomic unit cell. Replacing one of the oxygen atom by the boron atom
we can then model the electronic structure of the T iO1.9375 B0.0625 compound; inserting one
boron atom we study the T iO2 B0.0625 compound. The positions of the boron atoms are
easier to discuss considering the conventional unit cell of bulk anatase shown in Fig. 1.
The location of the boron atom that replaces the oxygen atom (BO defects)is quite
evident; it is inside the triangle of Ti atoms. However, the interstitial positions of the boron
atoms are not so easy to define. We start with two assumptions. The first one is that due
to the repulsion of the atomic cores, the interstitial position should probably be the most
distant from all neighboring atoms. This is the center of the prism that consists of the
O1, O2, O3 − O4, O5, O6 atoms (position Bi3 in the figure ). Our second supposition is that
if the boron atom can form chemical bonds with oxygen atoms, it can be located in the
center of the T i1 − T i2 − T i3 − T i4 square. This position (Bi in the figure) is also the
center of the O4 tetrahedron essentially flattened along the c-axis. The actual interstitial
positions we find by relaxing the crystal structure and looking for the minima of the total
energy employing electronic band structure calculations.
We use in the calculation the pseudo-potential plane wave approach realized in
the Quantum Espresso (QE) computer code based on the the density functional theory (DFT) [17, 18]. The ultra-soft pseudopotentials with gradient-corrected exchangecorrelation (GGA) potential of Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof [19] provided by the authors
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FIG. 2. The nearest vicinity of the boron atoms inserted into the anatase
structure. Left image: boron atom in the relaxed BO position; middle image:
boron atom in the relaxed Bi position; right image: boron atom in the Bi2
position.
of the QE code, was employed. Spin polarization for the energy band structure was allowed. A plane-wave basis set with an energy cutoff of 50 Ry was employed for the wave
function and of 300 Ry for the electron density expansion. A grid of 72 wave-vectors per
irreducible wedge of the Brillouine zone was used for the electron density calculations.
The underestimation of the energy gap between the valence 2pO-like band and 3dTi-like
conduction band, typical for the methods based on the DFT theory, has been eliminated
by employing the single-site hubbard-like corrections to the exchange-correlation potential
within the so-called GGA+U approach described in [20]. The only parameter of this approach is the U − J value where U and J are the correction parameters for the Coulomb
and exchange interactions, respectively. We apply these corrections to the Ti 3d states with
U − J = 6.5 eV that provides the calculated band gap value equal to the experimental data,
3.2 eV.
It is essential that the application of the Hubbard-like corrections within the GGA+U
approach is necessary for obtaining spin-polarized solutions: we will later show that the
GGA approach leads only to spin-restricted solutions for the interstitial boron positions .
The DFT GGA approach possesses a high precision, sufficient for evaluating crystal
lattice distortions near the B, C or N atoms inserted into the oxide semiconductors [21].
This evaluation is done by looking for the minima of the total energy of the unit cell. The
shifts of the atoms are evaluated in correspondence to the calculated forces that act on the
atoms. An iterative process of atomic shifting is realized until the forces become negligible.
The results obtained by this approach, closest in vicinity to the boron atoms, is inserted
into anatase as is shown in Fig. 2.
In the case of the BO defect, the most interesting feature of the local crystal structure is the high value of the T i − B − T i angle, 168◦ , which reflects the trend of the boron
atoms to form linear bonds with neighboring titanium atoms [21]. Very interesting are
the results of the crystal structure optimization for the Bi and Bi3 cases. The Bi3 position
appears to be unstable. Boron atoms set initially in this position shift upwards and finally
form three short boron-oxygen bonds, with one B – O length equal to 1.40 and two bonds
equal to 1.38 Å. The total energy calculation (Table 1) demonstrates that this new position,
which we denote Bi2 , is stable. The relaxation of the structure with the boron atom set
into the Bi position leads to the shift of the nearest oxygen atoms towards the boron atom.
Owing to this shift, four short boron-oxygen bonds occur whose lengths, 1.44 Å, are much
less than the T i − O bond length, 2.06 Å. This position is metastable, however. This means
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FIG. 3. The spin-resolved densities of states for anatase containing the BO
defect with the U-J exchange-correlation corrections considered (left panel)
and neglected (right panel). The densities of spin-down states are shown
with negative sign. The boron-like states are those marked as α, β and γ for
spin-up states and α0 for spin-down states.
that the total energy of the structure with this kind of defect is higher than the energy of
the structure with the Bi2 defect. However, the final forces acting on the boron atom set
in the relaxed Bi position are very small, less than 0.002 Ry/at.unit. Infinitely continuing
the process of lattice relaxation, we do not find that the boron atom shifts from the Bi into
the Bi2 position.
The results, discussed below, for the density of states and total energy were obtained
for optimized BO , Bi and Bi2 structures.
3.

Discussion of results

In Fig. 3, the spin-resolved densities of states are shown for anatase containing the
BO defect, which were calculated by means of the GGA+U and GGA approaches.
With the GGA+U approach, the states below 8 eV are 2pO valence band states,
whereas the states above 11 eV are the 3dTi conduction band states. The boron-like spin-up
band states α, β, γ and spin-down states α0 are located inside the band gap. Since there are
two spin-up and one spin-down occupied states, the boron atom has a magnetic moment
of 1 µB . The energy gap between the Fermi level and the bottom of the conduction band
is equal to 1.53 eV, so the calculations predict that anatase with such a defect should
have absorption in the visible range. The calculated band structure is in principle similar
to that calculated before by means of the LMTO-TB method [21], but our new boronlike bands have the energy, with respect to the bottom of the conduction band, lower by
0.8 eV. The most probable explanation for this difference is that the LMTO-TB method
uses a simplified spherically-symmetric potential inside atomic spheres whereas the more
exact QE method is free of this simplification. The only-GGA approach also leads to the
spin-polarized solution with boron magnetic moment equal to 1 µB , but with the 2pO-3dTi
band gap which is approximately 2.2 eV. Although the experimental data on this gap are
contradictory, one can hardly expect that the doping with typically small concentration of
boron atoms can markedly reduce the value of the gap. So, the results for the band gap
calculated with the GGA approach band is unreliable. The densities of states for anatase
with the Bi defect are shown in Fig. 4. The main features of the DOS are similar to that
in Fig. 3. The GGA+U solution is also spin-polarized with a magnetic moment of 1 µB per
boron atom, with the boron-like states having a higher energy. The essential circumstance
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FIG. 4. The spin-resolved densities of states for anatase containing the Bi
defect. The destinations of the lines and the marks are the same as in Fig. 3

FIG. 5. The spin-resolved densities of states for anatase containing the Bi2
defect. The destinations of the lines and the marks are the same as in Fig. 4
is that the only-GGA solution started with the trial boron magnetic moment more than
1 µB converges to the spin-restricted solution. The densities of states for the case of the
Bi2 defect are shown in Fig. 5. The GGA+U solution is also spin-polarized, however, the
only-GGA solution is spin-restricted.
When one considers that the experimental ESR data demonstrate the presence of
a magnetic moment on the boron atom, we are forced to conclude that the spin-restricted
GGA-approach, is in this case inaccurate. We can come to a definite conclusion on the
admissible approximation and to reveal also the preferable location of the boron atom using
the first-principle calculations for the energy of defect formation.
The standard definition for the energy of the BO kind of defect formation can be
written as
Ef (BO ) = [Etot (T i16 O31 B) + µ(O)] − [Etot (T i16 O32 ) + µ(B)] ,
(1)
where Etot (. . .) are the total energies of the unit cells, µ(O) and µ(B) are the chemical
potentials of the oxygen and boron atoms inside the reaction medium. Similarly, the
energy of formation for an interstitial defect I = i or i2 is written as:
Ef (BI ) = Etot (T i16 O32 BI ) − [Etot (T i16 O32 ) + µ(B)] .

(2)

A problem of such an approach is the evaluation of chemical potentials. Since the doping
reactions are usually realized in an oxygen atmosphere, we can admit that µ(O) is equal
to one half the energy of an oxygen molecule. This value, calculated in the GGA approach
with spin polarization included, and pseudo-potential identical to that in the band structure
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calculation, is equal to −31.94 Ry. However, the chemical potential of the boron atom
is difficult to evaluate because of very complicated and rather indefinite structures of the
compounds that serve as boron sources. We therefore define the value that we name the
interstitial site preference energy as follows:
Epr (BI ) = Ef (BI ) − Ef (BO ) = Etot (T i16 O32 BI ) − Etot (T i16 O31 BO ) − µ(O).

(3)

TABLE 1. The values of unit cell total energy Etot and interstitial site preference energy Epr calculated with different approaches
Energy characteristics
Etot (i)(Ry)
Etot (i2)(Ry)
Etot (BO )(Ry)
Epr (i)(eV )
Epr (i2)(eV )

GGA approach GGA + sp approach GGA+sp+U approach
-2905.35
-2905.43
-2872.86
-7.50
-8.63

-2905.35
-2905.43
-2872.87
-7.37
-8.50

-2897.92
-2898.02
-2865.47
-6.91
-8.23

The boron chemical potential is absent here, so this value is easy to calculate. All
the values necessary for this evaluation are given in Table 1. We see that Epr has a
large negative value with all the approaches used, so a robust conclusion follows that the
formation of interstitial defects Bi and Bi2 is much more favorable in comparison to the
replacement defect BO . Moreover, the absolute value of the preference energy is essentially
higher for the Bi2 defect than for Bi defect. The conclusion then follows that the Bi2 defect,
with three short boron-oxygen bonds, is the most probable kind of defect.
4.

Conclusion

We have performed the electronic band structure calculations for anatase with two
kinds of boron atom incorporation: insertion into interstitial positions and replacement of
oxygen atoms with boron atoms. The spin-polarization of the band structure was allowed;
the Hubbard-like corrections for the Coulomb and exchange correlations in atoms have
been included in order to cancel the under-evaluation of the band gap. The total energy
of the compounds has been optimized, which helped to find three possible positions of the
boron atoms, one of oxygen replacement position and two interstitials. The most stable
interstitial position is that inside a trio of oxygen atoms with very short boron-oxygen
bonds, whereas the second position, in the center of flattened tetrahedron of oxygen atoms,
is metastable. First-principle calculations for the interstitial site preference energy have
shown that the insertion of boron atoms into the interstitial positions is energetically more
favorable than the replacement of an oxygen atom. The calculations predict that this kind
of doping leads to absorption in the visible part of the solar spectrum, which improves its
photocatalytic activity.
Our calculations help to elucidate the applicability of two approaches, GGA and
GGA+U. The calculations within the both approaches, including and disregarding the
spin polarization, lead to equal conclusions on the localization of boron atoms. However,
the GGA+U approach that includes the Hubbard-like corrections is preferable since it
produces a spin-polarized band structure, whereas the only-GGA calculations for the most
stable boron position converge to non-magnetic solutions that contradicts experimental
observations.
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The present review provides an overview of the transition metal dichalcogenides discovered newly at the level
of two dimensions. A special emphasis is given to the electronic structure of semiconducting representatives
of this family, which can depend on many factors like thickness, environment, mechanical strain and structural
imperfections of the layers. Both calculations and experimental data available to date on example of MoS2
compound evidence that, semiconducting dichalcogenide layers could become successful counterparts of graphene
and nanosilicon as the materials of flexible nanoelectronics. However, current technologies for the fabrication of
single mono- and multilayers of transition metal dichalcogenides still do not offer a large-scale and cost-effective
product with the tuned quality to reveal all abilities predicted for these nanostructures.
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1.

Introduction

Layered compounds were intensively studied in the 1970’s and early 1980’s (see e.g.
Levy [1]). Among them, a large variety of the pure and mixed compounds from the group of
layered d-metal chalcogenides (TMCN) attracted the largest attention in view of their possible
applications. The stratiform structure of these compounds, their sufficient chemical endurance
and impossibility of the formation of monolithic structures under a high load predetermine their
excellent antifriction properties, which found a wide technological application in the automotive
and aerospace industries [2]. The latter stimulated an extensive research of structural, electronic
and optical, chemical and galvanomagnetic phenomena within the bulks of these compounds,
which were already reviewed at that time [3–5].
Recent fabrication and preliminary characterization of single layers of some metallic and
semiconducting d-metal chalcogenides have demonstrated their high potential as the materials
for two-dimensional electronics [6]. The first nanoelectronic devices — field-effect transistors,
logical circuits, and amplifiers — have already been manufactured in labs [7–9]. Transparent
TMCN monolayers with a distinct band gap can possess a high enough mobility for charge
carriers at room temperature, high thermal stability and ultra-low standby power dissipation,
which make them also attractive materials for the optoelectronics and energy harvesting industry.
All this has already renewed interest in their research by means of new experimental
and computational techniques, which were essentially evaluated over the last 30 – 40 years.
This review collects the present data about modulation of electronic properties of single and
a few layer d-metal chalcogenides and their related systems upon such factors as mechanical
deformation, intrinsic defects and impurities, interface formation. Taking into account the
huge variety of compounds, special emphasis was given to their most famous representative —
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molybdenum disulfide MoS2 as a prominent and prospective semiconducting compound with
well established low-cost production.
2.

Electronic structure of ideal monolayers and their slabs

As for many other types of layered materials, the electronic properties of layered chalcogenides are at a first glance determined by the bonding behavior within the layer and only
modified secondarily by the interactions between the layers. Pioneering studies of the electronic
properties of semiconducting MX2 chalcogenides (M = Mo, W; X = S, Se) with hexagonal
2H crystal structure (see Fig. 1) date back to the 1950’s and 1960’s (Lagrenaudie [10], Fivaz
and Mooser [11]). Also, heterojunctions of such componds were previously described in the
1980’s [12].

F IG . 1. Crystal structure of the bulk 2H-MoS2 (space group P63 /mmc) from the
side and top views (along [100] and [001] directions) and a fragment of a single
monolayer. Unit cells are shaded in gray
The structural units of TMCN layers and accordingly also of the corresponding bulk
stacks can be deduced using group theory for d4 sp and d5 s electronic configurations of metal
atom as having coordination number 6 and octahedral Oh or trigonal prismatic D3h symmetry [13, 14]. While these coordination types have not been predicted for other electronic configurations (d4 s, d3 s2 , etc.), all layered dichalcogenides are composed either of MX6 octahedra or
prisms.
A first rough qualitative picture of the electronic structure of a single TMCN triple
layer (X–M–X) structure can be deduced from a simple ligand field model. Formation of MX2
compound is possible due to XsXp–MdMs hybridization and full occupation of the s- and pshells of chalcogen atoms by 16 electrons. Towards that end, metals of IVb, Vb and VIb group
keep 0, 1 or 2 d-electrons, respectively. In the case of the trigonal prismatic coordination of the
metal, the d-states split into a1, e0 and e00 states, and from this picture, a simple band structure
of a single layer TMCN can be understood (Fig. 2).
E.g., in the case of MoS2 , the lower part of the valence band is determined by the
Mo-d–S–p ‘bonding’ states, followed by the almost ‘non-bonding’ d2z , dxy and dx2 −y2 states
at Mo. The band of the ‘antibonding’ Mo–d–S–p states are located above. Consideration of
the 6 Mo valence electrons and a formal charge of -2 for the sulfur gives a formal charge of
+4 for Mo in MoS2 . The ‘d2z -band’ is fully occupied, easily explaining the semiconducting
behavior of MoS2 . The same qualitative picture holds for MoSe2 and the sulfides and selenides
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F IG . 2. Ligand field picture and corresponding d-orbitals for a trigonal prismatic
coordination (D3h symmetry) in a d-metal dichalcogenide with a d2 configuration
of metal atom and schematic band structure for a single MoS2 layer
of Tungsten. I.e., the upper edge of the valence band and the lower edge of the conduction band
are determined by metal d states. This model also explains why the chalcogenides of the group
Vb metals (Nb, Ta) are metallic. Five valence electrons at the metal lead to a half occupation of
the ‘d2z -band’. The Sulfur states are predominantly involved in the M–S bonding, and therefore,
in the stability of the structure, but play only a minor role in the electronic transport and optical
properties. Since the sulfur atoms are ‘saturated’ and the metal d-states do not range out of
the S–M–S triple layer, this simple model does not make a difference between the electronic
structure of a single triple layer (1H structure) and the 2H-bulk structure. It also qualitatively
explains the inertness and robustness of the TMCN surface. However, this model oversimplifies
the real situation to some extent, as was already discussed by Mattheiss [15]. Mattheiss showed
that a realistic size of the ligand field is not sufficient to produce a semiconducting gap, but
consideration of the hybridization between the d2z , dxy and dx2 −y2 states for Mo qualitatively
gives the proper band splitting with a fully occupied narrow d-subband in the case of MoS2 and
half-filled for the group Vb TMCNs.
The first semi-empirical tight-binding calculations of the band structure for the bulk
layered chalcogenide have already been performed, only in two-dimensional limit and assuming
the similarity in the electronic properties of the bulk and single layer crystals [16]. Indeed, the
comparison of the results [16] with APW calculations [15] confirmed this similarity of the 1H
and the 2H band structure of MoS2 . Yet, late calculations by Galli et al. within a single DFT
GGA scheme [17] have established a fine difference in the band structure of MoS2 of different
dimensionality: close to the Γ-point, due to the interlayer interaction, the splitting becomes
larger, leading to transition from a direct gap (1H single layer) to an indirect gap (2H bulk
allotrope) (Fig. 3).
The uppermost states at the Γ-point of the valence band originate mainly from d2z orbitals
on Mo atoms and contributions of pz orbitals on S atoms. Due to the antibonding nature of
these states, their energy diminishes with increasing interlayer distance and decreasing of the
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F IG . 3. Band structure of 2H-MoS2 with increasing interlayer separation w
(2.58 Å, 2.98 Å, and 3.58 Å — from left to right). For comparison, the energies are aligned with respect to the valence band top at the K-point. (Adapted
from [17])

layer-layer interaction [17]. Conversely, the states at the top of the valence band and the bottom
of the conduction band near the K-point, which are nearly exclusively dxy and dx2 −y2 states
for Mo, are accordingly unaffected by a change in the interlayer separation. Therefore, the gap
between the valence band and the conduction band remains nearly constant at K (∼ 1.8 eV
GGA) with increasing interlayer separation, whereas the energy of the states at the top of the
valence band at Γ decreases — see Fig. 3. For the limiting case of infinite layer separation
(1H — single layer) the gap is determined by the states at the K-point and a transition from an
indirect gap (Γ →K) to a direct gap (K→K) semiconductor. This behavior was confirmed by
Lebegue et al [18].
The results were also confirmed experimentally [19,20]. Of course, the discussion of the
variation of the band-structure on the basis of KS-LDA or KS-GGA orbital energies, especially
with respect to size and character of the gap, has to be viewed with caution. However, quasiparticle calculations within the GW approximation qualitatively confirm this picture [21].
Kuc et al. [22] studied in more detail also other semiconducting and metallic TMCN
with respect to the number of layers within multilayered slabs. The results of their DFT GGA
calculations showed similar behavior to MoS2 . When going from the bulk 2H-structure to a
single 1H-WS2 layer, the system becomes a direct gap semiconductor with an increase of the
gap from about 1.3 to 2.1 eV, respectively [16]. This phenomenon has already been observed
by the authors when switching from a double-layered slab to a single layer. It is worth noting
that the shape of the d-bands in the band structure of NbS2 slabs also demonstrates the drift
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of maximum and minimum at Γ and 1/2(Γ–K) points by the variation of the number of layers,
yet, these systems always remain metallic, due to the half-occupied d2z band.
3.

Electronic structure of the monolayers under mechanical deformation

Measurements of the stiffness and failure strength of MoS2 monolayers and bilayers
using atomic force microscopy [23] demonstrate the elastic mechanism of their deformation
with an effective Young’s modulus of 270±100 GPa. Breaking occurs at an effective strain
between 6 and 11 % with the average breaking strength of 23 GPa. These results show that
single layers of chalcogenides possess exellent mechanical properties and could be suitable for a
variety of applications such as reinforcing elements in organic composites and for fabrication of
flexible electronic devices. Yet, all aforementioned theoretical studies of electronic structure of
TMCN layers implied their ideal planar and strain-free structure. However, the semiconducting
properties may be essentially changed under strain after embedment into real electronic devices,
e.g. due to bending or stretching induced by the surface of a substrate or by a polymeric matrix.
This problem has been considered in a few recent theoretical works.
The electronic properties of MoS2 single and double layers under tensile or compressive
biaxial strain have been investigated within the DFT GGA scheme [24]. The value of the band
gap of mono- and bilayer systems reduces upon the application of any kind of deformation,
which is in agreement with similar studies on the variation of the energy band gap as a function
of pressure in the bulk MoS2 [25]. For the monolayer, a transition from direct-to-indirect gap
can be observed upon the application of relatively small strain (∼ 2 %), when the energy of
the top band of occupied states increases at Γ-point and energy of the bottom of unoccupied
band decreases at K-point. A large tensile strain of about 8 % or a compressive strain of about
15 % should already lead to the semiconductor–metal transition. Application of uniaxial strain
to single layered MoS2 as well leads to a reduction of its band gap and transforms it to an
indirect band gap semiconductor [26]. According to the more sophisticated quasiparticle GW
calculations, for a strain of 1 %, the single MoS2 should still have a direct gap, but for larger
strains the transition to an indirect gap was confirmed [27].
The theoretical gap of MoS2 monolayer reduces linearly with the stretching, until the
material eventually becomes metallic at a certain strain level [24, 26]. This phenomenon can
be interesting for possible application in nanoelectromechanics and optoelectronics engineering.
Stretched semiconductors are likely to expose states near the Fermi level due to elongated bonds
with a weaker orbital overlapping, which hence would not contribute essentially to electrical
conductance. Thus, simple analysis of the band structure of strained semiconductor may not be
sufficient and the transport properties should be elucidated.
First quantum conductance calculations on the mechanically deformed monolayers of
MoS2 and WS2 were performed using the nonequlibrium Green’s functions method combined
with the Landauer-Büttiker approach for ballistic transport together with the density-functionalbased tight binding method DFTB [28]. While DFTB calculations of the band gap response on
the applied biaxial isotropic strain were found to be in agreement with ab initio data [24, 26],
they also revealed a significant increase in the electrical conductivity at the Fermi level (Fig. 4).
At the critical strain level (∼ 11 %), when the band gaps of semiconducting layers vanish to
zero, the transport channels are completely open and current flow is enabled. The electronic
transport in the case of isotropic deformation (tensile or compression) does not depend on the
direction of the current and remains almost the same for both zigzag and armchair directions of
the layer.
The electron conductivity of MoS2 monolayer under uniaxial strain demonstrates a different behavior [28] being applied in the parallel or in the perpendicular directions to the
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F IG . 4. Band structure, density of states and electron conductivity of MoS2
monolayer under isotropic tensile strain as revealed by nonequlibrium Green’s
functions method in DFTB approach. Ga and Gz denote electron conductivity
along armchair and zigzag directions of the layer, respectively. Adapted from [28]
transport axis. Even under high strain, the monolayer still shows semiconducting behavior with
the known tendency of the band gap reduction. Yet, the electron conductivity of such strained
monolayer would be predetermined by the direction of strain relative to the direction of current.
Strain perpendicular to the current reduces the band gap without a significant change in the conductivity. In contrast, strain in the same direction as the current results in a reduced band gap,
and also in reduced conductance for electron energies lower than the Fermi energy level. At
energies higher than the Fermi level, such strain enhances the conductance drastically. Similar
calculations performed on example of metallic NbS2 monolayer have shown that the magnitude
of conductivity may be also varied upon both isotropic and uniaxial deformations. These results
highlight the importance of the strain direction for nanoelectromechanical applications of semiconducting as well as metallic layers. Noticeably, the critical strain for semiconductor-metal
transition is too close to the limit of mechanical stability of this material under stretching, which
is experimentally characterized by failure strain 6 – 11 % [20].
Besides ‘in-layer’ deformations, a certain interest should be devoted to the influence of
the bending of TMCN layers on their electronic properties. The first clues on the band gap
behavior and type of transition by this deformation mode have been obtained by numerous
experimental and theoretical studies of chalcogenide nanotubes — in fact, the layers bent into
nonsuture cylinders [29–33]. The band gaps of all semiconducting sulfide nanotubes are defined
by the degree of curvature, and are smaller than the band gap of their planar counterparts.
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Moreover, the type of the transition within nanotubes can be different and is defined by the
folding of band structure of two-dimensional system along certain direction. E.g., the gap size
of zigzag MoS2 nanotubes is intimately related to that at the K-point in MoS2 monolayer [29].
It gives evidence that bending of an infinite monolayer should lead to the reduction of the band
gap and possibly to a change in the transition type, depending on the direction of the bending.
The locally bent parts can occur within a monolayer even without any external action,
but due to thermal excitation. HRTEM, AFM and optical measurements reveal spontaneous
rippling of MoS2 layers [34]. The intrinsic dynamics of MoS2 monolayer with the formation of
oscillating ripples and its influence on the electronic structure and the conductance was studied
by means of DFTB method in conjuction with Born-Oppenheimer molecular dynamics [35].
Both experimental and theoretical studies estimated the average characteristic length of ripples
as 6 – 10 Å at a typical layer length of 60 – 100 Å. MD simulations unambiguously point on
the thermal origin of this rippling. The average size of the ripples increases with temperature
and the estimated ripple oscillation frequencies also increase. Expectedly, the phenomenon of
ripple formation leads to a reduction in the band gap of MoS2 monolayer due to the lowering of
the lowest conduction band energies. Although, the transport calculations using DFTB method
reveal a drastic reduction of the conductance in the direction across a ripple: in the most
distorted structures, the transmission decreases 75 % compared to that of the flat layer.
It is noteworthy that experimental [34] and theoretical [35] studies of rippling formation
have been performed on an example of the membranes — free parts of MoS2 monolayer,
which were not in contact with the substrate. The effect of the substrate on the mechanical
deformation of a deposited TMCN layer has not been systematically studied yet. Though, it
can be speculated that it may be depend on the strength of interfacial bonding. In the case of
weak van der Waals interaction, the rippling can be suppressed, and the layer flattening would
lead to the conductivity of ideal flat layer. The influence of a strong interface interaction is
less predictable. It may lead not only to the flattening, but also to the stretching or tensile
deformation of layer, which can reduce its conductivity, as was discussed above.
On the other hand, simulation of nanoindentation experiments, using an atomic force
microscope, of single MoS2 layers suspended over circular holes [20], shows the exceptional
electronic robustness of the MoS2 sheets towards local mechanical deformation [35].
4.

Intrinsic conductivity of defect-free monolayers

The structure of layered chalcogenide semiconductors results in a highly inert surface
with a relatively low defect concentration, which enables the fabrication of field effect transisors
(FETs) with an intrinsically low field-effect threshold. The semiconductor gap makes the
realization of FETs based on these materials even more attractive than those of graphene, where
the missing gap creates serious problems for its application in corresponding devices. Field
effect transistors of WSe2 with a high mobility of charge carriers were fabricated [36]. However,
these WSe2 based transistors were characterized by high doping levels and showed reasonable
trans-conductance characteristics only at low temperatures. Consequently, the fabrication of
FETs based on single and a few layered MoS2 has been demonstrated, but the observed electron
mobility in the single layer MoS2 is unexpectedly low (from 0.1 – 10 to tens of cm2 /(Vs)) [6,
8,37]. These materials were also characterized as doped semiconductors, and their low mobility
of charge carriers was explained by high density of charge trap states within the MoS2 layer.
Concurrently, the use of hafnium oxide as gate dielectric allows one to reach mobility in
single-layer MoS2 , at least to 200 cm2 /(Vs) at a room-temperature, similar to that of graphene
nanoribbons [7].
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Indeed, already the first electrical measurements have clarified that the conductivity of
bulk chalcogenides can be widely varied, depending on the purity of samples (see reviews [1,4]).
A typical dependence for logarithm of resistance on inverse temperature for bulk layered chalcogendies consists of two regions with activation energies < 0.1 eV at low temperature and 0.4 –
0.9 eV at high temperatures (∼ 400 K and above), which can be attributed to extrinsic and
intrinsic conductivity, respectively. The problem of purification of these compounds and uncontrollable distribution of an impurity may explain the poor reproducibility of the measurements,
even for samples with formally equal doping levels. The electrical conductivity measured for
the crystals of dichalcogenides grown in various conditions may vary more than 106 times for
MoS2 , 105 for MoSe2 and 103 for WSe2 [38]. The reason for these deviations was explained
not only by the doping content, but also by the temperature controlled size of the chalcogenide
grains. An annealing of the samples can lead to the increase of average size of the grains, i.e.
to decrease the number of intergrain contacts with a high electrical resistance.
The understanding and revelation of intrinsic conductivity is important to determine
the maximal possible performance and the feasibility of a chalcogenide layer as a material
for nanoelectronics. Already, Fivaz and Mooser [11] have shown that the mobility in bulk
metal chalcogenides, such as MoS2 , is limited by the phonon scattering — interaction with
optical phonon modes (A200 — mode 481 cm−1 = 0.06 eV, the IR-active antisymm vibration
perpendicular to the MoS2 plane). This has been confirmed and discussed in detail for the
single MoS2 layer by Kaasbjerg et al. [39]. They have calculated effective electron mass,
the scattering rate and phonon-limited mobility in the layer as a function of carrier energy,
temperature and carrier density. The intrinsic electron mobility was characterized as dominated
by optical phonon scattering and estimated as ∼ 410 cm2 /(Vs). These findings suggest that
low experimental mobilities, on the order of ∼ 1 cm2 /(Vs) reported in Ref. [6, 8], are indeed
dominated by other scattering mechanisms, e.g., by scattering on some charged impurities or
defects. Obviously, the latter is screened using deposition of a high-k dielectric material on
MoS2 surface. A comparison of the temperature dependence of the mobility in samples with
and without the top-gate structure performed in [39] clarifies in this manner the observed
enhancement in the mobility to ∼ 200 cm2 /(Vs) [7].
5.

Possible routes for fabrication of monolayers and the origin of defects

There are several possible origins for scattering centers in the layers of TMCN, which
are able to affect electronic properties: vacanices within metal or chalcogen sublattices, pointlike reconstructions and extended line defects, grain boundaries, doping or adsorbed atoms. To
a large extent, the types and amounts of these centers and their combinations are defined by the
history of the sample. At present, a few top-down and bottom-up fabrication techniques have
been evaluated.
The first of them implies an exfoliation of a bulk layered crystal. For example, the
most inspiring measurements of the mobility and FET design have been performed on samples
of MoS2 layers extracted from a naturally occurring form of MoS2 — molybdenite mineral —
using a micromechanical cleavage technique [6, 7]. The strength of strongest MoS2 monolayer
membranes created from molybdenite is about 11 % of its Young’s modulus, which is quite
close to the upper theoretical limit calculated in the approximation of ideal lattice and indicates that such material can be highly crystalline and almost defect-free [23]. However, the
gate-controlled character of the conductivity suggests the presence of at least charged defects.
These can be likely presented in molybdenite by substitutionally doping Re atoms in amount
from a few ppm to 1 % [40]. Currently, there is no route known for the purification of molybdenite, and the minor admixtures cannot be removed from such prepared layers. Definitely,
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cleavage could be processed from the synthetic chalcogenide bulk crystals, grown using gas
transport techniques [38]. Yet, this option is not explored profoundly and this technique is not
sufficiently evaluated for this purpose. Layers of synthetic chalcogenide crystals are known to
contain dislocations, grain boundaries, intercalated metal atoms, which would require an additional annealing. Another noteworthy disadvantage of micromechanical cleavage is low mass
production. The desired single layer particles are barely present in the wide distribution of the
cleaved multilayered flakes.
An early known mass production method employs chemical exfoliation and includes preliminary intercalation of the bulk chalcogenide by lithium or other alkali metal and subsequent
sinkage of intercalate in aqueous solvent [41]. Apparently, it is limited by the chemical stability
of chalcogenide lattice against such reducing agents and the final products will contain numerous defects such as vacancies or even amorphous nonstoichiometric phases. To overcome the
problem of an intercalant, the utilization of direct liquid exfoliation of the bulk compound can
be suggested, which would depend on the solubility of the compound in an appropriate solvent.
Recently, it was demonstrated that many layered chalcogenides can be efficiently and in large
quantities dispersed in a range of common solvents [42]. Due to the physisorptive nature of
exfoliation, the quality of the final product in this case would be as well predetermined mainly
by the state of the bulk crystal itself. Despite of the advantages of the latter technique over
mechanical cleavage and chemical exfoliation, it also gives a mixture of mono- and few-layer
flakes containing trace amounts of solvent .
The extrusion of the single layers from the ‘mess’ of multilayers is a common feature
of top-down methods, which hampers the subsequent transfer of the layer onto a substrate and
further operations. The bottom-up approach may be a more successful alternative, providing
controllable deposition of the material with required number of the layers on desired substrate.
By this means, much progress has been achieved in the fabrication of single-layered MoS2
islands with the sizes varying from dozens atoms [43] to dozens nanometers [44] by subsequent
S and Mo atomic depositions and annealing on a metal surface. The large-area growth of
MoS2 thin films with scalable thickness and size up to several millimeters was achieved using
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method on SiO2 /Si substrates with different pretreatments [45,
46] or using thermolysis of thiomolybdates on SiO2 /Si or sapphire [47]. It is noteworthy
that the bottom-gated transistors, constructed from such deposited MoS2 monolayers, have
frequently demonstrated lower carrier mobility, than those built from mechanically cleaved
monolayers. This is clear evidence that the MoS2 layers prepared under such extreme conditions
can have randomly grained structure and contain numerous defects, including vacancies and
dislocations [46].
Thus, the challenging application of single-layered chalcogenides in electronics also
keenly urges on the search for appropriate synthetic routes, which could provide the high purity
and crystallinity of the layers together with the ease, accuracy and low cost of manipulation on
a layer after its production. While these methods are still being evaluated, essential progress
has been achieved in the defect characterization of TMCN monolayers at an atomistic level.
6.

Intrinsic defects within the monolayers and their influence on electronic structure

One of the most simple and prevalent intrinsic defects, which can occur within the lattice
of chalcogenide layers, are single atom vacancies. The most profound study on the formation
of these defect types by irradiation treatment was performed by Komsa et al. [48]. DFT-GGA
calculations for a large family of TMCNs layers have been employed for the estimation of
vacancy formation energies, threshold energies for atomic displacements and displacement cross
sections under electron irradiation. Sulfur vacancy within a semiconducting layer leads to the
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occurence of an occupied bonding type vacancy state close to valence band gap maximum and
an empty antibonding state in the mid gap, which stabilizes structure. The formation energy for
the vacancy in a non-metal sublattice was found to be smaller than the displacement threshold
energy in the same compound. The calculated data allowed to estimate the electron threshold
energies. The formation energies for selenides and tellurides are smaller than for sulfides, but
due to the higher atomic weights, the creation of vacancies through ballistic electron impacts
requires significantly higher electron energies. In the case of MoS2 , MoSe2 and MoTe2 electron
threshold energies were estimated at about 90, 190 and 270 keV, respectively. Thus, particularly,
the production of S vacancies is within the energies commonly used in TEM studies. The
displacement thresholds for chalcogen atoms in the top plane facing the beam proved to be
considerably higher than for the bottom chalcogen layer as the displaced atom is ‘stopped’ by
the other layers. The threshold energies for the metal vacancies are also higher, due to higher
coordination number; e.g., the electron energy to displace Mo atom in MoS2 was estimated
as 560 keV, which is far beyond the stability of the monolayer. Yet, the formation of such
defects with a slight chalcogen surplus in the samples cannot be excluded during the synthesis
of chalcogenide layers. These theoretical results were supported by an experimental TEM study
of natural molybdenite MoS2 layer evolution under 80 keV electron beam. During continuous
imaging, an increasing number of vacancy sites (exclusively on the S sublattice) were found
(Fig. 5). The contrast TEM images even allowed us to distinguish single and double vacancies.

F IG . 5. AC-HRTEM image of a single MoS2 layer under electron irradiation
shows an increasing number of point defects: S single and double vacancies
(scale bar is 5 nm) (a). Structure models and corresponding simulated HRTEM
images for both vacancy types are shown in (b),(d) for the single (b,d) and for
the double vacancy (c,e). Adapted from [48]
The possibility of vacancy formation in the layers under electron irradiation may not
only be an objectionable effect, but could also be used for the modification of the electronic
structure using single atom doping. The authors [48] have suggested that the created vacancies
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can be subsequently filled with different species (other than chalcogen), deliberately injected
into the TEM chamber. The formation energy of substitutional defects in MoS2 by isoelectronic
O, S, Se, Te, electron donating F, Cl, Br, I and accepting N, P, As, C, Si atoms have been found
as energetically favored. The filling of S vacancies by the atoms was detected experimentally in
TEM images, yet, their nature was not identified. Furthermore, HRTEM experiments have been
established for the production, diffusion and agglomeration of sulfur vacancies within MoS2
layer under electron irradiation [49]. Single vacancies can be mobile under an electron beam
and tend to agglomerate into lines of a few different kinds, which orientation should be sensitive
to mechanical strain.
Atomic-resolution annular dark field (ADF) imaging on abberation-corrected scanning
transmission electron microscope (STEM) was performed on MoS2 samples, which were CVD
grown on SiO2 substrate and posses n-type conductivity [50]. As was mentioned above, synthetic chalcogenide crystals can possess a large number of dislocations. Indeed, a rich variety
of intrinsic structural defects such as point defects and dislocation cores, grain boundaries were
directly observed within single MoS2 monolayers. Grain boundary structures in TMCN binary
compounds were identified to be more complex than those in graphene and consisting of 4|4,
5|7, 6|8 and 4|6 dislocation core structures containing homonuclear Mo-Mo bonds or hypercoordinated S atoms (Fig. 6). A rich variety of the defects and their complex structures give rise
to a wealth of possible honeycomb orientations of neighboring grains. The electronic structures
of the experimentally observed grain boundaries were explored using DFT calculations. In all
cases, the presence of a grain boundary causes the occurrence of new states in the band gap
of MoS2 . Fig. 6c shows the band structure and local density of states for so-called 4|4E grain
boundary as an example. It can be imagined as a perfect 1D metallic quantum wire embedded
into the semiconducting MoS2 matrix with dispersive bands crossing the Fermi level, which
was proven by visualization of partial charge density.
The crystal structure of CVD-grown MoS2 microcrystals on Si/SiO2 substrate was also
analyzed using TEM, ADF-STEM and electron diffraction techniques by van der Zande et
al. [51]. A few types of microcrystals were identified: single-crystal triangles with Mo or S edge
terminations and polycrystalline crystals. The first type of nanoparticles has been characterized
by a negligible amount of point defects, which however were readily formed under extended
imaging. The polycrystalline nanoparticles were described as merged by means of line defects
represented as with tilt or mirror twin boundaries formed by 8- and 4-memebered rings in such
manner, that hexagons of honey-comb structures of two neighbor grains are oriented under
180 ◦ angle. DFT calculations performed on a set of a few defective structures have also given
evidence for the appearance of mid-gap states, which are mainly localized at the boundary
atoms.
Other types of grain boundaries were identified in double layers of MoS2 using HRTEM
imaging combined with DFTB calculations [52]. The grain boundaries can be represented
as a line defect consisting of either homonuclear Mo–Mo bonds or of two S bridge atoms
(Fig. 7), which would link always two grains with zigzag either S or Mo termination. The
high stability of these types of covalent linking was demonstrated by MD simulations, even at
600 K. Calculated DOS for all defects includes localized trap states near the Fermi level and
in the band gap region. The electronic properties of layers containing such defects should stem
mainly from the edge states of the two opposite domains, in a similar way as described in the
literature for triangular MoS2 nanoplatelets and nanostripes with metallic-like edges [53, 54].
The results of DFT calculations [50–52] unambiguously claim the presence of mid-gap
states in semiconducting TMCN layers with grain boundaries independent of their origin. These
states could affect the electrical transport and optical properties of a semiconductor. Van der
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F IG . 6. STEM-ADF images and structural models of some grain boundaries in
single layer MoS2 : (A) a 4—4P 60 ◦ grain boundary; (B) magnified part of (A)
with the structural model overlaid; (C) Band structures, total and partial densities
of states of the 4—4E and 4—8 grain boundaries; (D) Small-angle grain boundaries
consisting of 5—7, 6—8 and 4—6 fragments in single layer MoS2 and their 3D
structural models. Adapted from [50]
Zande et al. have engineered a set of FET devices from MoS2 islands containing a single
grain boundary and studied the conductance across and along both twin and tilt type grain
boundaries [51]. The pristine devices constructed on a single MoS2 grain show n-type behavior
with mobilities of 3 – 4 cm2 /(Vs), which is comparable to those reported for gated FETs
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F IG . 7. (a) Structural models, calculated and experimental HRTEM images of
homonuclear line defects in single and double layer MoS2 . The central part shows
the images simulated for the Mo–Mo bond defect and the –S– bridges defect.
The experimental data show a consistent match with the simulated images for
the defect with Mo–Mo bond. (b) Total and partial DOS calculated for the single
MoS2 layer with the embedded island interlinked either via three Mo–Mo line
defects bonds. Γ-point isosurfaces of highest occupied and lowest unoccupied
crystal orbitals (HOCO and LUCO) are also depicted. Adapted from [52]
fabricated from mechanically exfoliated MoS2 in the absence of high-k dielectrics [6, 8]. The
transport across a twin grain boundary shows nearly identical performance to pristine devices,
indicating a minor effect on channel conductivity. The electrical characteristics of the devices
measured along the boundaries are different and demonstrate a 25 % larger on-state conductivity
and 60 % larger off-state conductivity compared to the pristine material. Furthermore, the
measurements indicate that these few-atom wide twin boundaries have similar conductivity of
up to 1 µm wide strip of pristine material. In contrast to the mirror twin, FET devices of tilt
boundaries show a decrease in conductance in both parallel and perpendicular directions with
decreases of 5 – 80 % compared to pristine devices. Such variability points to a tight influence
of the boundary structure on electric properties.
Electron transport measurements have been performed also by Najmaei et al. [55] on
the samples of defective single and a few layered MoS2 sheets with a larger variation of grain
boundary types described in Ref. [50]. The results for generic electrical performance of these
devices are quite similar to the aforementioned results: n-type semiconductivity with an average
mobility of 4 cm2 /(Vs) was observed, independent of the sheet thickness.
Thus, the structure of the grain boundaries and mutual orientations of grain honeycombs
visualized in Ref. [50–52] reveal that this type of intrinsic defect often would not be removed
even after annealing or additional healing by chalcogen or metal atoms. Of course, this fact
could be used for the engineering of electronic properties of a semiconducting layer. Yet, control
of defect formation or grain boundary growth cannot be achieved. At present, the occurrence of
intrinsic defects in an uncontrolled manner should be considered mainly as an interfering factor
for the application of semiconducting TMCNs in FET devices. The charge carrier mobility can
be poor reproducible from the device to device, depending on the uncontrollable content and
orientation of boundaries, i.e. on the fabrication route. Low mobility, due to a scattering on
the structural defects, obviously, cannot be easily increased using the appropriate electrostatic
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environment. Thus, a careful growth technique should be always evaluated for TMCN semiconductors to provide a monocrystalline structure without grain boundaries and other intrinsic
defects, which affect electrical performance.
Apart from intrinsic defects, the electron transport measurements of defective MoS2
structures can be interfered with many other factors, like doping, substrate induced potential
or resistance at the contacts of experimental setup. The theoretical calculations allow one to
distinguish the role of these factors. In general, they confirm the peculiarities of intrinsic
defects in transport properties. As well, they point to new phenomena, which still have to be
proven in experiments. E.g., it has been theoretically predicted that a finite atomic line of S
vacancies created on a planar MoS2 substrate, like those designed in Ref. [49], can function
as a pseudoballistic wire for electron transport [56]. Removal of surface S atoms introduces
electronic states within the band gap. Each S vacancy introduces a symmetric molecular orbital
of mainly Mod2z character near the top of the valence band and a degenerate pair of molecular
orbitals of mainly Modxz and dyz character near the center of the band gap. Mixing of the
degenerate orbitals on neighboring vacancies causes the gradual formation of two overlapping
energy bands near the Fermi level, which create pseudoballistic electron transport channels.
The electronic properties and the quantum transport in MoS2 monolayer containing one
of several structural defects were studied by means of DFTB method in conjunction with the
Green’s function approach [57]. A rich set of point and line defects was taken into account: vacancies in Mo and S sublattices, holes, add-atoms, 4|8 and 5|7 Stone-Wales-like rearrangements
as the fragments of grain boundaries observed in Ref. [50], the line defects and their loops as
obtained in Ref. [52]. All types of defects studied in this work show significant changes in
the electronic structure close to the Fermi level and introduce mid-gap states within the band
gap of MoS2 (1.5 eV in this approach). This has already been reported in previous studies on
defective MoS2 [48, 50–52]. The mid-gap states are strongly localized in the vicinity of the
defects and are mostly of Mo4d type (Fig. 7b). Due to this localization, these defect states
should be considered as scattering centers. Although the defect states reduce the band gap significantly, their scattering character prevents opening any new conduction channels close to the
Fermi level. The occurrence of defects reduces the conductivity in comparison with the pristine
layer at 1.2 eV above and below the Fermi level. Expectedly, the conductivity depends strongly
on the type and concentration of the point defects. Surprisingly, the electron conductivity of
the systems with point defects also becomes strongly dependent on the direction of current,
namely, the conductivity is suppressed much stronger for the armchair transport direction. The
only exception is the single S-vacancy, where the transport seems to be independent of the considered direction; e.g., in the case of transport in armchair and zigzag directions, the electron
conductance of MoS2 with a single Mo-vacancy (in amount 1 %), is suppressed by 75 % and
90 % compared with the pristine layer. Conversely, the single S vacancy (in amount 0.55 %)
shows higher electron conductivity due to the electron injection directly to the conduction band.
Furthermore, for Stone-Wales defects, the conductance is reduced by less than 50 % with respect
to the pristine structure. The conductance perpendicular to the line defects also reduces with
increasing channel length, keeping the band gap unchanged.
7.

Impurities within the monolayers and their influence on electronic structure

As was shown for the example of a MoS2 semiconductor, CVD grown layers often are
not free of intrinsic structural defects and, obviously, the layers exfoliated from natural samples
demonstrate a better structural quality. Despite this, natural samples can be heavily contaminated
by other d-metals, usually by Re [40]. The latter may affect the semiconducting properties due
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to formation of donor or acceptor levels as well as the electron mobility [6, 8] due to scattering
or trapping on the charged point defects — the atoms of such a dopant.
The electronic structure of semiconducting MoS2 layers, doped by substitution with
Re atoms, was considered theoretically using DFTB method depending on the amount and
distribution of atoms of dopant [58–60]. The single rhenium atoms in low concentration at
Mo sites only slightly changed the DOS profile. This change manifested itself through the
occurrence of an impurity level at ∼ 0.2 eV below the conduction band of MoS2 and with
a significant 5dRe character (Fig. 8). These findings are reminiscent of an n-type doping
of a semiconductor. A doping of MoS2 monolayer by many separated rhenium atoms up to
1.6 % Re with random distribution does not change cardinally the DOS profile and leads to
the increased intensity and the position of the band of the donor levels. The absence of large
broadening at such high doping levels gives evidence that the electrons in the donor band should
be strongly localized, which can be demonstrated using a visualization of the crystal orbitals
for corresponding donor levels (Fig. 8). Clear localization of impurity states is also preserved
for the case of island-like Re atom distribution. Though, with this type of distribution, the DOS
profile of the impurity band is split into two bands, occupied and unoccupied. These bands are
located at ∼ 0.5 eV and ∼ 0.1 eV below the conduction band of MoS2 , respectively. Gradual
increase of the rhenium content leads to the occurrence of new impurity bands in the band
gap of MoS2 and to the increase of DOS of Re5d states. The impurity states are also located
exclusively in the band gap of MoS2 .
Apparently, a more drastic change of the electronic structure of a layered TMCN compound can be obtained due to the phase transition induced by doping. In addition to the allotrope
formed from prismatic MX6 units (1H structure), TMCN layers can be formed by the units with
octahedral coordination (1T structure) [1]. In terms of crystal field theory, the splitting of
d-orbitals in an Oh -MX6 unit can be described as splitting into two groups: three degenerate
dxy,yz,xz orbitals with low energy and two degenerate d2z and dx2 −y2 with high energies (Fig. 9).
For MoS2 compound, in this case, the lowest d-orbitals are populated only with two electrons.
The incomplete occupation of Mo4dxy,yz,xz orbitals in 1T-MoS2 leads to the metallic ground
state and also decreases the stability of this allotrope. Therefore, by doping the 1T-MoS2 layers
with an electron donating atom, the additional electrons occupy the Mo4dxy,yz,xz orbitals and
increase the stability of the T-phase. On the contrary, when such doping occurs in the semiconducting 1H-MoS2 allotrope, the electrons which are donated to the Mo4dxy,yz,xz orbitals and to
the Mo4dx2 −y2 orbitals result in the metallic-like character of the electronic structure, and this
causes destabilization of the lattice. Thus, the transition from the semiconducting 1H- to the
metallic 1T-phase in MoS2 may occur after adsorption of the electron-donating atoms of alkali
metals or as a result of substitutional doping by atoms of d-elements, which can serve as electron
donors (as Re, Tc, and Mn). DFTB calculations for both allotropes of MoS2 monolayers and
bilayers doped with different amounts of Re atoms support this tendency [60]. The higher the
Re content is within Mo1−x Rex S2 phase, the more stable 1T-Mo1−x Rex S2 becomes. Recently,
this phenomenon was proven by TEM study of related systems — multiwalled WS2 nanotubes
doped by Re, where both allotropes coexist. Yet, the same can be expected for the monolayers
or thin flakes of MoS2 and WS2 . Exceptional doping can induce new phase state and change
the type of conductivity or at least facilitate a partial structural reorganization, which would
lead to the change of mobility.
Substitutional doping of MoS2 monolayer at the Mo site with single atoms of 4d elements
and Re was considered in details by means of DFT LSDA calculations [61]. These results also
demonstrated the n-type character of Re doping. To that end, the magnetic state of Re impurity
with magnetic moment 1 µB was found lower in energy. In general, for all the substitutional
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F IG . 8. DOS calculated for the single MoS2 layer doped by a single Re atom and
Γ-point isosurface of the highest occupied crystal orbitals for the single MoS2
layer with random distribution of Re atoms. Adapted from [59]
atoms having a d occupancy larger than Mo, the ground state is found to be spin polarized,
while Y, Zr, and Nb have a diamagnetic ground state. For dopants having occupancy of dorbitals larger than Re atom, an increasing number of gap states is formed within the band gap,
so that the excess electrons do not fill the MoS2 conduction band. The excess electrons first
fill up the majority spin states of the host d-orbitals, until the magnetic moment of the impurity
reaches the largest value of 4 µB for Pd. Then, the magnetic moment decreases for Ag and
Cd as the additional electrons start to populate the minority spins states. Nb, Zr and Y dopants
cause p-type semiconductivity and shift the Fermi level to the top of valence band. The highest
states in this band are still delocalized like in pristine MoS2 , therefore, the mobility in MoS2
upon such p-doping can be expected rather large.
The influence of the doping of non-metal sublattice was also theoretically considered
for a semiconducting MoS2 monolayer. In general, DFT GGA [48] and LSDA calculations [61]
give similar results for the change of electronic structure. The doping by atoms of elements
with higher number of valence electrons than sulfur (F, Cl, Br, I), leads to n-type character for
conductivity with localization of the donor electron near the dopant atom. This situation is quite
similar to that for Re doping of Mo-sublattice. The atoms of elements with smaller number of
valence electrons (N, P, As and Sb) behave as acceptors. Accordingly, the position of impurity
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F IG . 9. (a) DOS calculated for the single layer of 1T-MoS2 phase and ligand field
picture for octahedral coordination (Oh symmetry) of Mo atom demonstrating a
preferability of electron doping for stabilization of 1T-phase (Mo4d-states are
in grey); (b) Charge transfer within double T-MoS2 —H-Mo1−x Rex S2 layer as a
function of the Re content. Adapted from [60]
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levels depends on the row number of doping element. Namely, N and P atoms have magnetic
moments of about 1 µB and their p-states, hybridized with Mo4d-states, can be found in the
band gap of MoS2 just above the edge of valence band [61]. When the row number is increased,
these states shifts towards the valence band, and in the case of As doping, the spin splitting
vanishes. The replacement of sulfur by C and Si atoms also leads to p-type conductivity, while
the impurity states are well distributed within the valence band of MoS2 .
Isoelectronic doping of MoS2 monolayer of metal (by M = W) and non-metal (by X =
Se or Te) sublattices was investigated by means of DFT GGA calculations [62]. They do not
reveal a crucial qualitative change in the band structure. As both pure constituents — MoS2
and MX2 — the monolayers of the d-metal chalcogenide solid alloys are semiconductors with
direct band gap at the K-point and in the absence of localized states. Thus, the value of the
band gap depends on the alloy composition and can be varied between the values of pure
compounds, which has potential for the fabrication of a large family of single and a few layer
semiconducting chalcogenide materials.
8.

Interfaces with the TMCN monolayers

All aforementioned references have been devoted to the properties of the TMCN layers
themselves. Though, many variations in the characteristics of a TMCN material can be explained
by the measurement conditions and the complexity of a device. While interferences in the
‘ideal’ electric properties of semiconducting TMCN nanodevices were explained often by the
quality of semiconductor itself, the alternative causes can be searched among the environment
of semiconductor [62, 63].
Popov et al. suggested that the observed low electron mobility in single layer MoS2
can be represented not only as an intrinsic material property, but is also biased by unfavorable
contacts with the electrodes, i.e. as a MoS2 |metal interface problem [62]. Au is the most
common contact metal in the fabrication of electrodes in electronic nanodevices due to the ease
of cleaning and high chemical endurance. Yet, this noble inertness, together with the inertness
of chemically saturated sulfur within MoS2 cannot provide an essential bonding during contact
and forms a tunnel barrier at the interface, which is not favorable for electron injection into
MoS2 . Searching for better contacts than provided by Au, transition metals like Sc, Ti and Zr
were suggested as the most suitable candidates with a low work function and good overlapping
of their d-orbitals with Mo4d-states. Furthermore, a few basic factors have been taken into
account and analyzed comparing with Au using the results of DFT GGA calculations: favorable
interface geometry and bonding, the electronic density of states, and the potential barrier at the
interface. Among these metals, Ti seems to be an ideal candidate for the modeling due to a
small lattice mismatch of Ti(0001) surface with MoS2 layer.
Comparing with MoS2 |Au(111) surface, the equilibrium separation of contact surfaces
within MoS2 |Ti(0001) interface is smaller (2.0 vs 2.6 Å) and calculated binding energy is
2.5 times higher, which indicates good conditions for a larger wave function overlap at MoS2 |Ti
interface. This is supported by the DOS analysis (Fig. 10). The most striking difference
between MoS2 |Au and MoS2 |Ti interfaces associated with higher DOS at the Fermi level and
significant contribution of broadened peaks of S3p and Mo4dxy states in the case of MoS2 |Ti.
Electron density maps show a much larger charge carrier density in the interface region between
MoS2 and Ti, than with Au. At the same time, the maps of electrostatic potential and estimated
contact tunnel barriers give evidence that electrons in the MoS2 |Ti system have to bypass the
much lower and narrower barrier from the metal surface to the delocalized states of MoS2 layer,
than in MoS2 |Au (0.45 eV and 0.9 versus 1.03 eV and 1.59 Å). Thus, Ti could be a more
suitable alternative as an electrode material, since it forms a low-resistance Ohmic contact.
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F IG . 10. (a) DOS calculated for the single MoS2 layer and interfaces
MoS2 —Ti(0001) and MoS2 —Au(111); (b) Electronic density hρi map and electrostatic potential hV i along the interfaces MoS2 —Ti(0001) and MoS2 —Au(111).
Adapted from [62]
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A detailed experimental study of metal contacts to MoS2 surface was performed for the
metals with low work function, such as Sc and Ti as well as with high work function as Ni and
Pt [63]. From the temperature-dependent study that considers both thermoionic emissions over
the Schottky barrier as well as thermally assisted tunneling, the barrier heights were found as
∼ 230, ∼ 150, ∼ 50 and ∼ 30 meV in the row Pt, Ni, Ti and Sc. The field effect mobilities of
multilayer micromechanically exfoliated MoS2 flakes were measured for the case of different
metal electrodes and different flake thicknesses using a back-gated geometry. It was found,
that the mobility values are strongly determined by the type of metal electrode, i.e. intrinsic
mobility is masked by the presence of the aforementioned barrier at the source and drain
contacts. Moreover, the mobility of the devices with the top joined source/drain contacts was
found to depend on the flake thickness in a nonmonotonic fashion, which suggests an influence
of substrate on the performance of FET. While the contacts are directly connected only to the
top MoS2 layer of a flake, the access to deeper layers leads to an additional interlayer resistance.
Gating, on the other hand, impacts the deepest layers most, and charge screening results in a
decreased number of charges for top MoS2 layers. For small layer thicknesses, the absence of
sufficient screening of the substrate can result in a lower mobility value than observed in the
bulk MoS2 . Finally, the highest mobility values were obtained for the flake thickness ∼ 10 nm.
In this case, the extracted mobility values were found to be 21, 90, 125 and 184 cm2 /(Vs) for
Pt, Ni, Ti and Sc contacts, respectively. This is much higher than obtained in earlier studies
employing single MoS2 layer and Au contacts [6–8]. A further significant enhancement in the
field effect mobility up to 700 cm2 /(Vs) was achieved by covering the top of the back-gated
transistor with high-k dielectric 15-nm-thick Al2 O3 and in the case of Sc electrodes. This clearly
indicated that improving the contact quality and a proper choice of substrate are also essential
for obtaining intrinsic material properties.
Dolui et al. have speculated that defects in a high-k dielectric oxide substrate also can
affect the conductivity properties of semiconducting TMCN sheets [64]. Charged defects at the
surface of such substrate could lead to an inhomogeneous electrostatic potential and serve as
charge traps located at the interface. This effect should be most pronounced for a single TMCN
layer, where all sheet is in contact with the substrate, and the charged defects at the interface
are not screened. In order to affirm a possible role of defects in the substrate on electronic
properties of interface, ab initio calculations of the DOS were performed for the MoS2 single
layer deposited on a SiO2 surface with silanol or siloxane termination. As the possible defects
of SiO2 surface the impurity Na or H atoms and O-dangling bonds have been considered.
Indeed, a defect-free SiO2 surface does not affect significantly the electronic properties of these
MoS2 |SiO2 interfaces: both the top of valence band and the bottom of conduction band of MoS2
are located within the wide band gap of SiO2 . However, when a Na or H atom is placed at
the interface, a trap state occurs below the conduction band. With Na ‘doping’, the MoS2 |SiO2
interface becomes a n-type semiconductor with low activation energy, while substituting a H
atom forms a trap state located 0.9 eV below the conduction band. In contrast, O-dangling
bonds give rise to the states located below the edge of valence band, making MoS2 |SiO2
interface similar to a p-type semiconductor.
9.

Concluding remarks

Bulk TMCN layered materials have been explored for a long time due to their highly
anisotropic structure. While in the past, the main attention was given to their lubricative and
tribological phenomena related with interlayer intercalation, the recent progress in the controlled
exfoliation of these compounds allowed the research of their constituents up to the level of single
layers. The latter emerges a new perspective of TMCN as the low-dimensional materials for
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nanoelectronics applications, especially, for semiconducting TMCNs such as MoS2 and WS2 .
Numerous experimental and theoretical studies of electronic structure of the TMCN sheets
have demonstrated a large facility for varying the semiconducting properties, depending on the
number of the layers, controlled doping and mechanical action.
Yet, we should accept that the suggested applications still remain in their infancy and
cannot yet compete with the Silicon technology, which has been thoroughly evaluated for more
than half a century. Despite a long history of TMCN material science and the boosting growth
of new results, much of the improvement work should be done already at the level of materials
themselves. Former applications of TMCN as the components of antifrictional coatings and
lubrication agents did not require high purity materials as is necessary for semiconductor-based
electronics. Modern technologies for the fabrication of single and multilayers of TMCNs still
do not offer a product, which would be free of native and non-controlled impurities or defects.
While latter factors have been theoretically proposed as the drivers for further manipulation of
the properties, currently, they should be considered rather as a nuisance. They may essentially
restrict proper characterization of the material and limit the performance of devices made from
TMCN layers.
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The electronic structure of the recently suggested cubic ordered phase Ti5 O5(cub.) of titanium monoxide has been
studied by means of accurate first-principles calculations within the density functional theory with pseudo-potential
approach based on the plane wave basis. It was found that Ti5 O5(cub.) is the only phase of titanium monoxide
without p-d gap in the occupied states region. In this sense, calculated DOS’s of the cubic modification is closer
to the experimental electronic spectrum of the ordered titanium monoxide than that of the well studied ordered
monoclinic modification Ti5 O5(mon.) . The enthalpy of formation of Ti5 O5(cub.) is higher than the enthalpy of
Ti5 O5(mon.) but is less than that of the disordered cubic phase TiO1.0 .
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Nonstoichiometric titanium monoxide TiOy is a unique compound owing to (a) wide
homogeneity region from TiO0.7 to TiO1.25 , (b) high vacancy content both in metallic and
nonmetallic sublattices and (c) formation of new phases under ordering of the vacancies [1–4].
The compound has a B1 (NaCl) type of crystal structure. At stoichiometric composition y = 1.0,
about 16 % of the sites are vacant in every sublattice. Another compound with similar high
concentration of structural vacancies in both metallic and nonmetal sublattices is vanadium
monoxide VOy , but ordering for VO1.0 was not found [1]. With allowance for the vacancies
in the sublattices, the chemical formula for titanium monoxide can be written as Tix Oz or
Tix 1−x Oz 1−z , where x and z are the fractions of vacancies in titanium and oxygen sublattices,
respectively, ,  are the symbols for titanium and oxygen vacancies, respectively. The
composition y in the formula TiOy equals z/x.
Disordered cubic titanium monoxide is an equilibrium phase at the temperatures higher
than 1600 K [1]. At these temperatures, the vacancies are nearly randomly distributed. Heat
treatment below 1600 K leads to redistribution of the vacancies on the B1 lattice sites and
the ordered phases form. The type of the ordered structure depends on the composition of
the titanium monoxide and treatment conditions. At present, only the structures of monoclinic
Ti5 O5(mon.) (Ti5 1 O5 1 ≡ Ti10 2O10 2 ) and tetragonal Ti4 O5 (Ti4 1 O5 ≡ Ti8 2 O10 ) phases
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are described fairly [1–4]. The other B1 derived ordered structures: cubic Ti5 O5(cub.) , orthorhombic Ti3 O2(orth.) and Ti2 O3(orth.) are poorly studied. From the last group, the cubic Ti5 O5(cub.) is
the most interesting superstructure, as it corresponds to the equiatomic composition and is an
alternative to the well-studied monoclinic Ti5 O5(mon.) . The unit cell of Ti5 O5(mon.) is shown in
fig. 1.

F IG . 1. Position of the monoclinic (space group C2/m (A12/m1)) unit cell in
the basic B1 structure [4]: 1 — titanium, 2 — oxygen, 3 — titanium vacancy, 4 —
oxygen vacancy. The axes a, b, c of the superstructure and the crystallographic
directions of B1 structure are shown
The fact that the Ti–O system has an ordered phase with cubic symmetry having a
composition of nearly 50 % O was noted in short report by Hilti in 1968 [5]. He pointed out
that the phase has threefold lattice constant in comparison with that of B1 and belongs to one of
the following possible space groups: F m3m, F 4̄3m, F 432, or F m3. The atomic model of the
cubic structure was not proposed and the distribution of vacancies in the unit cell was unknown.
Since then, no attempt has been made to synthesize the cubic modification and identify its
structure. The existence of the cubic modification was also ignored in numerous theoretical
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studies devoted to the role of vacancies in B1 structure and mechanism of ordering [6–9]. The
experimental data [4, 10, 11] obtained for the samples of ordered phase were always interpreted
using the notion of the monoclinic structure only.
The model of crystal structure for the cubic modification was proposed in 2012 [12, 13].
When analyzing the possible structure, the authors [12, 13] proceeded from two requirements:
(a) the lattice constant is three times higher than that of B1 structure and (b) the concentration
of the vacancies equals to 1/6 in every sublattice. It was proved that these conditions cannot
be satisfied for the space groups proposed earlier [5]. The only possible space group is P m3̄m.
For this group, there are 8 variants of vacancy distributions in one of the sublattices, 5 of them
implying statistical distribution. From the other 3, the even distribution has been chosen. The
unit cell proposed in [12,13] is shown in fig. 2. It contains 90 titanium atoms, 90 oxygen atoms,
18 titanium and 18 oxygen vacancies. The chemical formula can be written as Ti90 18 O90 18 .

F IG . 2. Unit cell of the cubic superstructure Ti90 18 O90 18 (space group
P m3̄m) [12, 13]: 1 — titanium, 2 — oxygen, 3 — titanium vacancy, 4 — oxygen
vacancy. The crystallographic directions of B1 structure are shown
The XRD spectrum of the cubic modification resembles one of the monoclinic phase [13].
Two phases can be reliably distinguished only with the reflections at small angles that are not
seen in laboratory XRD experiments. The structure of the ordered phase obtained in [4] was
identified as monoclinic from the XRD analysis. Later the samples [4] were studied with electron microdiffraction [10]. Only some of the observed superstructure reflections are referred to
the monoclinic modification. In [12] it was demonstrated that all the reflections could belong
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to the cubic superstructure. So there could be two alternative experimentally confirmed types
of vacancy ordering for the composition y = 1.0.
The present work is the next step in the investigation of the recently proposed cubic
modification and has as its aim the theoretical study of its electronic structure and stability.
Calculations were performed within the density functional theory using the generalized gradient
approximation (GGA), as implemented in the PBE [14] form of exchange-correlation potential.
The phase was treated with the PWSCF code of the QUANTUM-ESPRESSO package [15] based
on plane waves (PW) and pseudo-potentials. Titanium 3s3p semi-core levels were included in
the Ti pseudopotential. The lattice constant was assumed to be 417.4 pm [4]. Relaxation of the
atomic positions within the cell was realized using quasi-Newton algorithm in PWSCF code.
The stability of the phase was estimated by calculating the enthalpy of formation ∆H from the
following equation:


1
∆H = k ETiO − NTi · ETi − NO · EO2 /N,
(1)
2
where k is the coefficient for conversion from eV to kJ/mol, ETiO is the full energy of titanium
monoxide calculated for one unit cell, NTi and NO are the numbers of titanium and oxygen in
the cell, respectively, ETi is the energy of titanium in its ground state calculated per one atom,
EO2 is the energy of an oxygen molecule that includes the effect of spin polarization, N is the
number of Ti-O atomic pairs in the cell.
The density of states for the ordered cubic phase is shown in fig. 3a. For comparison,
the results for the ordered monoclinic phase, disordered cubic phase [16], and vacancy-free
TiO are presented in figs. 3b, 3c, and 3d respectively. The low energy part of the occupied
states region of all the phases generally consists of O 2p. The Ti 3d states are mainly in the
high energy part. Vacancy-free TiO and Ti5 O5(mon.) have a distinct p-d gap between O 2p
and Ti 3d peaks. Disordered cubic phase has the states with a very small density in the p-d
gap position [16]. The gap is completely filled in Ti5 O5(cub.) . The existence of the p-d gap is
the main discrepancy between the results of theoretical [6–9, 16, 17] and experimental [11, 17]
studies. The calculations predicted the gap for Ti5 O5(mon.) , vacancy-free TiO, disordered cubic
TiOy (with a very small density of states in the gap), and also for modeled structures Ti10 2 O12
and Ti12 O10 2 with vacancies in one of the sublattices. Only the cubic phase is appeared to be
out of this regularity. In experiments for Ti5 O5(mon.) [11], vacancy-free TiO [11], and disordered
cubic TiOy [17] the p-d gap was not detected.
The present results for Ti5 O5(cub.) demonstrate that the reason for the disagreement between theoretical and experimental findings is possibly in misconstruction of the real structures
of the ordered and disordered phases. The specimens of the ordered titanium monoxide used
in [11] were referred to monoclinic phase after XRD analysis. As mentioned above, electron
diffraction permits cubic symmetry of ordered structure. Another possible interpretation is that
the monoclinic phase [11] had imperfect long-range order. In this case, some number of vacancies out of its native positions in the superstructure could occupy the atomic positions not
randomly but with some short-range order. This would lead to the situation when the occupation
of the vacancies in the nearest coordination spheres of some atoms is identical to that for some
atomic positions of the cubic superstructure. The influence of the gradual disordering on the
electronic structure was studied in [18] but the short range order was not accounted for.
The vacancy-free TiO used in [11] is considered in [7] to contain substantial fraction
of residual vacancies. The correlation between these vacancies could lead to the formation
of short-range order and the filling of the p-d gap in the occupied states region. Hereby
the allowance for the features of the real crystal and atomic structure is the crucial point for
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F IG . 3. Density of states calculated for (a) ordered cubic phase, (b) ordered
monoclinic phase, (c) disordered cubic phase [16], and (d) vacancy-free TiO. The
values of enthalpy of formation and Fermi energy are shown
correct interpretation of the experimental data. The correlations between defects in strongly
nonstoichiometric compounds [1] need detailed investigation. First of all this implies modeling
of the structures of the disordered and partially ordered modifications with allowance for the
short-range order.
As to stability of the cubic ordered phase, the calculation of the enthalpy of formation
has demonstrated (fig. 3) that Ti90 18 O90 18 type of ordering is less advantageous as compared
to monoclinic Ti10 2 O10 2 type but preferable as compared to the disordered state. This agrees
with the assertions [5, 13] that Ti90 18 O90 18 is intermediate ordered modification of titanium
monoxide. The existence of one more energetically favorable type of ordering in addition to
monoclinic one allows us to expect that some new ordered phases of titanium monoxide can be
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found. In fact, the sequence of phase transition in titanium-oxygen system is poorly studied.
This issue requires additional theoretical and experimental investigations. This is also true for
other strongly nonstoichiometric compounds [1], especially for vanadium monoxide VOy , for
which no ordered phase for VO1.0 has yet been found.
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According to classical thermodynamic theory, the rate of nucleation of new phase in
the volume of metastable (mother) phase is a fluctuating process and is directly proportional to
concentration of critical nuclei of the appearing new phase [1–8]:
J = Z · ω · n∗c ,


Ac
∗
∗
nc = n exp −
,
kB T

(1)
(2)

4
Ac = πRc2 σ,
(3)
3
where J is the rate of nucleation in the volume of vapor, of gas, of melt or of solution, s−1 ·m−3 ;
Z is the nonequilibrium factor of Zeldovich; ω is the frequency of addition of particles of
crystallizing substance to critical nuclei (after that, the nuclei transform into stable crystallization
growth centers ), s−1 ; n∗c is the concentration of critical nuclei of new phase, m−3 ; n∗ is the
concentration of particles of crystallizing substance in supersaturated mother phase, m−3 ; kB —
is Boltzmann constant, J/K; T is the temperature, K; Ac is the work of formation of critical
nucleus of new phase, J; Rc is the radius of critical nucleus of new phase, m; σ is the specific
surface energy (the surface tension), J/m2 .
Equations (1)–(3) are correct for crystallization from vapor and gas phases. There is
great interest present on the question of changing these equations of classical thermodynamic
theory and applying them to crystallization from solution, if in the first approximation one
takes into account hydration (for nonaqueous solution – solvation) of particles of crystallizing
substance in solution. From first principles, for more clear detection of differences in crystallization processes for various condensed media, we will consider process of nucleation in
molecular melts. It should be noted that usually the equations of classical nucleation theory
describing nucleation from vapor and gas phases automatically, almost without changing, with
little limitation, translate to crystallization in condensed media. It is clear, this is not completely
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right. Moreover, in the explicit form, the direct registration of nucleation differences in condensed media from nucleation in vapor and gas phases has not still been done. Below, we make
an attempt to bridge this gap (in the first very rough approximation).
So, in the formation of a new phase in molecular melts (i.e. solidification of such melt),
as opposed to crystallization from the vapor and gas phase, it is necessary to take into account
the additional energy barrier that is specified with overcoming by particles of crystallizing
substance of intermolecular forces connecting them with a melt. In other words, it is necessary
to take into account the diffusion of particles of crystallizing substance in a melt. Therefore,
Eq. (2) must be transformed into the form:




Ac
ED
∗
∗
nc = n exp −
exp −
,
(4)
kB T
RT
where ED is the activation energy of diffusion of crystallizing substance in the volume of
condensed medium, J/mol; R is the universal gas constant, J/(K·mol).
If the nucleus of new phase has form of a sphere with radius Rc , then for crystallization
in a molecular melt, factor ω in Eq. (1) is defined by the equation [2, 5]:


ED
2
∗
ω = 4πRc Kn n af0 exp −
,
(5)
RT
where Kn is the coefficient of proportionality involving steric factor (the probability of suitable
particle orientation) and others unaccounted factors; a is the length of diffusion jump of the
particle of crystallizing substance, m; f0 is the frequency of thermal vibrations of the particle
of crystallizing substance, s−1 .
The radius of critical nucleus can be found using Gibbs-Thomson relationship [3–8]:
Rc =

2σ · Ω
 ,
∗
kB NA T ln nn∗

(6)

0

where Ω is the volume of one mole of the nucleus substance, m3 /mol; n∗0 is the equilibrium
concentration of particles of crystallizing substance in mother phase at given temperature, m−3 ;
NA is the Avogadro’s number, mol−1 .
Taking into account Eqs. (1)–(6), one can find the equation for nucleation rate in molecular melts:
2

J=

∗ 2

2



16Zπaf0 Kn σ Ω · (n )
E1
 
exp −
∗
2
RT
(RT )2 ln nn∗
0




exp −

3

2



16πNA σ Ω 
  ,
2 n∗
3
3(RT ) ln n∗

(7)

0

where R = kB NA ; E1 is the activation energy of nucleation process in the volume of condensed
phases, J/mol, as is seen, for molecular melts E1 = 2ED .
For the transition from molecular melts to the aqueous (and non-aqueous) solutions
of inorganic salts it is necessary to take into account that in such solutions the crystallizing
(dissolved) substance is in the form of hydrated (solvated) molecules and ions. Hence, an
attachment of molecule or ion to the critical nucleus (and also formation of the critical nucleus)
will be apparently connected with overcoming an additional potential barrier that is specified
by hydration (solvation) of molecules and ions of dissolved substance in solution.
It is known that dissolution of solid substances in liquids and, particularly, of inorganic
salts, is caused by interaction of molecules of solvent with molecules and ions of soluble substance. This brings a reduction of intermolecular interactions and links between ions in solid
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substance. As a result, molecules and ions of solid substance begin to pass into solution, and
the solid substance dissolves. Under such conditions, the molecules and ions of dissolved substance in solution are hydrated and solvated, i.e. are surrounded by shell of solvent molecules.
Therefore, for reverse transfer from the liquid phase into the solid one they must drop this
shell. Last is connected with overcoming corresponding potential barrier. Hence, the attachment
of molecules and of ions of dissolved substance to a critical nucleus (and also formation of
the critical nucleus) will be possible only after their partial (or full) dehydration (desolvation).
Thus, new additional factors it is necessary to introduce into Eqs. (4) and (5):
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where Eds is the energy of dehydration (desolvation) of particles of dissolved substance at their
transition from the volume of liquid phase into solid one, J/mol.
If one considers that n∗ = [C] · 103 · NA , where [C] is the molar concentration (mol/l) of
a supersaturated solution of crystallizing substance then one can find the equation for the rate
of nucleation in a salt solution:
6
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where E1 = 2(ED + Eds ).
Now let’s examine a process of heterogeneous nucleation on foreign and the crystallizing
substrates. So, the rate of surface nucleation on a foreign substrate and the concentration of
critical nuclei on the surface of the substrate, according to approved assumptions, are defined
by expressions:
JS = Z · ωS · n∗cs ,
(11)






Ac
EDS
Edsad
n∗cs = n∗s exp −
exp −
exp −
,
(12)
kB T
RT
RT
where JS is the rate of surface nucleation on a foreign substrate, s−1 ·m−2 ; ωS is the frequency of
attachment of particles of crystallizing substance to critical nuclei on the surface of the substrate
(after this the critical nuclei transform into stable growing centers of crystallization), s−1 ; n∗cs is
the concentration of critical nuclei on the surface of the substrate, m−2 ; n∗s is the concentration
of particles of dissolved substance adsorbed on the surface of the substrate, m−2 ; EDS is the
activation energy of surface diffusion of particles of crystallizing substance along the surface of
the substrate, J/mol; Edsad is the energy of dehydration (desolvation) of particles of crystallizing
substance at their attachment from adsorbed layer on the surface of the substance to critical
nucleus, J/mol.
Note, that according to the classical theory of nucleation, [3, 5] Eq. (11) supposes that
critical nuclei arise from particles of crystallizing substance adsorbed onto the surface of a
substrate.
With heterogeneous nucleation, as with nucleation in a volume, the formed nuclei of
critical size will transform into centers of crystallization and maintain their strong growth
only after attachment to at least of one particle (molecule or ion) of crystallizing substance.
However, as opposed to homogeneous nucleation, in present case, this attachment can proceed
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in two ways [5]: (1) due to the connection of particles (molecules or ions) of the dissolved
(crystallizing) substance from the volume of solution and (2) by means of addition of particles
(molecules or ions) of the dissolved (crystallizing) substance adsorbed on the surface of the
substrate and their subsequent surface diffusion to the formed nucleus of new phase.
If with nucleation on a foreign substrate, the critical nucleus has a ball segment form
and its subsequent growth proceeds due to the attachment of particles (molecules or ions) of
the dissolved (crystallizing) substance from the volume of solution, then, according to [5] and
accepted assumptions, Eq. (9) becomes:
ωS =

2πRc2 (1



ED
− cos θ)Kn n af0 exp −
RT
∗





Eds
exp −
.
RT

(13)

If subsequent growth of the critical nucleus proceeds by means of attachment of particles
(molecules or ions) of the dissolved (crystallizing) substance adsorbed on the surface of the
substrate, then one can obtain by analogy the following:
ωS = 2πRc sin θ ·

Kn n∗s af0





Edsad
EDS
exp −
.
exp −
RT
RT

(14)

In the first approximation, one can also take that:
n∗s



ED
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RT
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exp −
,
RT
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where Kna is the coefficient of proportionality; Edsa is the energy of dehydration (desolvation)
of particles of crystallizing substance at their adsorption on the surface of the substrate (at
transition from the volume of liquid phase on the surface of the substrate), J/mol. Obviously,
Eds = Edsa + Edsad .
Then, after corresponding substitutions, the equation describing the rate of heterogeneous
nucleation on a foreign substrate in solution may be obtained:
6
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where E2 = 2(ED + Eds ) + EDS is the activation energy of the surface nucleation at growth
of critical nucleus due to the attachment of particles (molecules or ions) of the dissolved
(crystallizing) substance from the volume of solution, J/mol; E3 = 2(ED + EDS + Eds ) is the
activation energy of surface nucleation at growth of critical nucleus by means of connection of
particles (molecules or ions) of the dissolved (crystallizing) substance adsorbed on the surface
of the substrate, J/mol; σef is the efficient specific surface energy, J/m2 [3–6].
As is seen, if our assumptions are true, then E3 = E2 + EDS . From this, it follows
that due to lower activation energy, heterogeneous nucleation in solutions must proceed predominantly by means particles (molecules or ions) attachment of the dissolved (crystallizing)
substance from the volume of solution.
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Heterogeneous nucleation on the crystallizing substrate, in contrast to heterogeneous
nucleation on foreign substrate, proceeds due to the formation not three-dimensional but twodimensional nuclei, not the analogous three-dimensional particles [3–8]. In the case, if the
critical nucleus has the form of a disk, its radius (Rcs ) and the work of formation (Acs )
are [3–8]:
Rcs =

σ·Ω
 ,
∗
RT ln nn∗

(18)

π · Ωσ 2 a0
 ,
∗
RT ln nn∗

(19)

0

Acs =

0

where a0 is the parameter of crystal lattice of crystallizing substance, m.
Similarly, as before, one can propose that the surface nucleation on the crystallizing
substrate may occur in two ways: (1) due to the attachment of particles of the crystallizing
substance from the volume of solution and (2) by means of addition of adsorbed on the surface of
the substrate particles of the crystallizing substance. Corresponding substitutions give equations
for the rate of nucleation on the crystallizing substrate:
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Now, we consider the growth of crystals (the kinetic mode, when diffusion is negligible).
In the case of atomically roughened crystal faces and normal growth mechanism, the particles
of the crystallizing substance can attach to the growing crystal at any point on its surface, and
the crystal growth rate is described by the first order equation related to the supersaturation of
a solution [5]:


E4
V = k1 exp −
([C] − [C0 ]),
(22)
RT
where V is the linear growth rate of a face of a crystal, m/s; k1 is the coefficient of proportionality; E4 is the activation energy of the normal mechanism of crystal growth process,
J/mol.
It is obvious, that if crystals have atomically roughened faces, then the particles of the
crystallizing substance, before being incorporated into the crystal lattice of growing crystal, as
for nucleus formation, in the beginning, must carry out a diffusion jump from the volume of a
liquid phase to a kink in the surface of the crystal, and after that, to drop the surrounding shell
of solvent molecules. Then, it should be expected that:
E4 = ED + Eds .

(23)

With the dislocation growth mechanism of crystal faces and low supersaturation of
solution [5]:
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E5
([C] − [C0 ])2 ,
(24)
V = k2 exp −
RT
where k2 is the coefficient of proportionality; E5 is the activation energy of the dislocation
mechanism of crystal growth process, J/mol.
In the dislocation mechanism of crystal growth, similarly to the heterogeneous nucleation
process, the incorporation of crystallizing substance particles into the lattice of the growing
crystal can occur in two ways: (1) due to the direct attachment of the particles of crystallizing
substance from the volume of solution and (2) by means of incorporation of particles of the
crystallizing substance adsorbed on the crystal surface and their subsequent surface diffusion to
the steps of growth. In the first way the activation energy of the crystal growth process must be
also described by Eq. (23) (i.e. E5 = E4 ), in the second way, taking into account the process
of the surface diffusion, one may obtain:
E5 = ED + EDS + Edsad + Edsa = ED + EDS + Eds = E4 + EDS .

(25)

If the assumptions we make are true, then it may be found the next relations among the
activation energies of growth and nucleation processes of crystals:
E1 = 2ED + 2Eds = 2E4 ,

(26)

E2 = 2(ED + Eds ) + EDS = 2E4 + EDS ≈ 2E4 .

(27)

From the above expressions, it follows that the activation energy of homogeneous nucleation in molecular melts [please see Eq. (7)] must be equal to the doubled activation energy of
diffusion of particles of crystallizing substance in the volume of the melt, and heterogeneous nucleation and growth of crystals in solution occur mainly by attachment of crystallizing substance
particles directly from the volume of solution, since the activation energy of these processes
are below the activation energy for the attachment of crystallizing substance particles from an
adsorbed layer onto the surface of a crystal or substrate. Besides, processes of heterogeneous
nucleation on foreign and similar substrates must have almost equal activation energies.
It is interesting to compare the obtained relations with published experimental data.
Unfortunately, there are few published results allowing us to test this [9–13].
In two of our previous papers [9, 10], it was shown that the rates of heterogeneous
nucleation of calcium sulphate on a foreign substrate (stainless steel) and on the same substrate
are really best described by Eqs. (16) and (20), and their activation energies are almost identical.
So, according to [9, 10], the activation energy of nucleation of calcium sulphate on the surface
of stainless steel (a foreign substrate) is 100.9±15.6 kJ/mol, and on itself – 139.4±40.8 kJ/mol
(the significance level is 0.05). As is seen, within the limits of experimental error, they coincide.
Next, the activation energy for the process of dislocation growth (the quadratic dependence of
the growth rate on supersaturation of solution) of the crystal face (120) of gypsum crystals was
59.1±7.8 kJ/mol (the significance level was 0.05) [10]. This also confirms the above-obtained
relation (27): E2 = 139.4 ± 40.8 kJ/mol ≈ 2E4 = 2 × (59.1 ± 7.8) kJ/mol = 118.2 ± 15.6 kJ/mol.
In [11], the energies of hydration for KCl and NaCl were calculated by the method
of thermodynamic cycle and are 60.8 – 61.5 kJ/mol and 47.4 – 47.8 kJ/mol, respectively.
Experimental data on the activation energies for normal growth processes of KCl and NaCl
crystals in spontaneous crystallization of these salts from aqueous solutions were found in
works [12, 13]. They are 61.8 – 65.2 kJ/mol [12] and 49.1±5.9 kJ/mol respectively [13].
Meanwhile, according to Eq. (23) the activation energy of process of growth of crystals at
normal mechanism must be approximately equal to the dehydration energy for the salt [the
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activation energy of diffusion in water solution has value about several kJ/mol, therefore, it
may be omitted in Eq. (23)]. It is seen, from published data of works [11–13], the surprisingly
precise realization of this relationship is observed.
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Quasi-one-dimensional (1–D) solid solutions Ti1−x Mx O2−x/2 (M(III)=Fe(III), Ce(III), Er(III), Tb(III), Eu(III),
Nd(III), Sm(III), 0 < x ≤ 0.1) with the anatase structure have been synthesized by heating glycolate
Ti1−x Mx (OCH2 CH2 O)2−x/2 in air at a temperature above 450 ◦ C. A method was proposed for the production of
iron-and carbon-doped titanium dioxide with the anatase structure Ti1−x Fex O(2−x/2)−y Cy and of composites based
thereon containing an excessive carbon content. It was shown that the oxide solid solutions exhibit photocatalytic
activity in the hydroquinone photooxidation reaction during irradiation in the ultraviolet spectrum. A correlation
was established between the hydroquinone oxidation rate and the concentration of the substituting ions ‘M’ in the
catalyst. In the framework of the theory of ion-covalent binary solid solutions, a correlation was found between
the energy of the photocatalytic reaction and the estimated mixing enthalpy of binary solid solutions formation.
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1.

Introduction

Titanium oxides are the basis of advanced ceramics, pigments, membranes, sorbents,
phosphors, and catalysts, including materials for direct decomposition of water under exposure
to light and for photocatalytic oxidation of organic substances [1]. The drawback of powdered
titanium oxide as a photocatalyst is its relatively high recombination rate of electron-hole pairs
and consequently a low quantum yield for photooxidation. Improvement of photocatalytic properties of TiO2 and its derivative composites is an important problem of materials science since
these are environmentally-friendly and easily-produced materials. The activity of TiO2 -based
photocatalysts depends on the acid-base properties of materials, the morphology of constituent
particles, and on the nature of the photocatalytic reactions [2, 3]. Attempts to enhance the
photocatalytic characteristics of TiO2 were directed at controlling its phase composition by temperature treatment, doping with transition metal or non-metal ions, or by modification of the bulk
and surface properties of titania by semiconducting phases of other oxide compounds or coloring
agents to improve the spectral properties of the photocatalyst [1–18]. Recently, numerous studies
of nano-sized extended (quasi-one-dimensional) morphological analogues of powdered titanium
oxide (wires, whiskers, tubes) were performed. Theoretical analysis of the electronic structure of
quasi-one-dimensional titanium oxides predicts that unusual catalytic properties can appear for
these materials as a result of varying their morphology and chemical composition [1–11]. These
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approaches for shifting the oxides’ photoactivity from the typical ultraviolet spectrum to the visible region holds a special place in the investigations of quasi-one-dimensional titanium oxides.
An efficient method for the synthesis of nanodispersed quasi-one-dimensional TiO2 is the socalled precursor technique, based on pseudomorphic transformation of the precursor into oxide
during heating [12–15]. A bathochromic shift of photocatalytic activity of titanium dioxide from
the ultraviolet to visible spectrum is the main objective of titania doping with d-, f-elements,
halogens, boron, carbon, nitrogen, bismuth, and sulfur [2, 16–21]. For example, these problems
were comprehensively solved by employing the glycolate Ti1−x Vx (OCH2 CH2 O)2 as a precursor
of doped titania. Namely, a quasi-one-dimensional anatase of the compositions Ti1−x Vx O2 and
Ti1−x Vx O2−y Cy was synthesized, which has a high photocatalytic activity in the oxidation of
hydroquinone in an aqueous solution during irradiation both in the ultraviolet and visible (blue)
regions [22, 23]. Solid solutions of the compositions Ti1−x Cex O2 and Ti1−x Lnx O2−x/2 , where
Ln is Nd, Sm, Eu, Tb, Er or Yb, having aggregates of different morphology [24, 25], have
been also synthesized by thermolysis of Ti1−x Lnx (OCH2 CH2 O)2−x/2 , but the anticipated high
activity of Ti1−x Lnx O2−x/2 in the photocatalytic oxidation of hydroquinone was not reached. In
contrast, it was reported [3, 19, 25, 26] that the introduction of Fe(III) cations into the structure
of TiO2 grains can increase its catalytic activity in the photooxidation of toxic organic compounds and even shift it into the visible region. At the same time, no data on the synthesis and
photocatalytic activity of quasi-one-dimensional (1-D) iron-doped titanium dioxide are available
in the literature. Therefore, the main aims of our work were the preparation of elongated fibers
of Fe(III)-doped titanium dioxide Ti1−x Fex O2−x/2 and comparison of its photocatalytic activity
with that of morphologically similar lanthanide-substituted solid solutions in the titanium oxide
phase using the hydroquinone oxidation reaction in water as an example, as well as elucidation of the reasons for the change of the catalytic activity of titanium oxides in the series of
tricharged doped cations.
2.

Experimental

2.1.

Materials and Synthesis

All the reagents were analytically pure and were used in the experiment without further
purification.
Ti1−x Fex O2−x/2 was synthesized by the precursor method [14, 15] using the glycolate
Ti1−x Fex (OCH2 CH2 O)2−x/2 as a precursor, which was produced in the reaction:
(1 − x)Ti(OH)4 +xFe(OH)3 +(2 − x/2)HOCH2 CH2 O =
Ti1−x Fex (OCH2 CH2 O)2−x/2 + (4 − x/2)H2 O. (1)
Ti(IV) and Fe(III) hydroxides required for reaction (1) were obtained by co-precipitation
from aqueous solutions TiOSO4 · 2H2 O and Fe2 (SO4 )3 · 9H2 O (p.a.) with addition of an aqeous
solution of ammonia to pH 7.5 to 8. The precipitates were washed with distilled water until a
negative reaction to SO2−
4 ions was reached both in rinsing water and in the precipitates, then
they were partially dehydrated on a vacuum filter and were mixed with ethylene glycol (p.a.)
in a molar ratio Ti(OH)4 , Fe(OH)3 /HOCH2 CH2 OH = 1/50. The resulting mixtures were
heated in 250 ml heat-resistant cone flasks at temperatures below the ethylene glycol boiling
point (197.6 ◦ C) for 2 to 5 h. Since ethylene glycol was used simultaneously as a reactant
and a reaction medium, it was taken in excess with respect to reaction (1) of the titanium
and iron hydroxides transformation. Ti1−x Fex (OCH2 CH2 O)2−x/2 precipitate was crystallized in
a supersaturated solution by evaporation of excess ethylene glycol. The resulting precipitates
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Ti1−x Fex (OCH2 CH2 O)2−x/2 were separated from excessive unreacted ethylene glycol by vacuum filtration, then were washed with acetone and dried at a temperature of about 50 ◦ C to
remove residual acetone. Finally, they were placed into airtight weighing bottles for storage.
In order to compare the effect of tricharged cations on the photocatalytic properties of doped
titania, we have synthesized the samples of glycolates of some rare-earth elements with a fixed
concentration of the dopant, Ti1−x Lnx (OCH2 CH2 O)2−x/2 , where Ln is Nd, Sm, Eu, Tb, or
Er and x = 0.025. In addition, the cerium-substituted glycolate Ti1−x Cex (OCH2 CH2 O)2−x/2
(x = 0.05, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3) was synthesized.

2.2.

Characterization

Phase analysis of the synthesized samples was performed with a POLARAM S-112 polarized microscope in transmitted light and a STADI-P (STOE, Germany) X-ray diffractometer
in CuKα radiation; thermogravimetric analysis was carried out using a Setaram SetsysEvolution
thermal analyzer during heating in air at a rate of 10 ◦ C/min. The form and shape of the
precursor particles and the products of their thermolysis were determined by the scanning electron microscopy method on a JSM JEOL 6390LA device. Elemental analysis of the examined
samples for titanium and iron content was performed by the atomic adsorption spectroscopy
method in an air-acetylene flame on a Perkin-Elmer device and by atomic emission technique
on a inductive-plasma spectrum analyzer. The content of carbon was determined according
to the technique described in detail in work [22]. IR spectra of the powders were registered
on a Spectrum–One spectrometer (Perkin-Elmer from 4000 to 400 cm−1 . The solutions were
irradiated in 50 ml quartz cells with a UV-BUF-15 lamp (λmax = 253 nm); for irradiation in the
visible spectrum, we used a blue luminescent lamp with maximum irradiation from 440–460 nm.

2.3.

Photocatalytic experiments

The photocatalytic activities of the Ti1−x Fex O2−x/2 and Ti1−x Lnx O2−x/2 catalyst samples were examined in terms of hydroquinone (substrate, HQ) solution decomposition. In a
typical experiment, 100 mg of the catalyst were magnetically stirred in a 50 ml 0.10 mmol/l HQ
solution in darkness for 1 hr in order to achieve the adsorption–desorption equilibrium between
HQ and the catalyst. The suspension of the catalyst in the solution was then irradiated with an
ultraviolet light using a BUF 15 lamp (λmax = 253 nm) during assigned exposure time from
zero to one hour. The level of photocatalytic decomposition of the substrate was evaluated using
current–voltage characteristics [22]. Preliminary sorption experiments in the system ‘catalyst –
HQ’ at different HQ concentrations and different masses of the catalyst have showed that the
distribution of HQ between the solution and the catalysts obeys the Langmuir’s law. Thus, the
selected initial concentration of HQ in the photocatalytic experiments allowed us to carry out
HQ sorption and photocatalysis within the Henry’s law region < 0.4 mM.
Quantitative variation of the HQ concentration in the solution during photocatalytic
oxidation in the presence of Ti1−x Fex O2−x/2 and Ti1−x Lnx O2−x/2 catalysts was estimated by the
voltammetry method on a PU-1 polarograph with the rate of potential scanning of 0.03 V/s [22,
23]. The PU-1 polarograph was coupled with a cylindrical carbon indicator electrode with
working surface area of 0.44 cm2 and with an additional AgCl-electrode EVL-1M3. The
substrate concentration was determined at the cathode potential of −0.5 V. Anode polarization
of the electrodes in the region 0.0–1.0 V was used every time after cathode polarization to
purify the electrode surface.
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Results and discussions
Characterization of catalysts

According to X-ray phase, microscopic analyses and IR spectroscopy data, the products
of reaction (1) are found to be solid solutions of the composition Ti1−x Fex (OCH2 CH2 O)2−x/2
(0 < x ≤ 0.1) formed by substitution of Fe(III) for Ti(IV) in the structure of titanium glycolate Ti(OCH2 CH2 O)2 . Depending on the reaction conditions and quantitative ratios of
reagents, they can be produced as extended 0.5 − 2 × 5 − 20 µm crystalline fibers of approximately the same length with cross-sections of about 50–100 nm. Most thin fibrous
crystals Ti1−x Fex (OCH2 CH2 O)2−x/2 are formed during slow evaporation of the solvent —
ethylene glycol from its saturated solutions. However, the glycolate crystals formed at the
initial stage of evaporation tend to display longitudinal intergrowth, which leads to the formation of aggregates with the cross-section greater than 0.5 µm. Depending on the content of
iron, the color of Ti1−x Fex (OCH2 CH2 O)2−x/2 powders varies from pale yellow (x ≤ 0.05)
to orange (0.05 < x ≤ 0.1). Close similarity of IR spectra for Ti(OCH2 CH2 O)2 and
Ti1−x Fex (OCH2 CH2 O)2−x/2 at x ≤ 0.1 is indicative of a small distortion of the initial crystal structure of the titanium glycolate as a result of the substitution of Fe(III) for Ti(IV)
cations. The same similarity is typical of the IR spectra of Ti1−x Vx (OCH2 CH2 O)2 [14, 22] and
Ti1−x Lnx (OCH2 CH2 O)2−x/2 [24], which implies a similar nature of the solid solutions based on
titanium glycolate Ti(OCH2 CH2 O)2 . A very intense band at 1058 cm−1 corresponds to vibrations of bonds C–O– in the metal-coordinated bis-alkoxide ion OCH2 CH2 O2− in the IR spectra
of Ti0.9 Fe0.1 (OCH2 CH2 O)1.95 and Ti(OCH2 CH2 O)2 , while in the spectrum of liquid ethylene
glycol two bands of the same intensity are present in this region at 1087 and 1043 cm−1 [27].
Intense absorption bands with maxima at 918 and 880 cm−1 displaced to the high-frequency
region relative to those in the IR spectrum of liquid ethylene glycol (883 and 862 cm−1 ) are
attributed to torsional vibrations of the C–C bonds.
Aggregates of Ti1−x Fex O2−x/2 solid solutions,
formed by heating the
Ti1−x Fex (OCH2 CH2 O)2−x/2 precursor at 500 ◦ C in air, have a morphology of elongated fiberlike aggregated particles. At low iron concentrations (0.005 ≤ x ≤ 0.025), the cross-section of
these Ti1−x Fex O2−x/2 fibers is 50 to 100 nm, but as the concentration of Fe(III) increases, the
thickness of the fibers increases (Fig. 1), obeying the tendency of primary precursor crystals to
display intergrowth. Consequently, the thermal decomposition of Ti1−x Fex (OCH2 CH2 O)2−x/2
during heating in air to 500 ◦ C gives rise to solid solutions which are pseudo-isomorphous to the
precursor. The synthesized oxide Ti1−x Fex O2−x/2 fibers inherit the shape and morphology of the
precursor fibrous crystals. We see that the shape of the Ti1−x Fex O2−x/2 oxide does not depend
on the precursor thermal treatment conditions and remains unchanged upon heating in air or in
an inert gaseous atmosphere up to 1300 ◦ C. Moreover, it does not change as a result of the phase
transformation of anatase to rutile, whose initial temperature exhibits a complicated dependence
on the content of iron in Ti1−x Fex O2−x/2 . Here we observe the following regularity: in the series
of Ti1−x Fex O2−x/2 samples, the anatase to rutile phase transition onset temperature increases for
x < 0.05 and decreases for 0.05 ≤ x ≤ 0.1. Heating of Ti0.95 Fe0.05 (OCH2 CH2 O)1.975 samples
in air at 500 to 600 ◦ C for 2 hr shows that the anatase to rutile phase transition in the resulting oxide Ti0.95 Fe0.05 O1.97 begins at 550 ◦ C. At the same time, for the product of thermolysis
of Ti0.9 Fe0.1 (OCH2 CH2 O)1.95 , a phase with the rutile structure is observed already at 450 ◦ C
(Fig. 2). The products of thermolysis of Ti1−x Fex (OCH2 CH2 O)2−x/2 in helium atmosphere are
black fibers, whose X-ray diffraction patterns contain very broad lines belonging to iron-doped
titania with the anatase structure. The black color of the powders is due to the presence of
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F IG . 1. SEM images of Ti1−x Fex O2−x/2 aggregates (a — x = 0.01, b —
x = 0.075) obtained by heating of Ti1−x Fex (OCH2 CH2 O)2−x/2 in air at 500 ◦ C

F IG . 2. a — X-ray diffraction patterns of thermolysis products of in air at 450 ◦ C.
1 — x = 0.025, 2 — 0.05, 3 — 0.1. The tag ’R’ denotes the lines of the
rutile phase. b — X-ray diffraction patterns of thermolysis products of in helium
atmosphere. 1 — 600, 2 — 800, and 3 — 900 ◦ C. The tags ’R’ and ’A’ denote the
lines of rutile and anatase phases
X-ray amorphous carbon: according to elemental and thermogravimetric (TG) analyses data, its
content in all of the examined samples is about 18 mass %. Optical microscopy of the powders
shows stretched black aggregates, which include both the anatase and black amorphous carbon
particles. X-ray diffraction patterns of the Ti0.95 Fe0.05 (OCH2 CH2 O)1.975 glycolate thermolysis
products, which were heated for 2 hr in helium atmosphere to 600, 800,and 1000 ◦ C, demonstrate high thermal stability of the anatase phase under an inert atmosphere. Even after 2 h
exposure of the precursor at 1000 ◦ C, the product contains an admixture of the phase with the
anatase structure.
The TG and DTA curves of the glycolate Ti0.95 Fe0.05 (OCH2 CH2 O)1.975 displayed in
Fig. 3a show that the process of thermal decomposition of this material in air with a heating
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F IG . 3. a — TG and DTA curves of thermolysis product of
Ti0.95 Fe0.05 (OCH2 CH2 O)1.975 heated in air. b – TG and DTA curves of
thermolysis product of Ti0.95 Fe0.05 (OCH2 CH2 O)1.975 heated in helium atmosphere at 500 ◦ C for 2 h.
rate of 10 ◦ C/min has a complicated character and is exothermic from ∼ 250–500 ◦ C with a maximum on the DTA curve at 315 ◦ C. The mass loss value for the sample (∆m = 52.33 mass %)
determined from the TG curve differs insignificantly from that (∆m = 52.26 mass %) calculated
in the assumption that the oxide Ti0.975 Fe0.025 O1.9875 is formed. The plateau on the TG curve
in the temperature interval from ∼ 330 to 475 ◦ C is due to the oxidation of X-ray amorphous
carbon, formed as a result of redox decomposition of the glycolate ion OCH2 CH2 O2− at temperatures below 350 ◦ C. The formation of carbon during the heating of Ti1−x Fex (OCH2 CH2 O)2−x/2
in air is confirmed by elemental analysis data, according to which, the samples exposed in air at
400 and 450 ◦ C for 2 hr contain 1.2 and 0.58 mass % of structurally bound carbon, respectively.
Fig. 3b demonstrates TG and DTA curves of the glycolate Ti0.95 Fe0.05 (OCH2 CH2 O)1.975 exposed for 2 hr in a helium atmosphere at 500 ◦ C. The DTA curve exhibits an exothermal effect
with a maximum at 363 ◦ C, to which the mass loss of 17.95 % (w) corresponds. According
to elemental analysis, the total amount of carbon in this sample is 18.06 % (w). Thus, by
annealing in air the thermolysis products of Ti1−x Fex (OCH2 CH2 O)2−x/2 , obtained by heating
in a helium atmosphere, it is possible to register a certain amount of carbon in them. The quantity of chemically bonded carbon in these products depends on the temperature and the time
of oxidizing annealing. This technique enables one to synthesize the iron- and carbon-doped
titanium dioxide Ti1−x Fex O(2−x/2)−y Cy with the anatase structure and to produce composites
based thereon having an excess elemental carbon content.
It is known that doping of titanium dioxide with cations may lead not only to an increase
in its liquid-medium photocatalytic activity in oxidation reactions of toxic and colored organic
substances, but also to its bathochromic shift to the visible spectral region [3, 19, 22, 23, 25]. In
the case of vanadium and carbon co-doping of the titania powder, the bathochromic shift in its
catalytic activity may be extended to the blue light region for the samples of the composition
Ti0.50 Fe0.50 O2−y Cy [22].
To evaluate the chemical stability of the doped catalysts during photocatalytic oxidation
of hydroquinone, three consistent irradiation cycles of the same catalyst with the newly prepared
solution were performed. Before each new cycle, the catalyst was washed with distilled water.
These experiments indicated that the catalysts Ti1−x Fex O2−x/2 are chemically stable and do not
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F IG . 4. The relative concentration of hydroquinone (S/Si ) versus the time of
irradiation with ultraviolet light in the presence of Ti1−x Fex O2−x/2 . In the inset
the initial rate of hydroquinone photooxidation 1/Si · (dS/dt)t=0 versus the concentration (x) of M(III) atoms in the Ti(IV) oxide solid solution is depicted and
lines on the graph show qualitative tendency of variation. Here S and Si are
current and initial concentration of HQ in solution, mM/l

change their chemical composition at least during three photo-oxidation cycles. Fig. 4 is a
typical example of the experimental dependence of the related concentration of HQ (S/Si ) on
their radiation time for a series of solid solutions Ti1−x Fex O2−x/2 (x = 0.01; 0.025; 0.05; 0.1).
The inset in Fig. 4 depicts the observed correlation of the initial S/Si (relative) rate of
hydroquinone photooxidation on the concentration ‘x’ of dissolved in the titania catalyst metal
M (M=Fe(III), Ce(III)). One can see that the initial rate of the photocatalytic reaction increases
with the concentration of the dopant (Fig. 4).This implies that the rate of photooxidation at the
initial stage of the process is a function of structural and energetic changes in the solid solution,
which are due to doping of titania with M(III) cations.
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Discussion and modeling

Doping is a key factor for fabricating light-sensitive photocatalysts with advanced properties. Though solid solution formation is one of the convenient ways for empirical photocatalysts ‘tuning’, no methodology is available to prove enhanced catalysis through titania
doping [28]. One of the parameters, which allows estimating the above energetic effect of
solid solution formation on the photocatalytic activity, is mixing enthalpy of the solid solution formation (∆Hmix ) [29]. If so, we can expect a certain functional correlation between
the terms — 1/Si · (dS/dt) (or the energy of photooxidation of HQ by M-doped titania,
∆Er ∼ ln[−1/Si · (dS/dt)]) on one hand and ∆Hmix on the other hand.
In terms of the concept of regular solid solutions, which is a first approximation in the
case of low levels of M ions solubility in titania, the mixing enthalpy ∆Hmix for the binary
ionic crystal Ti1−x Fex O2−x/2 [29, 30] is:
∆Hmix ∼ c(1 − x)x(∆R/R)2 ,

(2)

where R is the average M–O–M(Ti4+ –O2− –Fe3+ ) distance in the solid solution estimated by
using Vegard’s rule in the form R = RT i4+ (1 − x) + RF e3+ x, nm, and the term ∆R = RF e3+ −
RT i4+ [30]. Here, RT i4+ = (rT i4+ + rO2− ), RF e3+ = (rF e3+ + rO2− ), and rT i4+ , rF e3+ , rO2−
are the ionic radii of the ions with the coordination number 6 [31], nm. ‘c’ in (2) is the
empiric coefficient, which depends on the iconicity of M–O bonds, on the coordination number
of cations in the crystal, and on the Madelung constant [30]. The term (1 − x)x(∆R/R)2
in (2) is a semiempirical approximation of ∆Hmix values variation in our experiments since
the substituting cations M in the solid solution Ti1−x Mx O2−x/2 have the same charge end
coordination. Comparison of the variation of the terms ln[−1/Si ·(dS/dt)] and (1−x)x(∆R/R)2
in a series of photocatalytic experiments with the catalysts Ti1−x Mx O2−x/2 , M=Fe(III), Ce(III),
revealed a linear correlation between these variables in any of the considered series. This
allows us to conclude that the mixing enthalpy ∆Hmix is one of the driving forces for the
photooxidation of HQ in the solid solutions Ti1−x Mx O2−x/2 , in which M is not only Fe(III),
Ce(III) (Fig. 5, curves 1,2), but also tricharged ions of Er, Tb, Eu, Nd, Sm (Fig. 5, curve 3).
In accordance with the accepted semi-empiric approach, the general difference in the catalytic
activity of different series of catalysts can be ascribed to the curvature of the correlation lines
plotted in the coordinates ln[−1/Si · (dS/dt)] and (1 − x)x(∆R/R)2 , Fig. 5. According to
Fig. 5, the slope of the correlation line is a constant for a given solid solution of ion ‘M’ in the
series Ti1−x Mx O2−x/2 and it differs for different ‘M’ ions. For tricharged ions of REE, such
as Er, Tb, Eu, Nd and Sm, the difference in the slopes is negligible, due to a small difference
in their ionic radii and in the M–O distances of these ions in the corresponding solid solutions.
This is why only one line describes the whole series with REE ions except for Ti1−x Cex O2−x/2 .
For Ce(III), the value of the slope may be a relative measure of photocatalytic activity of the
Ti1−x Mx O2−x/2 solid solutions. As to the effect of mixing enthalpy on the initial rate of HQ
photooxidation, Eq. (2), the difference in the activity in the series Ti1−x Mx O2−x/2 with different
M is due to the difference of the empiric coefficient c, which depends on the iconicity of
M–O bonds, coordination number of cations in the crystal, and on the Madelung constant [30].
Observed linear correlation between variables ln[−1/Si · (dS/dt)] and (1 − x)x(∆R/R)2 in
the series of the solid solutions is a direct energetic consequence of the formation of the solid
solution by the catalyst. This is why the energy of the photocatalytic reaction is proportional
to the mixing energy of the solid solution Ti1−x Fex O2−x/2 , ∆Er ∼ ∆Hmix . The difference in
the activity of Fe(III)- and Ln(III)-doped catalysts may be attributed to the marked ability of
Fe(III) to drastically increase the charge-carriers lifetime in titania [3]. Thus, the lifetime of the
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F IG . 5. The change in the initial rate of hydroquinone photo-oxidation
(ln [1/Si · (dS/dt)t=0 ]) in the series of photocatalysts Ti1−x Mx O2−x/2 , versus estimate of their solid solution mixing enthalpy ∆Hmix ∼ (1 − x)x(∆R/R)2 ; the
dopants are Fe(III) for the x = 0 − 0.0003 (1), Ce(III) for x = 0.05 − 1.00 (2)
and tricharged REE — Ce, Er, Tb, Eu, Nd, Sm for the = 0.025 (3)
carriers is connected with the mixing enthalpies of the solid solution formation for Fe(III) and
for Ce(III), Er(III), Tb(III), Eu(III), Nd(III), Sm(III) in titania with fiber-like morphology.
The ability to create extended non-equilibrium solid solution by doping of titania with
cations provides conditions for increasing the photocatalytic activity of the solid solution in the
assigned spectral region. Conversely, in contrast to Ti1−x Vx O2−y Cy and Ti1−x Vx O2 [22,23], the
iron-doped quasi-one-dimensional titanium dioxide, like Ti1−x Lnx O2−x/2 [24], does not activate
the hydroquinone photooxidation process under blue light irradiation.
4.

Conclusions

In summary, the studies performed show that with the use of Ti1−x Fex (OCH2 CH2 O)2−x/2
as a precursor, it is possible to obtain quasi-one-dimensional (1-D) solid solutions Ti1−x Mx O2−x/2
(0 ≤ x ≤ 0.3, M(III) = Fe, Ce, Er, Tb, Eu, Nd and Sm), which exhibit different photocatalytic
activity in the HQ photooxidation under ultraviolet irradiation. The transformation of the precursor into oxide takes place in an isomorphous manner during heating both in air and in an inert
atmosphere. In an inert gaseous atmosphere, the aggregates of Ti1−x Fex (OCH2 CH2 O)2−x/2
thermolysis products contain about 18 mass % carbon, which can be removed during subsequent aerobic annealing during the formation of anatase phases Ti1−x Fex O(2−x/2)−y Cy and
Ti1−x Fex O2−x/2 . In the framework of ion-covalent binary solid solutions theory, a correlation is
found between the energy of the photocatalytic reaction and the estimated mixing enthalpy of
binary solid solutions formation. This approach may be useful for the semiempirical search for
new ways of tuning the photocatalytic activity of binary solid solutions.
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Nanostructured solid solutions of the composition Zn1−x Fex O (0 6 x 6 0.075) with tubular aggregate morphology, synthesized by the precursor method, were subjected to thermobaric treatment at P = 5 GPa and
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1.

Introduction

Increased interest in zinc oxide, doped with cations of ferromagnetic metals, such
as manganese, iron, cobalt and nickel, is due to the need to find new magnetic materials for spintronics that open up possibilities of developing magnetoresistive memory cells,
spin light-emitting diodes and field-effect transistor, as well as magnetic field sensors and
quantum computer components [1–3]. Although such materials as solid solutions Zn1−x Mx O
contain only several atomic percents of magnetic impurities with negligibly small exchange
interaction between them, ferromagnetism can occur in them even at room temperature.
The magnetically ordered state observed for low-dimensional forms of zinc oxide, for example, nanopowders and thin films, consists not only in a greater degree of imperfection
of such structures as compared with bulk objects, but also in the appearance of quantumdimensional effects that manifest themselves during the transition into the nanodimensional
state [2, 4–11]. The unique combination of semiconducting and ferromagnetic properties of
the solid solutions Zn1−x Fex O makes them promising materials for practical application in
the development of devices based on the spin-dependent transport effect and attracts the
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attention of a wide range of specialists including those concerned in synthesis of nanomaterials, whose efforts are directed at the elaboration of new methods for synthesis of samples
with preassigned composition that provide the possibility to control the degree of dispersity
and structure imperfection and to affect their magnetic properties [7–11].
Among the methods of synthesis of room-temperature ferromagnetics based on irondoped zinc oxide described in the literature, the most widespread techniques are solid-phase
synthesis [12, 13], self-propagating high-temperature synthesis [14, 15], solvothermal synthesis [11, 16], sol-gel synthesis [17, 18] and synthesis by deposition from aqueous solution in the
form of hydroxides [19, 20]. A method for the production of polycrystalline ferromagnetic
samples of the composition Zn0.99 Fe0.01 O from mixtures of ZnO and Fe3 O4 oxides by the
solid-phase reaction technique combined with high-temperature treatment (2 and 5 GPa)
has been reported previously [21].
The problem of synthesizing nanostructured iron-doped zinc oxide with a high degree
of dispersity and intrinsic imperfection can be solved via the precursor method, the most
important advantage of which is the possibility of dosed replacement of zinc by a magnetic
metal in the precursor matrix. Thermal treatment of precursor under selected conditions
allows the synthesis of oxides with a preset composition and expected morphological and
dimensional aggregate parameters. So, as a result of heating in air at temperatures above
400◦ C, the octahedral crystals of Zn1−x Fex (OCH2 CH2 O) glycolate undergo a pseudomorphous transformation into octahedral aggregates of the oxide Zn1−x Fex O, while extended
crystals of formate glycolate Zn1−x Fex (HCOO)(OCH2 CH2 O)1/2 – into oxide nanotubes with
diameters of 150–300 nm consisting of 10–15 nm crystallites [22].
The aim of this work was to examine the effect of annealing temperature and pressure
on the structural and magnetic properties of nanodispersed solid solutions Zn1−x Fex O with
tubular aggregates. In the synthesis of the samples, the advantages of the precursor method
were combined with the advantages of thermobaric treatment. Nanotubular samples of the
composition Zn0.95 Fe0.05 O, preliminarily synthesized by the precursor technique [22], were
treated at quasi-hydrostatic pressure (5 GPa) at a temperature of 600–700◦ C; after that,
their phase composition, microstructure and magnetic characteristics were studied.
2.

Experiment technique

For the production of nanostructured iron-doped zinc oxide with tubular aggregate
morphology, we employed the precursor method; the precursor was the formate glycolate of
the composition Zn1−x Fex (HCOO)(OCH2 CH2 O)1/2 , which was synthesized by the following
reaction [22–23]:
Zn1−x Fex (HCOO)2 · 2H2 O + 1/2HOCH2 CH2 OH =
Zn1−x Fex (HCOO)(OCH2 CH2 O)1/2 + HCOOH ↑ +2H2 O

(1)

The formate Zn1−x Fex (HCOO)2 ·2H2 O necessary for reaction (1) was synthesized by reaction
between dilute formic acid and mixtures of zinc oxide and iron with heating:
(1 − x)ZnO + xFe + 2HCOOH + H2 O = Zn1−x Fex (HCOO)2 · 2H2 O + xH2 ↑

(2)

Using microscopic analysis, it was found that formate glycolate Zn1−x Fex (HCOO)
(OCH2 CH2 O)1/2 is isolated from the solution in ethylene glycol in the form of fibrous or
needle-shaped crystals (reaction 1) upon exposure at 120◦ C for 2 h. The degree of substitution of iron for zinc in Zn1−x Fex (HCOO)(OCH2 CH2 O)1/2 does not exceed 10 at. %. In
order to produce solid solution samples of the composition Zn1−x Fex O with tubular aggregate morphology, the precursor was heated in air with a rate of 10◦ C/min up to 500◦ C,
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exposed at this temperature for 2 h and cooled to room temperature with the furnace. The
synthesized samples in the form of finely-dispersed orange powders that served as precursors were examined using X-ray diffraction analysis and then were subjected to thermobaric
treatment. The experiments were carried out on a hydraulic press in a standard toroid-type
high-pressure chamber. The powder of the composition Zn0.95 Fe0.05 O was tamped tightly
into a graphite cup that served simultaneously as a heater and then it was placed into a
container made of lithographic stone – a natural mineral consisting mainly of calcium carbonate CaCO3 . To prevent contamination of the sample with carbon, the inside walls of
the heater were isolated with boron nitride. The sample was compressed between the press
anvils until the necessary pressure was reached, and after that, the temperature was raised.
Upon exposure at a preset temperature, the sample under pressure was quenched by abrupt
decrease of temperature. Then the pressure was released and the container with the samples
was removed from the press. The experimental conditions and the structural characteristics
of the produced preparations are given in Table 1.
Table 1. The crystallographic characteristics of the Zn0.95 Fe0.05 O sample before treatment (1) and after treatment at P = 5 GPa, T = 600◦ C (2) and
P = 5GPa, T = 700◦ C (3)
Sample
a
c
P
T (◦ C)
No.
(Å)
(Å) (GPa)
1
3.2502 5.2074
–
–
2
3.2509 5.2059
5
600
3
3.2489 5.2034
5
700
3.2690 5.2247

Sp. gr.
P6 3 mc
P6 3 mc
P6 3 mc
P6 3 mc

Content, CSR
weight % (nm)
100 m% 46.04
100 m% 123.61
84.0 m % 93.83
9.4 m % 33.65

The phase analysis of the precursors and the products of their thermolysis was performed be means of a POLAM S–112 polarizing microscope in transmitted light (the refractive indices were determined by the immersion method) and a STADI–P X-ray powder
automated diffractometer (STOE, Germany) in CuKα1 radiation using the X-ray diffraction
database PDF-2 (Release 2009). Thermogravimetric analysis was carried out on a SETSYS
EVOLUTION thermal analyzer (SETARAM, France) at a heating rate of 10◦ C/min in air.
The size and shape of the particles of the thermolysis products were determined by scanning electron microscopy on a JSM JEOL 6390LA device. The structure of the thermolysis
products was studied by transmission electron microscopy on a JEM–200 CX microscope.
To determine the content of zinc and iron, elemental analysis was performed by the atomic
absorption spectroscopy method in acetylene-air flame on a Perkin-Elmer device and by
atomic emission method on a JY–48 spectrum analyzer with inductively coupled plasma.
The magnetic properties of the synthesized Zn1−x Fex O samples were measured in the Atom
Institute of the Vienna University of Technology on a MPMS XL7 SQUID magnetometer
produced by Quantum Design in magnetic fields to 10 kOe in the temperature range from
4.2 to 330 K, as well as in the Multiple Access Center at the IMP UB RAS on a 7407 VSM
vibration magnetometer produced by Lake Shore Cryotronics in magnetic fields to 17 kOe
at room temperature.
3.

Results and discussion

According to the X-ray phase analysis data, the thermolysis products of the precursor
in air are solid solutions of the composition Zn1−x Fex O (06 x 60.075) with wurtzite structure
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(Fig. 1). Thermal decomposition of formate glycolate Zn1−x Fex (HCOO)(OCH2 CH2 O)1/2 is
an exothermic process, occurring in two stages from ∼280–500◦ C, which agrees with the
presence of two anion types, HCOO− and OCH2 CH2 O2− , in the crystal structure of this
compound. The mass loss of the Zn0.95 Fe0.05 (HCOO)(OCH2 CH2 O)1/2 sample determined
by thermogravimetric analysis differed insignificantly from that calculated with allowance
for its transformation into Zn0.95 Fe0.05 O. The common feature of thermal decomposition of
Zn1−x Mx (HCOO)(OCH2 CH2 O)1/2 (M = V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu) – the solid solutions, in
which d metals substitute for zinc in the Zn(HCOO)(OCH2 CH2 O)1/2 structure – is that the
fibrous crystals of this substance transform during heating in air into aggregates of Zn1−x Mx O
oxide having a tubular structure [22–29]. The size and microstructure of Zn0.95 Fe0.05 (HCO)
tubes depend on the formation conditions of precursor crystals and their heat treatment, as
well as on the type and concentration of the dopant. The length of the tubular aggregates
Zn1−x Fex O can exceed 30 µm and their diameter is 100–300 nm depending on the iron
concentration (Fig. 2 a,b). As the concentration of iron increases, the tube walls become
thinner and during rapid heating this can lead to their rupture in the direction parallel to
their lengthening.

Fig. 1. The X-ray diffraction patterns of Zn0.95 Fe0.05 O sample with tubular morphology: before treatment (1) and after treatment at P = 5 GPa at
T = 600◦ C (2) and T = 700◦ C (3)
The bright-field electron-microscope images of Zn0.95 Fe0.05 O oxide aggregates formed
in the thermal decomposition of Zn0.95 Fe0.05 (HCOO)(OCH2 CH2 O)1/2 during heating in air
show that they are tubular quasi-one-dimensional structures built of crystallites with an average dimension of ∼10 nm (Fig. 3 a,b). The Debye selected-area diffraction pattern (Fig. 3c)
and the dark-field image (Fig. 3d) in (100)ZnO , (002)ZnO and (101)ZnO reflections correspond to the polycrystalline nanodispersed structure of quasi-one-dimensional compounds
Zn0.95 Fe0.05 O.
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Fig. 2. The XEM image of the sample of the composition Zn0.95 Fe0.05 O produced by thermolysis of Zn0.95 Fe0.05 (HCOO)(OCH2 CH2 O)1/2 at 500◦ C in air
The powders of the composition Zn0.95 Fe0.05 O, produced by the precursor method
were treated at different pressures (P = 5 – 9 GPa) and temperatures (T = 500, 600,
700, 900◦ C). The experiments showed that the initial wurtzite ZnO structure (sp. gr. −
P6 3 mc) remains only in a very narrow interval of pressures P = 5 GPa and temperatures
T = 600–700◦ C. Under softer treatment conditions, an impurity phase of the composition
Zn5 (OH)6 (CO3 )2 is found, whereas under more rigorous conditions, the high-temperature
cubic phase ZnO (sp. gr. − Fm3m) and ZnFe2 O4 emerge. As is seen from Fig. 1 and
Table 1, the crystal structure typical of the initial sample Zn0.95 Fe0.05 O with tubular-shaped
aggregates (1) remains after thermobaric treatment at 600◦ C (2). However, the morphology
of the samples changes dramatically – the tubular form of the particles transforms into a
round shape with lamellar inclusions (Fig. 4a). When the temperature is increased to 700◦ C
(3), two phases with different lattice parameters are formed, one of which is iron-rich (84.0
mass %) and the other, on the contrary, is iron-depleted (9.4 mass %). The shape of the
particles becomes more rounded (Fig. 4b). Besides the principal lines belonging to different
forms of Zn1−x Fex O, the X-ray diffraction pattern (Fig. 1) contains lines of boron nitride
and graphite (heater material). According to our estimates, the coherent scattering region
(CSR) increases with temperature.
Figure 5 presents the magnetization curves at T = 4.2 K (-268.95◦ C) for Zn0.95 Fe0.05 O
samples 2 and 3 (see Table 1) treated at P = 5 GPa, T = 600◦ C and T = 700◦ C. It is seen
that a hysteresis loop with coersive force of 165 and 400 Oe is observed for the both samples,
respectively. The values of magnetization M estimated in 10 kOe field are M = 9.71·10−2
emu/g (or 4.1·10−2 µB /Fe) and M = 2.02·10−1 emu/g (or 8.5·10−2 µB /Fe), respectively.
The temperature dependences M(T) in 1000 Oe field displayed in Fig. 6 allow us to suppose
that the ferromagnetic state can be observed up to room temperatures at least in sample 3.
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Fig. 3. The bright-field electron-microscope images of quasi-one-dimensional
Zn0.95 Fe0.05 O with tubular morphology (a, b). The Debye selected-area diffraction pattern (c) and the dark-field image (d) in (100)ZnO , (002)ZnO and
(101)ZnO reflections correspond to the polycrystalline nanodispersed structure
of quasi-one-dimensional compounds. The average size of the crystallites
is ∼10 nm
Therefore the magnetization curves have been measured at T = 290 K (17◦ C) (Fig. 7). It
was found that at room temperature, sample 2 is paramagnetic, i. e. magnetization increases
linearly with a stronger magnetic field, while hysteresis is absent. By contrast, for sample 3,
a hysteresis loop with coercive force of 100 Oe is observed, and magnetization estimated in
10 kOe field is M = 8.25·10−2 emu/g (or 3.5·10−2 µB /Fe). Thus, it is shown that the increase
in the treatment temperature from T = 600◦ C to T = 700◦ C results in more than twofold
enhancement of magnetization in the region of liquid helium temperatures (transition from
sample 2 to sample 3). At room temperature, sample 2 transforms into a paramagnetic
state, whereas sample 3 still exhibits ferromagnetic properties. In work [21], investigations
have been performed into magnetization of Zn0.99 Fe0.01 O samples synthesized by annealing
of a mixture of ZnO and Fe3 O4 at P = 0; 2 and 5 GPa and T = 600◦ C for 30 min, which
exhibited ferromagnetism in the temperature range from 5 K (-268◦ C) to 300 K (27◦ C).
Moreover, the authors [21] also observed that magnetization grows when the pressure is
increased during synthesis up to P = 5 GPa at constant temperature T = 600◦ C. Like in
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Fig. 4. The XEM images of the particles of the sample with the initial composition Zn0.95 Fe0.05 O after heating under a pressure of 5 GPa at 600 (a) and
700◦ C (b)

Fig. 5. The magnetizations curves of samples 2 (S2) and 3 (S3) at T = 4.2 K.
The hysteresis loops for the both samples are shown in the inset
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Fig. 6. The temperature dependences of magnetization for samples 2 (S2)
and 3 (S3) in 1000 Oe field

Fig. 7. The magnetizations curves of samples 2 (S2) and 3 (S3) at T = 290 K.
The hysteresis loop is shown in the inset
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work [21], we obtained comparable magnetization values for iron-doped zinc oxide samples,
though their saturation fields are higher.
Thus, in the studies performed, it was established that thermobaric treatment of
the oxide of the composition Zn0.95 Fe0.05 O with tubular-shaped aggregates at T = 600◦ C
and P = 5 GPa leads to the appearance of ferromagnetism and to the transformation of
nanotubes into agglomerates having a rounded shape, which is similar to the shape of the
particles of room-temperature ferromagnetics produced by solid-phase annealing of ZnO and
Fe3 O4 oxide mixtures under identical conditions [21].
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1.

Introduction

Until the middle of the 20th century it was believed that rhenium did not form carbides [1–3], and there were no phases in the system, except for the interstitial solid solution
based on the hexagonal close-packed (hcp) structure of rhenium. First, the partial Re–C diagram was drawn in reference [2], and solubility of carbon in rhenium at 2480 ◦ C (eutectic
temperature) was shown to be about 11.7 at.%. This solubility drops to 4.2 at.% at 1800 ◦ C.
The diagram and extent of the solubility of carbon in rhenium were confirmed in [4], and in
addition, some considerations were expressed about the possibility of the existence of rhenium
di- and monocarbides. In [5], the formation of rhenium-carbon compounds has been shown by
thermal decomposition of rhenium carbonyl on the surface of molybdenum and graphite substrates heated up to 450–1180 ◦ C. The authors, however, note that in such circumstances, one
cannot exclude the formation of oxycarbide phases, as observed, for example, in the decomposition of tungsten carbonyl [6]. Indeed, the unit cell constants of the phase obtained in [5] (see
Table 1) considerably exceed those of the hcp-lattice of rhenium [7] and the interstitial solid
carbon-based solutions [2, 8]. In reference [9], a series of coatings were obtained by chemical
vapor deposition of Re2 (CO)10 and Re(CO)3 (Cp) in conditions similar to [5]. It was shown that
one can distinguish two groups. The first corresponds to the samples obtained at deposition
temperatures ≥ 450 ◦ C, the second — below this value. Unit cell constants of the first group
coincide with the reference values of pure crystalline rhenium [7]. The second group is characterized by markedly increased unit cell constants, indicating the formation of interstitial solid
solutions of carbon in rhenium (hereinafter Re(Cx )).
Significant progress in the synthesis of rhenium carbides is associated with the use of
high temperature and pressure. For example, in [10] a phase, which the authors attributed to the
γ 0 -C type of structure, was prepared at 6 GPa and 800 ◦ C. Later, in [11], a phase with cubic NaCl
type structure was obtained at 16–18 GPa and 1000 ◦ C. Crystal data for the cubic and hexagonal
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TABLE 1. Crystallographic data for rhenium carbides
a, Å
V /Z, Å3
Sp. gr. (No.)
c, Å
2.7609
14.71
Re
4.4576 P 63 /mmc (194)
2.792
15.09
Re(C0,2 )
4.471
— ·· —
2.803
15.18
Re(C0,11 )
4.461
— ·· —
2.794
15.08
Re(C0,28 )
4.460
— ·· —
3.02
18.80
Re2 C
4.76
— ·· —
ReC
4.005
F m − 3m
2.840(1)
17.21
Re2 C
9.85(1) P 63 /mmc (190)
2.8425(1)
17.25
Re2 C
9.8599(2)
— ·· —
2.8407(1)
17.31
Re2 C
9.8580(6)
— ·· —
2.845(1)
17.31
Re2 C
9.877(3)
— ·· —
Phases

Cite
[7]
[2]
[8]
[8]
[5]
[11]
[10]
[13]
[14]
[15]

rhenium carbides are shown in the Table 1. A phase with cubic symmetry has been also found in
the products of electro spark processing of rhenium [12], but the question of its composition is
still open. Thus, its formation has not been confirmed [13, 14]. In the study of rhenium-carbon
diagram at pressures up to 70 GPa and temperatures up to 3730 ◦ C, the authors argue that the
formation of rhenium carbides below 10 GPa is impossible. However, in [15] hexagonal Re2 C
was prepared at pressures of 2–6 GPa and temperatures of 600–1600 ◦ C. In [16] we found such
an impurity phase, which is formed in the experiment for obtaining Re7 B3 , through reaction of
rhenium with the walls of the graphite heater. However, the thermobaric treatment of a mixture
of nanocrystalline powder of rhenium and soot (high-pressure cell, 4 GPa, 2000 ◦ C) did not
result in the formation of Re2 C [17].
A model of the Re2 C crystal structure was first proposed in reference [10]. The authors
showed that the phase belongs to the γ 0 -C structure type (space group P 63 /mmc, Z = 4). In
the framework of this model, the most probable positions of carbon atoms were found by fullprofile refinement of x-ray diffraction pattern [13]. The authors of [15] proposed to consider
the Re2 C in the frame of ReB2 type of structure, where the rhenium atoms occupy the 4f
site (1/3; 2/3; 0.6085), and carbon atoms occupy the 2 site (1/3; 2/3; 0.25). In addition, they
showed that the Vickers hardness of Re2 C reaches 17.5 GPa. Taking into account that hardness
of ReB2 is compatible with those of cubic BN and diamond [18], it seems to be interesting to
study the possibility of formation of the rhenium carboborides. Several rhenium borides (ReB2 ,
Re7 B3 , Re3 B) have been prepared by us under high pressure and temperature (high-pressure
cell, 10 GPa, 1800 ◦ C) from mixtures of nanocrystalline rhenium and amorphous boron [16].
Preparation of phases in a high-pressure cell depends on a number of parameters. Besides the
selection of the optimal program, describing the increase in pressure and temperature, holding
time and decrease in pressure and temperature, the characteristics of the reaction mixture are
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TABLE 2. Condition of the thermobaric treatment and results of X-ray phase analysis

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Ratio
Re/C,
weight

P , GPa
T , ◦C
t, min.

Phases

Content,
weight %

a; c, Å

No. space group
V , Å3

Re(C)
38
2.799; 4.466
194; 30.30
Re2 C
62
2.843; 9.858
190; 69.00
Re(C)
4
2.804; 4.466
194; 30.41
1 : 0.8
6; 1800; 10
Re2 C
96
2.843; 9.850
190; 68.95
1 : 0.85
6; 1800; 20
Re2 C
100
2.842; 9.855
190; 68.93
1: 1
10; 1800; 20 Re2 C
100
2.842; 9.856
190; 68.94
Re7 B3 *
69*
7.516; 4.877
186; 238.6
1 : 0.5C : 0.5B 10; 1800; 15
ReB2
31**
2.900; 7.480
194; 5448
Re7 B3
60***
7.514; 4.879
186; 238.6
1 : 0.5C : 1.5B 10; 1800; 15
ReB2
33
2.901; 7.481
194; 54.48
* The sample contained 2 wt.% of CCO3 (material of high-pressure cell).
** For Re7 B3 : a = 7.509, c = 4.880 Å [19]; for ReB2 : a = 2.8985, c = 7.4798 Å.
*** The sample contained 7 wt.% of graphite.
2: 1

6; 1800; 10

extremely important. These characteristics are associated with a history of preparation of
reagents: homogenization, compacting, pressing, preliminary annealing, etc. These operations
in turn depend on the fineness of the starting materials. Using nanocrystalline reagents can
fundamentally change the course of synthesis. Preparation of rhenium-containing phases forces
us to consider such a factor as the fast oxidation of polycrystalline rhenium. The form of carbon
can play a decisive role for synthesis of rhenium carbides. As already mentioned, processing of
the mixture of nanocrystalline rhenium powder and soot (high-pressure cell, 4 GPa, 2000 ◦ C)
did not result in formation of rhenium carbides. It seems interesting to replace the soot for the
alternative reagent — sibunit, characterized by chemical stability, high electrical conductivity,
high specific surface, etc. [19].
2.

Experimental

Nanocrystalline powder of rhenium (coherent scattering region ∼ 30 Å) was prepared
analogously to [16] by decomposition of NH4 (ReO4 ) in hydrogen. Mixtures of rhenium and
sibunit powders taken in desired ratios were thoroughly mixed. Thermobaric treatment of mechanical mixtures was performed in a ‘toroid’ type high-pressure cell in standard scheme [20].
The sample was compressed between the press anvils to the required pressure, and then temperature was slowly increased (∼ 100 ◦ /min). After holding under pressure at a given temperature
the sample was quenched by a sharp decrease in temperature. Then the pressure was released
and container with the sample was removed. Samples with boron (black amorphous boron was
used) were prepared in similar way. Experimental conditions are given in Table 2.
Samples obtained in the experiments were mechanically strong pellets. For x-ray powder
diffraction study, a part of the sample was cut and ground in heptane. Then, the suspension
was applied on the polished side of a standard cell. After drying the samples consisted of
layer of thickness ∼ 100 microns. Polycrystalline silicon, prepared analogously, was used
as an external standard. X-ray powder diffraction data were collected on the diffractometers
STADI-P (STOE) (CuKα1 radiation, transmission geometry, linear PSD) and ARL X’TRA
(CuKα radiation, Bragg-Brentano geometry, semiconductor detector) at room temperature. Unit
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F IG . 1. Result of full-profile refinement of X-ray powder diffraction data for the
sample obtained in experiment No. 4. wRp = 6.42, Rp = 4.66, CHI2 = 5.107,
R(F 2 ) = 1.41 %
cell constants were determined using Rietveld refinement with Powder Cell 2/4 program [21],
the crystallographic data are given in Table 2.
3.

Discussion and conclusion

An analysis of data in Table 1 and 2 leads to the following conclusions. In contrast
to the experiments carried out in reference [17], where treatment (high-pressure cell, 4 GPa,
2000 ◦ C, 3 min) of a mixture of rhenium and soot resulted in Re(Cx ) only, use of sibunit [19]
under approximately the same conditions allowed us to obtain samples containing Re2 C (experiments 1–4). Sibunit is a synthetic porous composite material which is obtained from soot.
Using sibunit and nanocrystalline rhenium in our experiment allowed the reduction of synthesis
time by a factor three compared to reference [17].
The single phase samples of Re2 C were shown to be formed only with an excess of
carbon. The same conclusion was reached by the authors of [17], where single phase products
were obtained by treatment of mixtures with Re/C ratios from 1:2 to 2 : 0.5 at 6 GPa and
1600 ◦ C. In our experiments, single phase products were obtained by treatment of mixtures
Re/C = 1 : 0.85 (exp. No. 3) and Re/C = 1 : 1 (exp. No. 4). The good agreement of
the unit cell constants for Re2 C obtained in our experiments, as well as in [13–15], indicates
good reproducibility of the composition for this phase. The results of full-profile refinement of
x-ray powder diffraction data of sample No. 4 using GSAS [22] in the frame of ReB2 type of
structure (Re — 1/3; 2/3; 0.6085; C — 1/3; 2/3; 0.25) are shown in Fig. 1.
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There were no rhenium carboborides found as a product of treatment of mixtures of
nanocrystalline rhenium, sibunit and amorphous boron (exp. No. 5–6).
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Cadmium sulfide nanoparticles (NPs) coupled to zinc oxide nanorods (NRs) were synthesized in a two step
deposition process at relatively low temperatures. The ZnO NRs were grown using solvothermal method, followed
by the deposition of CdS NPs at 50 ◦ C using in-situ and ex-situ synthesis from aqueous solutions. The samples
were characterized by X-ray diffraction, scanning electron microscopy, and optical absorption. When the ZnO NRs
are coated by the CdS NPs, the optical absorption is enhanced and band edge is shifted towards visible region
as compared with ZnO NRs. Photocatalytic activity of the synthesized ZnO NRs / CdS NPs composites in the
photooxidation of hydroquinone C6 H4 (OH)2 in aqueous solution is closely connected with the coupling route.
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1.

Introduction

Inorganic nanostructures have become ideal systems for revealing novel phenomena at
nanoscale, leading to a wide range of applications [1–3]. Depending upon the dimensionality and the capability of tailoring the morphology, they are becoming essential for smart and
functional materials. Foremost, numerous research efforts have been concentrated on the environmental use of semiconductor inorganic materials as photocatalysts in processes such as
the decomposition of toxic organic compounds and hydrogen production via water photolysis [4]. A variety of geometrical morphologies [5–8] are being investigated for the different
semiconductor nanostructures to explore novel properties out of those materials. Among the various photocatalytic semiconductor materials, metal-oxide semiconductors such as ZnO (3.2 eV),
TiO2 (3.2 eV), α-Fe2 O3 (3.1 eV) and WO3 (2.8 eV) have been researched intensively as practically applicable photocatalysts, because of their high photocatalytic activities and economical
synthetic routes [9, 10]. However, these single metal-oxide photocatalysts have wide band-gap
energies, which are disadvantageous for the absorption and use of the visible light region of
solar energy. To improve photocatalytic activities, composite semiconductor photocatalyst systems with different geometry [11–16] have received a great deal of attention because of two
important reasons. First, in the composite semiconductor systems with different energy levels,
wide band-gap semiconductors can utilize visible light by coupling narrow/mid band-gap semiconductors (CdS, In2 S3 , Bi2 O3 ) which are visible light active materials [17, 18]. Second, charge
injection from one semiconductor into another can lead to efficient and longer charge separation
by reducing the electron – hole pair recombinations [19, 20]. The coupled semiconductors, in
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particular, are attracting attention not only for their successful implementation in the photocatalytic degradation of organic pollutants, but also in renewable energy conversion [21, 22] as a
new generation of solar cells.
Among the different photoactive semiconductor nanostructures, the ZnO based nanocomposites [12–14] gained extreme importance for its different advantages, such as direct band gap,
ease of crystallization, anisotropic growth, nontoxicity, higher excitation binding energy of
60 meV, higher electron mobility (200 cm2 V−1 s−1 ) and simplicity in tailoring the morphology.
CdS (bulk band gap 2.42 eV) is one of the most appropriate sensitizer for ZnO. Recently, many
groups have attempted to develop different synthetic routes for the efficient creation of CdS–ZnO
heterojunctions with different morphology. The study of CdS/ZnO system for photocatalytic effect not only varies in synthesis technique but also has wide variety of efficiency, according
to the structure of the composite. Different CdS–ZnO systems, e.g. flower-like CdS-ZnO
nanocomposite [11], urchin like CdS@ZnO [16], nanotubes arrays of CdS/ZnO [23], partially
or fully covered CdS nanoparticles on ZnO nanorods [24], ZnO/CdS core shell nanorods [14],
CdS nanoparticles/ZnO nanowires heterostructure [25, 26] have been reported. Nevertheless,
such key factors like the development of facile methods for the synthesis, surface modification,
linking and sensitizing CdS NPs to ZnO still remain unsolved. This problem is very urgent,
because despite the advantages known for using coupled semiconductors, the conversion efficiency of such structures is still not very high and requires further development. Two possible
reasons for the low photovoltaic performance are the difficulty of assembling NPs into mesoporous oxide film and the presence of a large number of unpassivated or partially passivated
surface states. These surface states can act as trap centers for holes and electrons, leading to
lower photovoltage and photocurrent [27].
Today for the sensitization of semiconductor NPs to TiO2 , generally two routes are
followed:
(i) In-situ synthesis and deposition of NPs by chemical bath deposition (CBD) [28] or
successive ionic layer adsorption and reaction (SILAR) [29] method. In this route the
NPs are directly grown onto the oxide material surface by the chemical reaction of
respective ionic species.
(ii) Ex-situ route linking the synthesized colloidal NPs to the oxide material surface via a
bifunctional linker [30].
Both routes have their own advantages and disadvantages. The former route shows better
performance due to less spatial distance between the NPs and the substrate surface. While the
latter route has an advantage of controlling the NPs properties like size and shape. In both
routes, the growth rate is controllable by solution, pH, temperature and relative concentrations
of the reactants in the bath solution.
In this work, we report our observations following the use of both routes for the coupling
of CdS NPs to the ZnO nanorods (NRs) which were grown using the solvothermal method. We
have analyzed the effect of chemical route on the coverage quality of ZnO NRs by CdS
NPs. The structural and optical properties of the coupled semiconductor ZnO NRs – CdS NPs
have been investigated. This composite semiconductor showed the visible light absorption and
photocatalytic activity.
2.
2.1.

Experimental
Materials used

To synthesize ZnO NRs, the following precursors were used: zinc oxide ZnO, formic
acid HCOOH and ethylene glycol HO(CH2 )2 OH. The precursors employed to synthesize CdS
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NPs by CBD include cadmium chloride hydrate CdCl2 ·2H2 O, thiourea SC(NH2 )2 , aqueous ammonia (NH4 OH) (19 %) and ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid disodium salt dihydrate
C10 H14 N2 Na2 O8 (Na2 EDTA). Sodium hydroxide NaOH was used for adjusting the pH. Sodium
sulfide nonahydrate Na2 S·9H2 O was used for synthesis of colloid CdS NPs. All the chemicals
were purchased and used as procured for all stock solution preparations.
2.2.

Preparation of ZnO NRs

Firstly, ZnO NRs were synthesized by solvothermal method based on the thermolysis of
the organometallic complexes and reported elsewhere [31–33]. For the present investigation, the
formate glycolate zinc complexes Zn(HCOO)(OCH2 CH2 O)1/2 with fiber shaped crystals were
pre-synthesized via two steps
ZnO + 2HCOOH + H2 O ⇒ Zn(HCOO)2 · 2H2 O,

(1)

Zn(HCOO)2 · 2H2 O + 1/2HOCH2 CH2 OH ⇒
Zn(HCOO)(OCH2 CH2 O)1/2 + HCOOH ↑ +2H2 O.

(2)

The latter interaction of zinc formate Zn(HCOO)2 ·2H2 O with ethylene glycol was carried
out at temperature not higher than 120 ◦ C. The solid reaction products were separated from the
liquid phase by vacuum filtration, washed with anhydrous acetone, and dried at 40 ◦ C to
remove acetone. Thermal decomposition of fibrous Zn(HCOO)(OCH2 CH2 O)1/2 to ZnO in air
is an exothermic process that occurred at 450 ◦ C over 4 h. The post-annealed particles of
the formed ZnO NRs acquired the fibrous shape of the Zn(HCOO)(OCH2 CH2 O)1/2 precursor
crystals.
2.3.

Preparation of CdS aqueous colloid solution

To prepare stable aqueous colloidal solutions of CdS nanoparticles, solutions of 12.5 mM
CdCl2 , 12.5 mM Na2 S, 12.5 mM Na2 EDTA were mixed at room temperature under continuous
stirring. The starting concentration ratio of the precursor ions in a solution was equal to
Cd2+ : S2− : EDTA4− = 1 : 1 : 1 [34, 35]. While mixing the precursor solutions, two reactions
occur:
CdCl2 + Na2 EDTA ⇒ Cd(EDTA) + 2NaCl,

(3)

Cd(EDTA) + Na2 S ⇒ CdSv + Na2 EDTA.

(4)

Both aggregate and sedimentation stability of the colloidal solution is achieved through
the formation of double ion and the adsorption-solvate layers at the adsorption of ions EDTA4−
on the surface of the CdS disperse phase [34, 35].
2.4.

Coupling of ZnO NRs by CdS NPs

In-situ synthesis (CBD): The CdS NPs were deposited on ZnO NRs from a chemical
bath containing: (i) 5 mM CdCl2 , 25 mM thiourea and 2 % NH4 OH at pH = 12.5 (sample 1);
(ii) 5 mM CdCl2 , 25 mM thiourea and 10 mM Na2 EDTA at pH = 13.5 (adjusted with NaOH)
(sample 2). In both cases, the ZnO NRs powder was immersed in the chemical bath solution
for 180 min at 50 ◦ C. Aqueous ammonia and Na2 EDTA solution act as a complexing agents
forming intermediate cadmium complexes [Cd(NH3 )2+
4 ]Cl2 or [Cd(EDTA)] releasing cadmium
ions. The alkaline medium provides sulfide ions via the conversion of thiourea to cyanamide.
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During CBD the CdS NPs are directly grown onto the ZnO NRs surface by the overall chemical
reactions of respective ionic species:
Cd(NH3 )4 Cl2+ + SC(NH2 )2 + 2NH4 OH ⇒ CdS + H2 NCN + 4NH3 + 2NH4 Cl + 2H2 O, (5)
Cd(EDTA) + SC(NH2 )2 + 2NaOH ⇒ CdS + H2 NCN + Na2 EDTA + 2H2 O.

(6)

Using ammonia complexes, Cd(NH3 )4 Cl2 leads to supersaturation with respect to
Cd(OH)2 and as a result, to Cd(OH)2 crystal formation at the first stage of the CBD process [36, 37]. The second stage leads to the CdS solid phase formation. The overall reaction (5)
should be written as
Cd(NH3 )4 Cl2 + 2NH4 OH ⇒ Cd(OH)2 + 4NH3 + 2NH4 Cl,

(7)

Cd(OH)2 + SC(NH2 )2 ⇒ CdS + H2 NCN + 2H2 O.
(8)
The presence of the Cd(EDTA) complex prevents formation of the oxygen containing
compound while CdS synthesis and is described by (6).
Formation of Cd(OH)2 phase is important synthetic factor for two reasons. Firstly, it is
well known that interdiffusion occurs between the CdS sensitized layers during the annealing in
oxide and chalcogenide solar cells [38]. Sulfur diffusion is responsible for the thinning of the
CdS film and this may result in poor device performance. Oxygen has been shown to reduce
the diffusion of S. The reason is likely the Cd–O bonds at the grain boundaries, which reduce
the S diffusion [39]. Secondly, it is an experimental fact that high quality adherent CdS layers
and films can be obtained from alkaline baths, which are in a formal sense supersaturated with
respect to the precipitation of the oxygen containing compound, namely Cd(OH)2 , and this holds
irrespective of the substrate employed and substance sensitized [40]. It is well known that the
carboxylic group in the dyes plays vital role for the adsorption of the dyes upon oxide surface
in quantum dot sensitized solar cells [41].
For these reasons we decide to synthesize ZnO–CdS composites both with and without
Cd(OH)2 and trace the influence of Cd(OH)2 on microstructure and properties of composites.
Ex-situ synthesis (colloid synthesis): The powder of ZnO NRs was immersed into the
aqueous colloid solution of CdS NPs and maintained for 180 min at 50 ◦ C. The CdS NPs are
then linked onto the ZnO NRs surface via the absorption processes (sample 3).
After the CBD and colloid synthesis, the powder samples were filtered, washed with
deionized water and air dried.
2.5.

Crystal structure, microstructure, optics and photocatalytic activity measurements

X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of ZnO NRs / CdS NPs composites were obtained
using a Shimadzu MAXima-X XRD-7000 automatic diffractometer with CuKα (λ = 1.5406 Å)
with 2θ angle step 0.03 ◦ and exposition time of 10 sec. The scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) was carried out in order to analyze the microstructure and morphology of all synthesized
samples using JEOL-JSM LA 6390. To confirm the change in bandgap, the UV and Vis spectra
in the wavelength range of 300–700 nm (BaSO4 was used as the standard) of bare ZnO NRs and
ZnO NRs / CdS NPs composites were recorded using Shimadzu UV-2401 PC spectrophotometer.
To examine the photocatalytic activity, hydroquinone C6 H4 (OH)2 (HQ) dye was chosen
for the photodecomposition study. The ZnO NRs coupled by CdS NPs composite samples were
immersed in 0.4 mM of HQ aqueous solution and irradiated by a blue light fluorescent lamp
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with the emission maximum in the wavelength range of 440–460 nm. The remaining amounts
of HQ in the solution were determined by voltammetry on a PU-1 polarograph at a potential
sweep rate of 0.030 V/s.
3.

Results and discussion

X-ray diffraction patterns of CdS–ZnO composites (Fig. 1) show narrow peaks of highly
crystalline ZnO (space group No. 186, P 63mc ) and broad peaks of nanostructured CdS. The
crystal structure of CdS can be identified as random close-packed structure (RCP) with an
average lattice having unit cell parameters a = 0.236 nm and c = 0.334 nm [42]. The Cd
and S atoms in the unit cell of the average lattice
√ occupy single positions as P 6 and 1(a) with
the coordinates (0 0 z), where z = 0 and 1/ 24 , respectively; the filling factor of these
positions is 1/3. In sample 2, some broad peaks pointed to the high probability of ordering
CdS nanoparticles to hexagonal closepacked structure (HCP, space group No. 186, P 63mc ). In
sample 3, the crystal structure of CdS NPs is amorphous. Sample 1 contains crystalline Cd(OH)2
(space group No. 164, P − 3m1) and phase ratio are equal ZnO : CdS : Cd(OH)2 = 17 : 52 :
31. Samples 2 and 3 do not contained hydroxide, and CdS portion is 19 % (vol.) in sample 2,
and less the 1 % in sample 3.
The photo gallery of Fig. 2 shows the typical SEM images of the synthesized ZnO
and ZnO–CdS nanocomposite structure. Particles of bare ZnO are extended micrometer-sized
aggregates with a fine fibrous structure (Fig. 2a) which may be called NRs. Fig. 2 (b–d) shows
the morphology of ZnO NRs while coupling by CdS. To corroborate the chemical and phase
analysis, EDX was carried out and the results show the existence of Cd, S, Zn and O elements in
CdS–ZnO nanocomposites, but the atom space distribution in the samples 1–3 is quite different.
On the scale of SEM, sample 1 is a mixture of ZnO NRs and well-shaped hexagonal prisms of
nearly the same size in the micrometer range (Fig. 2b). With a focused beam, EDX exclusively
confirmed Cd, O and S species were found inside these hexagonal prisms, therefore they are
identified as Cd(OH)2 polycrystals containing about 10 at.% of CdS. The highest concentration
of CdS in sample 1 is located on the ZnO NRs surface. Sample 2 is also predominantly a
mixture of ZnO NRs and nanocrystalline CdS particles (Fig. 2c). It is evident from Fig. 2d that
the sample 3 is ZnO NRs – CdS NPs composite material formed by polycrystals of a nearly
uniform fiber like morphology.
Image 2(a–d) clearly exhibits the porous nature of the ZnO NRs. This porous structure
of ZnO helps in the coupling of CdS NPs, because when NPs are embedded on ZnO, NPs
actually occupy these pores where they get adsorbed.
The fulfilled XRD phase analysis of sample 1 confirmed by SEM proves the reaction
mechanism of CdS formation to be considered the same as proposed by Kitaev et al. [36] (see
eq. 7, 8).
Figure 3 shows the optical absorption spectra of the of bare ZnO NRs and ZnO NRs /
CdS NPs composite samples 1–3, which were synthesized according to the procedure described
above. The increase in the absorption spectra of samples 1–3 at 420–480 nm suggests the
presence of at least two phases, confirming XRD and SEM data. As can be seen from this figure,
the fundamental absorption band edge of the ZnO NRs / CdS NPs composite is shifted toward
lower energies with respect to the absorption band of the initial bare ZnO. In order to determine
the effective band gaps, the absorption spectra were converted to the form (αhν)2 = f (hν).
The dependence of the absorption coefficient for ZnO as a direct band gap semiconductor on
the frequency near the absorption edge is described by equation (9)


α(ν) = A(hν − Eg )1/2 /hν,

(9)
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F IG . 1. X-ray diffraction patterns of ZnO-CdS nanocomposites. ZnO NRs are
coupled by CdS NPs in aqueous solutions via following routes: 1 — in-situ CBD
synthesis using ammonia complexes Cd(NH3 )2+
4 ; 2 — in-situ CBD synthesis using
2−
EDTA complexes Cd(EDTA) ; 3 — ex-situ synthesis using pre-synthesized CdS
colloid solution
where α is the absorption coefficient, hν is the photon energy, Eg is the optical band gap, and
A is a constant that does not depend on the frequency ν [43]. According to this equation, the
optical band gap can be obtained by the extrapolation of the linear part of the (αhν)2 = f (hν)
to the intersection with the abscissa axis. The determined Eg values are presented in Table 1.
Optical absorption data suggest the following conclusions. The intensity of absorption
from 440–480 nm after coupling ZnO NRs to CdS NPs increases with increased CdS content
and reaches its maximum for sample 1. Furthermore, the blue shift of the absorption edge is
due to exciton confinement in CdS NPs. For this reason, CdS NPs with size of 2 nm (sample 3)
reduce the absorption intensity greatly from 440–480 nm.
To demonstrate the effects of visible light absorption ability of the ZnO NRs / CdS NPs
composites on photocatalytic activity, we tested the samples under conditions similar to that
of natural solar-light irradiation. The photocatalytic properties of the synthesized ZnO NRs /
CdS NPs composites are examined using model reaction of HQ oxidation in aqueous medium.
The kinetic curves of HQ oxidation, demonstrating a change in the HQ concentration with time
under visible light irradiation (440-460 nm), are shown in Fig. 4. The inset of Fig. 4 shows
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F IG . 2. Typical SEM images of bare ZnO NRs (a) and ZnO NRs / CdS NPs
composite material (b–d). ZnO NRs are coupled by CdS NPs in aqueous solutions
via in-situ CBD synthesis (b — sample 1, c — sample 2) and ex-situ synthesis in
the pre-synthesized CdS colloid solution (d — sample 3)
the conversion degree of HQ to quinone after 8 hours of irradiation. The conversion degree
represents the ratio of residual HQ concentration to the initial one. It is seen that the HQ
oxidation rate increases in the series of reactions: solution without and in presence of ZnO
NRs / CdS NPs composites. The highest rate and conversion degree of oxidation reaction is
observed for sample 1.
Comparing the results for samples 1–3 obtained from XRD, optical and photocatalytic
data, we suggest that the higher photocatalytic activity of the sample 1 in comparison with
samples 2 and 3 (Fig. 4) is due to the higher content of CdS NPs in semiconductor composite
(Table 1) and not to smaller particle size.
4.

Conclusion

Semiconductor composite materials, consisting of CdS NPs embedded in a ZnO NRs,
have been successfully produced by two step deposition process at relatively low temperatures.
The ZnO NRs grown by solvothermal process were coupled by CdS NPs at 50 ◦ C using insitu and ex-situ routes in aqueous solutions. In-situ deposition of CdS NPs was carried out
by CBD from solutions both supersaturated and unsaturated with respect to Cd(OH)2 crystal
phase. Ex-situ coupling ZnO NRs was held in pre-synthesized colloid solution of CdS NPs.
Optical absorbance measurements show a blue shift of the Eg of CdS NPs due to the quantum
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F IG . 3. Optical absorption spectra of uncoupled ZnO (experimental Eg =
3.23 eV) and ZnO NRs / CdS NPs composites (samples 1–3) obtained in UV
and visible regions at room temperature. Visible light irradiation range while
photocatalyzing HQ oxidation is highlighted by a gray bar
TABLE 1. Structural and optical characterization of CdS NPs in ZnO NRs / CdS
NPs composites in dependence of coupling route. Experimental values of HQ
conversion degree after oxidation in air in the presence of ZnO NRs / CdS NPs
composites under irradiation at 440–460 nm for 12 h
Phase
composition,
Sample Coupling route
ZnO:CdS:Cd(OH)2

Characterization of CdS NPs in
ZnO NRs / CdS NPs composites
Particle size
< D >*, nm

Crystal
structure
random
close-packed
hexagonal
close packed

Conversion
degree of
HQ, %

Eg ,
eV

in-situ CBD at
17 : 52 : 31
7
2.3
85
pH = 12.5
in-situ CBD at
2
81 : 19 : 0
5
2.4
79
pH = 13.7
ex-situ from
pre-synthesized
3
99 : 1 : 0
<2
amorphous 2.7
83
colloid solution
of CdS NPs
∗
The average particle size <D> was determined from XRD data using Debye-Scherrer
formular [44].
1

confinement effect in the CdS NPs. The mean size of the CdS NPs in composites was observed
to range from 2–7 nm. All synthesized ZnO NRs / CdS NPs composites show photocatalytic
activity in the photooxidation of HQ in aqueous solution.
The most uniform fiber like morphology is observed for ZnO NRs / CdS NPs composite
synthesized using ex-situ coupling (sample 3), but the CdS quantity (about 1 at.%) on ZnO NRs
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F IG . 4. The kinetics of catalytic oxidation of HQ aqueous solutions under visible
light irradiation (440–460 nm) without and in presence of ZnO NRs / CdS NPs
semiconductor composites (samples 1–3). The inset shows the conversion degree
of hydroquinone to quinone via reaction C6 H4 (OH)2 + 0.5 O2 ⇐⇒ C6 H4 O2 +
H2 O after 8 hours of irradiation
is the smallest of three samples. The highest absorption intensity, rate and conversion degree in
the photooxidation of HQ was observed for sample 1, obtained by CBD route and containing
essential amount of Cd(OH)2 . The quantity of CdS NPs coupled with ZnO NRs in sample 1
is also the highest. On the one hand, Cd(OH)2 forms one more crystal phase and violates the
uniformity of composite microstructure. On the other, due to hydroxyl group it seems to play
a role of bifunctional linker between ZnO and CdS and makes unnecessary additional surface
treatment of ZnO NRs. This is important because despite of the porous structure of ZnO NRs,
which helps in the coupling of CdS NPs, the number of CdS NPs reaches its maximum in the
presence of Cd(OH)2 .
The chemical bath deposition technique of coupling ZnO NRs to CdS NPs presented
in this work is advantageous, as it is a simple and efficient way to produce nanocrystalline
semiconductor composites with controllable quantity and size of the nanoparticles, which could
find use in large area surface coatings for advanced photocatalytic and solar cell materials.
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1.

Introduction

Recent progress in the field of biomaterials intended to replace and reconstruct bone
tissue is due to the application of hydroxyapatite (HAp) as bone implants. Numerous HApbased biocomposite materials containing antioxidants, antibiotics, regenerating and antiinflammatory agents have been designed and implemented in clinical practice.
However, in spite of attractive biological properties Hap, materials based thereon have
some drawbacks, such as low bioresorption rate in vivo, poor stimulating effect on the growth
of new bone tissues, low crack resistance and small fatigue durability in the physiological
environment.
Chemical modification of HAp allows one to vary the characteristics of the materials
over a wide range. The application of modified HAp opens up the opportunities for the
preparation of artificial bone substances for implants and a large variety of drugs for curing
different lesions of bone, soft and mucous tissues of the individual.
A promising method of modification is the introduction of fluorine or silicon into the
primary structure with the formation of fluorine- or silicon-substituted HAp. The introduction of fluorine increases the resistance to biodegradation [1-3] and improves the adsorption
of proteins [4] and adhesion of the coating to the metal substrate [5, 6]. Besides, fluorine is
necessary for the growth and strength of bones and is a natural stimulator of bone tissue,
tooth enamel and dentin formation. The application of fluorine-substituted HAp as a component of pharmaceutical compositions is thought to improve their stability in the reactive
environment of the human body and to enhance the therapeutic effect.
Silicon-substituted HAp is of particular interest because of requirements to the implant to grow actively together with the bone tissue forming an intermediate area consisting
of biogenic nanocrystalline HAp [7, 8]. Silanol (Si–O–H) bonds on its surface promote the
formation of a new phosphate layer accelerating the implant adnation with the bone (osseointegration) [7-9]. Moreover, silicon is also necessary for formation of all body tissues
including the basic substances of bone and cartilage tissues, since its physiological role is
generally connected with synthesis of glycosaminoglycans and collagen.
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To obtain new composite HAp-based materials combining biocompatibility with enhanced strength properties, the authors synthesized silicon-substituted HAp with different
degrees of dispersion and a predetermined content of substituting anion while examining the
physical and chemical properties of the obtained material.
2.

Methods and materials

The monophasic samples were produced by the standard method of chemical condensation using additional silicon- and fluorine-containing reagents:
10Ca(OH)2 + 6H3 PO4 → Ca10 (PO4 )6 (OH)2 + 18H2 O
Ca10 (PO4 )6 (OH)2 + xF− → Ca10 (PO4 )6 (OH)2−x Fx + xOH−
(x = 1; 1.5; 2)
10Ca(OH)2 + (6-x)H3 PO4 + xSi(OR)4 →
Ca10 (PO4 )6−x (SiO4 )x (OH)2−x + 4xROH + (18-3x)H2 O
(R = Et; x = 0.5; 1)
The phase composition of the synthesized samples was studied by X-ray phase analysis (Shimadzu XRD 700 Cukα -radiation) and infrared spectroscopy (Spectrum One; Nicolet
6700, FT-IR). The morphological peculiarities of the obtained specimens were examined using scanning electron microscopy (JEOL JSM 6390 LA with an energy-dispersion analyzer).
The thermal stability was studied by differential thermal analysis and thermogravimetry
with a TG-DTA-92 device (Setaram). The lattice constants were calculated on the basis of
powder patterns using the Celref software.
3.

Results and discussion

Examination of the microstructure of the samples by scanning electron microscopy
showed that the synthesis products are poorly crystallized and consist of nanosized particles
integrated in agglomerates (Fig. 1), which can be destroyed by grinding the dried product
in ball mills.
The X-ray data reveal that the powder patterns of the obtained compounds are
identical to those of HAp. Since different minerals known as apatites give similar powder
patterns with minor variations, and the considerable width of the scattering peaks caused by
small sizes of crystals reduces the accuracy of comparative analysis of powder patterns, we
used infrared spectroscopy method to confirm the presence of fluorine in Hap and identify
the chemical bonds of the phosphate and silicate groups emerging with the introduction of
silicon into the HAp structure.
The IR spectra of the fluorine-substituted (Fig. 2.1) and silicon-substituted HAp
(Fig. 2.2) samples with different substituting ion content indicate the presence of valence
and deformation oscillations of the main groups and bonds typical of these compounds:
absorption bands of P–O groups at 1053, 1021 and 950 cm−1 (asymmetric ν3 and symmetric ν1 valence oscillations of bonds in phosphate tetrahedron PO3−
4 ), doublets at 601 and
−1
569 cm (asymmetric deformation ν4 oscillations of P–O bonds) and valence oscillations of
O–H bonds at 3570 cm−1 , deformation oscillations at 1646 cm−1 and valence oscillations of
water absorbed during synthesis at 3435 cm−1 .
The substitution of fluorine for hydroxyl groups reduces the resolution of the oscillation bands of O–H bonds at 3570 cm−1 owing to partial loss of O–H groups, which indirectly
confirms the expected mechanism of substitution.
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Fig. 1. Micrographs of crystalline fluorine-substituted HAp of the composition Ca10 (PO4 )6 F2 , magnification: ×500 (1), ×50000 (2)

Fig. 2. IR spectra of Ca10 (PO4 )6 (OH)2−x Fx for x = 1; 1.5; 2 (1),
Ca10 (PO4 )5 (SiO4 )(OH) (2a) and Ca10 (PO4 )5.5 (SiO4 )0.5 (OH)1.5 (2b)
The absence of hydroxyl vibration oscillations at 630 cm−1 near the low-frequency
band typical of P–O oscillations (601 cm−1 ) is due to the reduction of the number of OH− ions
in the compound to compensate the extra charge emerging with the introduction of silicate
groups into the HAp lattice. The absorption bands typical of oscillations of Si–O bonds are
also present: absorption band with a frequency of 500 – 520 cm−1 , typical of oscillations
of the silicate group bonds in the apatite structure, is due to the deformation oscillations
of Si–O bonds; the valence oscillations bands of these bonds at 945 cm−1 overlap with the
intense absorption bands of the phosphate group in the 900 – 1200 cm−1 range. The intensity
of the PO3−
4 bands for the silicon-substituted HAp samples decreases with an increase in the
−1
substitution degree. The presence of oscillations of the CO2−
3 group at 1420 – 1480 cm
in the IR spectra is explained by a considerable affinity of the silicon-substituted HAp to
the carbonate-anion, which, being located in the phosphate ion position [10], compensates
for the silicate anion charge. The substitution degree of CO2−
3 increases with the content of
silicon in the sample, which is confirmed by an increase in the band intensity of this group
on the IR spectra.
The energy dispersive X-ray analysis – EDAX confirmed that the composition of the
synthesized samples corresponds to pre-assigned stoichiometry (Fig. 3). Analysis performed
through 20 points in different parts of the samples gave an insignificant scatter of results.
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No fluorine-free points were found in the fluorine-substituted and silicon-free points in the
silicon-substituted HAp samples confirming the formation of solid solutions in these systems.

Fig. 3. EDAX-spectra of HAp (1) and anion-substituted HAp with the formula Ca10 (PO4 )6 F2 (2), Ca10 (PO4 )6−x (SiO4 )x (OH)2−x for x = 0.5 (3) and
x = 1 (4)
Thus, the assumption that fluorine or silicon can be embedded into the HAp lattice
is confirmed by the experimentally established facts: the absence of phases of other calcium
phosphates or anion-containing compounds in the powder patterns; the change in the spectral
pattern in the characteristic fields as well as by the EDAX data.
The introduction of fluorine or silicate ions into the initial HAp structure should
change the lattice constants. The lattice constants of the synthesized samples of anionsubstituted HAp were calculated on the basis of the powder patterns using the Celref software. The calculated results reveal (Tabl. 1) that the lattice constants of the synthesized
samples of fluorine- and silicon-substituted HAp different from the stoichiometric HAp, which
indirectly confirms anionic substitution. In the literature, there are different values of the
lattice constants of silicon-substituted Hap obtained by different methods. For example,
in [11] the lattice constants of silicon-substituted HAp were found to increase with the silicon content. At the same time, reduction of the lattice constants for silicon-substituted HAp
was reported in [12]. Analysis of the obtained data correlates with the data [7] showing that
the introduction of silicon into the HAp lattice decreases the parameter a and increases the
parameter c. The introduction of fluorine into the initial HAp structure also decreases the
lattice constants.
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Table 1. The lattice constants of HAp and anion-substituted forms

Compound
a, Å
c, Å
Volume of crystal unit, Å3
Ca10 (PO4 )6 (OH)2
9.418
6.884
528.80
Ca10 (PO4 )5.5 (SiO4 )0.5 (OH)1.5 9.389+0.027 6.893 ± 0.002
526.21 ± 2.28
Ca10 (PO4 )5 (SiO4 )(OH)
9.246+0.017 6.885 ± 0.001
509.69 ± 0.92
Ca10 (PO4 )6 (OH)F
9.375± 0.015 6.887± 0.001
524.19± 0.85
Ca10 (PO4 )6 (OH)0.5 F1.5
9.376± 0.030 6.883± 0.001
524.09± 1.68
Ca10 (PO4 )6 F2
9.383± 0.033 6.881± 0.001
524.70± 1.88
The results of thermogravimetric analysis (Fig. 4) reveal the following stages of
thermal decomposition accompanied by weight loss of the samples: the loss of bound water
and some amount of carbonate ions in the 200 – 600◦ C interval and considerable loss of
carbonate ions in the interval from 600 to 1000◦ .
The Ca10 (PO4 )5 (SiO4 )(OH) sample loses weight (16.8 wt.%) more readily than the
other samples since it contains, along with bound water, carbonate ions, to which siliconsubstituted HAp shows considerable affinity. For silicon-substituted HAp Ca10 (PO4 )5.5
(SiO4 )0.5 (OH)1.5 , the weight loss is 9.95 wt.%, which is explained by a lower carbonate
ion content in this sample.
The fluorine-substituted forms have greater thermal stability increasing with the
degree of substitution. The weight loss of fluorine-substituted Hap was: Ca10 (PO4 )6 (OH)F –
12.3 wt.%; Ca10 (PO4 )6 (OH)0.5 F1.5 – 10.2 wt.%; Ca10 (PO4 )6 F2 – 9.7 wt.%.

Fig. 4. DTG and DTA curves for:
1 – Ca10 (PO4 )6 (OH)2 , 2 –
Ca10 (PO4 )6 F2 , 3 – Ca10 (PO4 )5.5 (SiO4 )0.5 (OH)1.5 , 4 – Ca10 (PO4 )6 (OH)0.5 F1.5 ,
5 – Ca10 (PO4 )6 (OH)F, 6 – Ca10 (PO4 )5 (SiO4 )(OH) samples
Pure HAp loses 8 wt.%, but this sample is unstable. The endothermic effect at
800◦ C on the DTA curves (Fig. 5) is attributed to partial decomposition of HAp and to
the formation of tricalcium phosphate, which is typical of HAp obtained by precipitation.
The occurrence of the tricalcium phosphate impurity phase was confirmed by X-ray, while
the powder patterns of anion-substituted HAp samples with varying degrees of substitution annealed at 800 and 1000◦ C are monophasic and correspond to those of HAp. EDX
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confirmed that composition of the annealed samples corresponds to the initial compositions
with predetermined degrees of substitution.

Fig. 5. DTA curves of pure Hap
Thus, the study of the influence of anionic substitution on the thermal stability of
HAp showed that in comparison with pure HAp the anion-substituted forms have greater
thermal stability. The most thermally stable sample is Ca10 (PO4 )6 F2 . The thermal stability
of fluorine-substituted HAp can be explained by the difference in the energies of chemical
bonds of F− and OH− ions with calcium ions in Ca-channels and by structural stabilization.
Inasmuch as one of the crucial requirements to modern materials for biomedical applications is high bioactivity allowing not only for biological processes of cell growth and
differentiation but also for the rate of material dissolution, we have studied the behavior of
the synthesized samples in a sub acid medium (acetate buffer solution with pH = 4). It was
established that in comparison with pure HAp, silicon-substituted HAp has a higher solubility, increasing with the degree of substitution of silicate ions for phosphate ions (Fig. 6).
The solubility study shows that the introduction of fluorine into the structure, be it
complete or partial replacement of OH− groups, exerts a stabilizing effect and promotes production of a material with improved strength properties, because it increases the resistance
to biodegradation and to the action of acids.

4.

Conclusions

Thus, a method for changing the physicochemical properties of HAp by partial anionic
substitution has been proposed. Directed synthesis of silicon-containing apatites was carried
out, which is a complex physicochemical problem. The limiting degrees of substitution of
silicate groups for phosphate groups were proposed.
The thermal stability study showed that the introduction of fluorine or silicon stabilizes the apatite structure. Examination of the behavior of the produced materials in
the model solution revealed a greater resorbing ability and consequently, greater bioactivity
for the silicon-modified samples in comparison with pure HAp. The application of these
materials for medical purposes is very promising.
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Fig. 6. The solubility for: 1 – Ca10 (PO4 )6 (OH)2 , 2 – Ca10 (PO4 )5.5 (SiO4 )0.5
(OH)1.5 , 3 – Ca10 (PO4 )5 (SiO4 )(OH), 4 – Ca10 (PO4 )6 (OH)F, 5 – Ca10 (PO4 )6
(OH)0.5 F1.5 , 6 – Ca10 (PO4 )6 F2 samples
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The adsorption of nitrogen onto the surface of lanthanum-doped ultrafine aluminum (UFA) powder was studied
before and after aqueous oxidation under relative adsorbate (Pa/Po) pressures from 0 to 1 using low-temperature
nitrogen adsorption method in a volumetric static vacuum facility. The adsorption isotherms are considered for
their compliance with the isotherms in the classification of S. Brunauer, L. Deming, U. Deming and E. Teller. The
obtained results confirm that treatment of REM-containing powders with water leads already at room temperature
to the formation of new phases and affects their morphology. It is shown that a large role in the properties of watertreated powders belongs to the nanopores formed between crystallites on the surface of particles in the process
of oxidation with water and during subsequent thermal dehydration. The adsorption properties of Al – 3% La
sample were examined by the following methods: analysis of adsorption-desorption isotherms of vapors (statistical
volumetric method) based on nitrogen adsorption at 78 K, electron microscopic technique, and X-ray analysis. The
specific surface area and porosity of the powders were calculated.
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1.

Introduction

Hydrothermal synthesis is an effective method for producing porous aluminum hydroxides used as adsorbents, catalysts and catalytic materials carriers [1,2]. Comprehensive information about the interaction of aluminum powders of different dispersion with water is presented in
Ref. [2]. In this study, we show that the interaction is suppressed by high protective properties
of the oxide film on the surface of particles. One of the promising methods for destruction of
the barrier layer is alloying of aluminum with active metals. So, the interaction of aluminumgallium and thallium-tin alloys with water was examined in Refs. [3–7]. The distribution of
alloying elements on the grain boundaries leads to active intergranular corrosion and to destruction of metal to an ultrafine and nanosized state, complete transformation into aluminum
hydroxide taking place for a shorter period of time than for pure aluminum. Later it was found
that the presence of gallium can be used to advantage for the production of hydrogen [8].
At the same time, the use of alloy powders makes it possible to affect the physicochemical
and mechanical properties of materials synthesized by hydrothermal synthesis, as well as their
adsorption capacity.
This paper deals with the adsorption capacity of aluminum lanthanum alloy powders and
the products of interaction with water obtained at room temperature.
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Methods, results and discussion

The alloy synthesis, powder production and experiment procedures were the same as
described previously [9, 10].
The objects of this study were prepared by spraying the melts with nitrogen followed
by recondensation of gas plasma under low-temperature plasma conditions on GNIICHTEOS
plants [11].
Before and after the experiment, the samples were weighed on a Shimadzu AUW 120D
high-accuracy electronic balance.
The content of active aluminum powders during hydrotreatment was determined by the
volumetric method – from the volume of evolved hydrogen. The adsorption properties were
studied on a Sorptomatic plant from nitrogen adsorption on the particle surface. The specific
surface area and porosity were calculated by the BET and Barrett, Joyner and Halenda (BJH)
methods [12].
Surface oxidation of aluminum powder with water leads to a dramatic increase in the
specific surface area. UFA can be classified with non-porous materials. Its specific surface
area was 7 m2 /g before and 30 m2 /g after hydrotreatment. UFA powder was stored in a
conditionally sealed package and interacted with atmospheric moisture during storage, therefore
it already contained oxide phases because the active aluminum content was ∼ 80%. The electron
micrographs of the UFA sample before and after water treatment are presented in Fig. 1. The
UFA powder particles before aqueous oxidation had a spherical form of about 5–10 microns in
diameter, which were coated with smaller particles formed when the initial ASD–4 type alloy
powder passed through a plasmatron. After interaction with water, the particles were bound
agglomerates differing greatly in size. As is seen, they were the same spherical particles coated
with a fine fraction of aluminum oxide hydroxide AlOOH. Analysis of the phase composition of
the samples after water oxidation was carried out on a Shimadzu diffractometer (Cukα radiation)
using the JCPDS standard database. The content of active aluminum decreased by 14%.
The Al – 3% La powder before interaction with water was a non-porous sample corresponding to the isotherm of type 2. After water treatment, the Al – 3% La sample belongs to
mesoporous materials and corresponds to the isotherm of type 4, according to the recommendations of the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) [12].
The adsorption isotherm of Al – 3% La has a hysteresis loop, Fig. 2. According to the
IUPAC classification, hysteresis for Al – 3% La is of H3 type, i.e. this material has near-slit-like
pores. The isotherm of Al – 3% La after water oxidation is typical of porous aggregates with a
developed network of intersecting pores [13].
The structure of porous carriers is generally characterized not only by the specific surface
area, but also by the pore volume and pore size distribution [12, 14].
The porous structure of Al – 3% La sample obtained in the aqueous process was
calculated using the Barrett, Joyner and Halenda theory (BJH method) [12, 15]. It was found
to be of polydisperse nature with mesopores with a narrow size distribution of in the range
from 30 to 40 Å, Fig. 3. The total pore surface area was 45 m2 /g. The total pore volume was
0.058 cm3 /g. The specific surface area of the sample before and after interaction with water
was respectively 20 and 60 m2 /g.
Although lanthanum is not registered in any form by XRD, the presence of lanthanum
had an influence not only on the reaction between aluminum and liquid water stimulating oxide hydroxide formation, but also on the structural characteristics of the synthesized product
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(a)

(b)
F IG . 1. Micrographs of alloy powders: (a) initial UFA, (b) UFA after interaction
with water (48 h)

increasing the degree of its amorphism. The amorphism of Al – 3% La powder after hydrotreating is also attested to by the presence of a wide band (halo) inherent in the amorphous phase
corresponding to boehmite AlOOH, Fig. 4.
According to electron microscopic examination of the Al – 3% La sample after water
oxidation, the powder has a loose structure (loose agglomerates of amorphous particles) where
plates with slit-like pores are observed, Fig. 5. Thus, the pseudoboehmite precipitate produced at
a temperature not higher than 30 ◦ C consists of fine crystal grains forming the porous structure
of slit-like pores with the average pore diameter of 3–4 nm that are combined into secondary
particles (flakes) containing a large amount of colloidal-bound water. This water is held by
the hydrate very firmly and can be removed only by drying at 110–130 ◦ C. The entire sample
reacted with water completely, as evidenced by phase and volumetric analysis. The specific
surface area increased up to 60 m2 /g.
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F IG . 2. Nitrogen adsorption isotherm on the surface of Al – 3% La powder after
interaction with water

F IG . 3. The pore diameter distribution curve for the Al – 3% La composition

The results obtained showed that at room temperature the process of interaction of Al –
3% La with water is most likely to flow the scheme: amorphous phase – pseudo-boehmite
(AlOON ) – boehmite (γ–AlOOH) – bayerite Al(OH)3 – gibbsite Al(OH)3 [16].
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F IG . 4. The diffractogram of water-treated Al – 3% La powder

F IG . 5. Microphotograph of Al – 3% La alloy powder after interaction with
water (48 h)
3.

Conclusions

The interaction of Al – 3% La alloy powder with water at room temperature has been
studied for the first time. During 48 h the sample completely reacted with water to form AlOOH
and Al(OH)3 .
Alloying aluminum with lanthanum activates the interaction process and leads to the
formation of nanoscale products with a specific surface area of 60 m2 /g and a narrow size
distribution for mesopores, ranging from 30 to 40 Å.
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1.

Introduction

Small additions of scandium, as well as zirconium and hafnium to aluminum and
aluminum-based alloys abruptly increase their strength characteristics. For example, introduction of 0.3%Sc into AMg5 alloy (Al–5%Mg) increases the tensile strength of annealed
sheets from 260 to 400 MPa. The structure of scandium-free alloy remains completely
recrystallized, while that of scandium-containing alloy is nonrecrystallized [1]. In the presence of zirconium, the modifying effect of master alloy manifests itself at lower scandium
concentrations. Aluminum grain nuclei in the presence of zirconium are Al3 (Scx Zr1−x ) particles, in which zirconium substitutes for 50% scandium, the lattice type (LI2 ) remaining the
same [2,3]. Modification of cast alloy Al–Zn–Cu–Mg with a master alloy (0.48%Sc+Zr) leads
to grain size refinement to 23 µm [4]. At the same time, the dendritic grain structure disappears. Al3 Sc, Al3 Zr and Al3 (Sc1−x Zrx ) dispersoids formed by secondary segregation have
dispersity of <10 nm and are coherent with the aluminum matrix. Hafnium in aluminum
alloys has a stronger refining effect than zirconium, which is explained by its more pronounced metallic properties; additionally, hafnium is a good absorber of thermal neutrons.
Addition of 1% hafnium in aluminum leads to the production of aluminum superalloys with
metal grain size of 40–50 nm. Here, not only alloy reinforcement, but also considerable relative elongation is achieved, the shear and torsional strength is increased and the vibration
resistance is improved [5].
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Production of light alloys containing expensive rare metals is economically more sound
by their synthesis using high-temperature exchange reactions between fluoride-chloride salt
melts containing one or several compounds of rare metals and liquid aluminum or its alloys
with magnesium [6–8]. With this method of alloy production, liquid aluminum was found to
contain inclusions of intermetallic compounds (IMC) and slag shots. Usually, the methods
for removal of inclusions include kiln deposition followed by filtration through glass net with
a high content of alumina or passing through a layer of coke, carbon, flux etc. The materials
used for such refining of melts often become clogged up and are washed out by metal, whereas
the inclusions pass through the partitions. Some refractory materials are able to contaminate
the filtered metal. The presence of large inclusions leads to sheet stock and stamping rejects,
as well as to reduction of the durability of articles because of crack formation and failures,
especially under vibrational loads. In this work, we examine the behavior of some solid
inclusions during centrifugation.
The performed laboratory-scale experimental studies allowed us to establish that
aluminum alloys with required content of alloying additions (scandium, zirconium, hafnium),
taken in different ratios, can be produced by the injection method. This method provides
uniform distribution of doping metals in the whole bulk of the alloy, the duration of the
operation decreases in comparison with other methods of alloying, small amounts of available
salts are used, and some impurities are removed into the slag.

2.
2.1.

Analysis of inclusions in aluminum alloys
Sedimentation theory

In accordance with the Stokes law, during centrifugation of aluminum melt with
rotating velocity f until its hardening, the IMC and slag particles move to the bottom or to
the top of the crucible with rate υ determined by equation:
v=

2π 2 d2 f 2 (ρAl − ρp )αr
·
9
η

(1)

where η is the aluminum viscosity coefficient; d is the spherical diameter; r is the distance
between the rotation axis and particle; ρAl and ρp are the densities of Al and particle; and
α is the relative velocity of particle with respect to the velocity of spherical particle of equal
volume (α is a constant value depending on the particle profile; for round particles including
disk-shaped and rod-like forms, the values of α lie within 0.8–1.0; for film forms, for example,
thin oxide films, the values of α can range in the region of 0.25–0.35 depending on the film
orientation).
The spherical diameter d of finest inclusions moving to the bottom of the crucible in
the melt is determined by equation [9]:
#1/2

"

45η · ln (Rb /Rg )
d=
2
8π α · f 2 (ρAl − ρp ) t −

7
t
12 1



,

(2)

where f is the rotating velocity; t is the period of time when the melt is in the liquid state
during centrifugation; Rb is the distance from the rotation axis to the top of the melt in the
crucible; Rg is the distance from the rotation axis to the bottom of the melt in the crucible;
η is the viscosity coefficient of liquid at starting temperature; and t = t1 .
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Experiment conditions

Aluminum alloy ingots were melted, heated to 850◦ C and centrifuged in cylindrical
alundum crucibles with chamotte thermal isolation using an S–6UHL4.2 centrifuge. Centrifugation was carried out with rotating velocity from 600 to 3000 rev/min until hardening
of metal. Depending on the alloy mass, the time before crystallization varied from 6 to
10 min (Fig. 1).
The duration of crystallization of samples until complete hardening was 5–8 min. The
samples’ liquid state time was enough for large particles to settle on the crucible bottom
(Fig. 2).
The oxide agglomerates, of lower density than that of the melt, move towards the
rotation axis. The samples were divided along the cylindrical axis. The inclusions were
analyzed using microscopic, chemical and X-ray phase methods. The centrifuge and samples
parameters are as follows: the distance from the rotation axis to the melt upper level in the
crucible is Rb =120–150 mm, the same to the crucible bottom is Rg = 200 mm, the crucible
diameter is Øid = 40 mm and the viscosity of aluminum is ηAl = 3 ÷ 5 Poise.

Fig. 1. Crystallization diagram
2.3.

Results and discussion

The Al3 Sc phase in aluminum is formed by a peritectic reaction at 1427◦ C. It has
a cubic lattice with four atoms in the cell and the parameter a = 4.106 × 10−10 m and is
isomorphous with aluminum with a = 4.100 × 10−10 m [10]. The density of isolated crystals
determined by the bottle method is 3.00 g/cm3 .
The compound Al3 Zr in aluminum is melted congruently at 1577◦ C. At 660.3◦ C, in the
aluminum-rich region, a peritectic reaction takes place, during which Al3 Zr interacts with the
melt containing 0.03 at.% Zr and forms an αAl -solid solution. The metastable modification
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Fig. 2. Large-size IMC particles on the boundary of bottom sediment
of the phase, formed by annealing from supersaturated aluminum solid solution, has a cubic
Cu2 Au-type crystal structure with lattice parameters a = 4.050 × 10−10 m [10]. The density
of isolated crystals was also determined by the bottle method to be 4.10 g/cm3 .
The compound Al3 Hf is melted congruently at 1590◦ C, and at 662◦ C, as a result of
a peritectic reaction with the melt containing 0.073 at.% Hf, it forms an αAl -solid solution
having the maximum solubility at this temperature, 1.2 mass %. The lattice parameter
increases to the maximum, a = 4.051 × 10−10 m [11, 12]. The density of these crystals
determined by the bottle method is 6.18 g/cm3 .
Additions of transition metals to the binary alloy Al–2%Sc appreciably affect the
strengthening value. The best strengthening during decomposition of the solid solution in
the experimental alloy is achieved when the Sc and Zr contents are equal. Additions of Hf
produce an analogous effect in character, but of slightly lower magnitude [13].
Depending on the initial content of metals introduced into aluminum and on the
alloy cooling rates, the Al3 Me crystals have different sizes and shapes. Without centrifugation (settling) of the alloy containing 10 mass% Sc, the microstructure of the sediment is
characterized by round 10–140 µm particles and needles of size to several millimeters. The
inclusions of Al3 Sc particles in the ingot volume without centrifugation are predominately
5 µm in size. Large needles are not observed over the sediment from the melt containing
4–5% Sc. In the ingot volume, the particles are under 5 µm in size. At the initial Sc concentration of 2.0%, the major part of the particles in the ingot volume have a rectangular shape
and a size of less than 4 µm, while 5–7 µm particles are not more than 10%. Centrifugation
of Al–2%Sc master alloy at a rate of 1000 rev/min results in deposition of large IMC particles on the bottom, whereas the nanoparticles of size < 400 nm remain in the bulk. The
microstructure of 1.8–2.0% Sc-containing alloy ingots, with crystallization in cast-iron molds
and a melt cooling rate from 800◦ C of minimum 100◦ C/s, is represented by crystals and
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plates under 5 µm in size. The composition of αAl -solid solution and IMC particle inclusions
was examined with the use of quantitative MS analysis. The content of elements (mass %)
was determined for the upper boundary of the bottom layer particles: Al–62.57 and Sc–32.43
(Al3 Sc), and a lower content of scandium was found for the dark particles and for the center
of the particles: 16.62–17.78 and 20.77–24.05, respectively. Depending on the temperature,
the scandium content of scandium (mass %) in the αAl -solid solution is 0.38 (660◦ C), 0.22
(600◦ C), 0.07 (500◦ C) and 0.03 (400◦ C).
As a result of centrifugation of zirconium-rich (10 mass %) aluminum alloy, 50 µm
and smaller particles are observed in the microstructure of the bottom phase, and on the
boundary with the bottom phase also needles of 200 µm and less in length are found. As
distinct from Al–Sc ingots, slag inclusions in the form of black shots are seen in the bottom
sediment layer. Without centrifugation, the IMC particles in the ingot volume are chiefly
5–15 µm in size. Depending on the initial content of zirconium in the aluminum melt, the
dissolution of large-sized particles at 750◦ C is slow. At 0.3 mass % Zr content, at least
30 min are required for their dissolution at this temperature. After centrifugation of the
melt, the content of zirconium in the αAl -solid solution was found to be 0.28–0.30 mass %.
The intermetallic particles contain 36.18–56.38 mass % of Zr. Iron (0.07–0.08) and silicon
impurities (0.55–1.63), as well as an enhanced zirconium content (0.33 mass %) are found in
some samples of αAl -solid solution of the master alloy. In the aluminum angle of the phase
diagram Al–Zr–Sc, the only nonvariant peritectic transformation is found at a temperature
of 659◦ C, L + Al3 Zr → (Al) + Al3 Sc [9].
For the initial concentration of 12 mass % Hf in aluminum, round particles of a
maximum 60 µm in size are deposited on the bottom during centrifugation. At the initial
concentration of 5 mass % Hf in the melt, no needle-shaped inclusions are found over the
sediment. The size of IMC particles in the ingot volume did not exceed 2 µm. The bottom
sediment, like for the alloys with zirconium, is found to contain round slag inclusions.
Thus, it was shown that depending on the initial concentration of alloying component
(Sc, Zr, Hf), crystallization conditions and the presence of other alloying components, IMC
of different forms are obtained and large IMC particles can be formed, which slowly dissolve
at the temperature of master alloy introduction into the alloy.
3.

Chemical alloying of aluminum and alloys based thereon

In the light of the above discussion, alloying of aluminum and aluminum-based alloys
(both cast alloys and wrought alloys) using aluminothermic methods holds much promise.
These methods can be used for introduction of refractory, scattered and rare metals into alloy
and for improvement of properties (such as heat resistance, corrosion resistance, weldability,
mechanical strength etc.). In particular, the case in point is alloying of aluminum with small
additions of scandium, zirconium and hafnium. The application of aluminothermic methods
for the production of master alloys and alloys by blowing (injection) through aluminum melt
using a gas-powder suspension consisting of inert gas (argon Ar or carbon dioxide CO2 ) and
a ground salt mixture of sodium fluoride and potassium chloride with aluminum fluoride that
contains oxides and fluorides of metals introduced into the alloy at 700–900◦ C is described
in detail in Ref. [14]. Production of aluminum-scandium alloys in industrial kilns of KUMZ
OJSC is described elsewhere [15].
The new method, developed by the authors, allows alloying of aluminum and aluminumbased alloys with scandium, zirconium and hafnium with the use of a salt composition consisting of a mixture of potassium chloride and potassium and aluminum fluorides (or only
potassium, sodium and aluminum fluorides), which contains oxides of the corresponding
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metals introduced by injection into melted aluminum. During melting, the ground mixtures of these salts dissolve the oxides forming complex compounds, which easily interact
with melted aluminum; for example, the application of a mixture of sodium and potassium
fluorides can hold promise for dissolution of scandium oxide (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. The liquidus curve piece of a salt system with scandium oxide
(0.4NaF + 0.6KF) – Sc2 O3
From the X-ray phase analysis data presented in Fig. 4 it was established that during
melting with sodium and potassium fluorides, scandium oxide is dissolved forming sodium
dipotassium hexafluoroscandiate (scandium cryolite-elpasolite) K2 NaScF6 .

Fig. 4. The X-ray diffraction pattern of a salt system with scandium oxide
(0.4NaF + 0.6KF) – Sc2 O3
Alloying of aluminum with scandium, zirconium and hafnium allows new-generation
alloys to be produced (for example, 1570, 1975 etc.). After blowing of aluminum melt
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with a gas-powder suspension, the slag is easily removed and the finished product can be
poured into moulds if other alloying additions, for example lithium, are not introduced. The
laboratory-scale experimental studies performed showed that the injection method can be
used for obtaining aluminum alloys with required content of alloying additions (scandium,
zirconium, hafnium) taken in different ratios. This method provides uniform distribution
of doping metals in the whole bulk of the alloy, the duration of the operation decreases in
comparison with other methods of alloying, small amounts of available salts are used, and
some impurities are removed into slag. So, it is established experimentally that the content
of sodium decreases by 15% (if a salt mixture without sodium fluoride is used), silicon – by
25% and copper – by almost 80%. In order to obtain a satisfactory ratio of dopants during
complex alloying of aluminum, the concentrations of the compounds of introduced metals
in the salt mixture should be maintained with allowance for the yield of alloying metals
into the alloy at the temperature of the process. In case of deviation from the necessary
concentration of salts of metals reduced by the aluminothermic method, the required ratios
in the alloy cannot be attained.
The injection method is carried out in the following way:
– Preliminarily preparation of the salt mixture (50–60% KCl, 30-45% KF, 5–10% AlF3 ):
drying at 150◦ C, mixing, introduction of the calculated amount of compounds (oxides) of
alloying addition (not more than 25% of the total mass of the mixture), grinding with
simultaneous mixing and loading into the injection plant (Fig. 5). The reagents are taken
in 5–20% excess.
– The necessary amount of alloying aluminum (or aluminum-based alloy) is melted in an
L–9/11/B180 Nobertherm furnace to the temperature specified in the process instruction
for a particular alloy, for example 750–800◦ C for pure aluminum.

Fig. 5. The diagram of a plant for injection of powdered salts into liquid
aluminum. 1 – crucible for aluminum; 2 – single-jet tuyere; 3 – powdered
salts; 4 – plug; 5 – accelerating jet; 6 – pulse gate; CO2 – shielding gas; Al –
liquid aluminum
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– The powder is injected into aluminum melt with the use of carbon dioxide until all salt
mixture is consumed. Gas blowing is carried out for as many again as 1–5 min, after that,
the slag is discharged and the metal is poured into a cast-iron mold.
– The content of alloying additions in aluminum is refined analytically in the Laboratory of
physicochemical methods of analysis at the ISSC UB RAS using the atomic absorption spectroscopy method (plasma version) on a Perkin Elmer-503 Atomic absorption spectrometer.
The alloying component in the composition of powder mixture is introduced into the
melt by blowing the mixture in the carrier gas jet through aluminum melt. The powdered
mixture is composed of potassium fluoride, potassium chloride and aluminum fluoride, and
the alloying elements are oxides of the corresponding metals taken in the ratio, mass %:
– potassium fluoride (KCl) – 50-60%,
– potassium chloride (KF) – 15-35%,
– aluminum fluoride (AlF3 ) – 5-10%,
– oxide of introduced metal (a mixture of metal oxides) – 10-25%.
Carbon dioxide (CO2 ) is used as a carrier gas; it is fed with a rate of 0.2–20 ndm3 /min
under a pressure of 0.1 atm. The direct metallurgical yield of alloying components, both
at individual and joint introduction of dopants, is more than 90%. Alloys with estimated
content of alloying elements, from 0.3 to 0.6 mass %, are produced.
The decomposition of solid solutions with the formation of secondary dispersoids
begins below 500◦ C. The eutectic temperature of the Al–Sc alloy is only 1◦ C lower than the
melting point of aluminum and has a composition of 0.47% Sc (0.38 at.% Sc). The solubility
of Sc in solid Al at the eutectic temperature is 0.34%, and at 600◦ C, it decreases to 0.23% [10].
The size of nucleus in the form of Al3 Sc particle is smaller than 1.8 µm, and Al3 Sc dispersoid
formed by secondary segregation, as was already mentioned above, is < 10 nm in size and
is completely coherent with the aluminum matrix, which further improves the mechanical
properties.
When, besides scandium, cheaper modifying agents (zirconium and hafnium) are introduced into aluminum alloy, the structure of the formed IMC becomes more complicated,
which appreciably affects the strength and other properties. According to the dependence
proposed by Darken and Gurry [16] that the proximity of atomic radii and electronegativities of melted components promotes the formation of vast regions of solid solutions, it
can be suggested that the mechanical properties (hardness) of light aluminum alloys are
strengthened.
Examination of alloys containing individually Sc, Zr, Y and Hf or their mixtures and
having different compositions shows that the microhardness of the produced materials increases when the element’s atomic number and the complexity of the component composition
lower (Fig. 6).
The results obtained can be used for predicting the properties after introduction of
modifying agents into aluminum alloys. The microhardness of alloys containing Sc, Zr, Y
and Hf increases as the element atomic number and the composition complexity lower.
4.

Conclusions

The studies performed showed that depending upon the initial concentration of alloying component (Sc, Zr, Hf) and other conditions, IMC crystals of different shape are
produced and large IMC particles can be formed, which dissolve slowly at the temperatures
of master alloy introduction into the alloy. Segregation of inclusions into a small region of
sediment is possible already at a centrifuge rotating velocity of 1000 rev/min. When zirconium and hafnium are introduced by high-temperature exchange reactions into the salt
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Fig. 6. The microhardness of alloys versus their composition
melts based on fluorides and chlorides of alkaline metals and the corresponding rare metal
with aluminum, “heavy” slag shots can also deposit on the bottom. Primary removal of
suspended impurities from aluminum alloy can be carried out in settling centrifuges; the
diameter of finest inclusion particles removed from the solution is 400–500 nm. The centrifugation method can be used to analyze the particles in the melt and to determine the
solubility of phases and the kinetics of particle size as functions of the melt temperature.
The introduction of alloying additions (scandium, zirconium, hafnium) into aluminum
and aluminum-based alloys by injecting process powders into aluminum melt has the following advantages over other methods:
1. Cheap compounds (oxides) of alloying metals are used.
2. Low process temperatures.
3. Uniform distribution of dopants in the volume.
4. Easily accessible carbon dioxide is used for injection.
5. Complex alloying is possible.
Owing to segregation of secondary nano-sized IMC located on the grain boundary,
at comparable concentrations, dispersion hardening of alloys is superior to solid-solution
strengthening.
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